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1965  Edition INTRODUCTORY  NOTE 
This publication is  a  systematic inventory of the taxes  levied in the Member States 
of the European Economic Community, including all save a few minor levies or dues. 
The inventory - which it is intended to bring up to date from time to time - covers the 
situation as at 1 January 1965, and changes in tax arrangements coming into operation 
on that date  are  taken  into  account. 
The  countries  are  dealt  with  in  the  following  order:  Belgium,  Germany,  France, 
Italy,  Luxembourg,  and  the Netherlands. 
For the purposes of comparability, the taxes  have been classified  according to their 
nature, and similar taxes in the different countries have been placed in the same main 
group,  subgroup  (and,  in  some  cases,  further  sub-division).  This  classification  is 
indicated  by a  reference  symbol  under the name of the country in the top outside 
corner  of  each  page. 
The taxes  levied in each  country fall  into three main groups: 
I.  Income tax, profits tax and wealth tax; 
II.  Capital formation taxes and transaction duties; 
III.  Taxes on expenditure. 
Main Group I is sub-divided as follows: 
1.  Income tax 
2.  Corporation tax 
3.  Land tax and taxes on other real estate 
4.  Taxes on industry and trade 
5.  Wealth tax. 
Main Group II is sub-divided as follows: 
1.  Inheritance and Gift duties 
2.  Taxes on the appreciation of assets 
3.  Registration tax and transfer taxes 
4.  Stamp duty 
5.  Securities tax 
6.  Stock exchange turnover tax. Main Group III is  sub-divided as follows: 
1.  Turnover tax 
2.  Transport tax 
3.  Special excise duties 
4.  Taxes on motor vehicles. 
Where in the same country several taxes fall into the same sub-group, these have been 
distinguished  by  the  use  of capital  letters. 
The figures  given in the appended tables  do not always  correspond exactly  to  the 
taxes described in the text: the tables relate to 1961  and 1962, since which time certain 
taxes  have  been  abolished  and  others  introduced,  whereas  the  text,  as  mentioned 
above, covers the situation up to and including 1  January 1965. SUMMARY 
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Personal income tax 
Tax on non-residents 
Company tax 
Tax on legal persons 
Inheritance (gift) duty 
Main registration taxes 
Tax on stock exchange and carry-over transactions 
Transmission tax 
Luxury transmission tax 
Invoice tax 
Invoice tax on business contracts 
Tax on rented movable property 
Annual tax on insurance contracts 
Transport tax 
Duty on spirits (BL) (1) 
Duty on wines and other fermented beverages (BL) (1) 
Duty on beer (BL) (1) 
Duty on mineral waters 
Duty on tobacco (BL) (1) 
Duty on sugar (BL) (1) 
Duty on mineral oils (BL) (1) 
Duty on liquefied petroleum gases (BL) (1) 
Tax on motor vehicles 
BELGIUM 
(1)  B  =  Belgium, L  =  Luxembourg These duties and taxes are the same in both countries. GERMANY 
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III 1 A 
III 1 C  (1) 
III 1 C  (2) 
III 1 D 
III 2 A 
III 3 A 
III 3 B 
III 3 C 
UI 3 E 
III 3 F 
III 3 H 
III 3 I 
III 3 K 
Personal income tax 
Corporation tax 
Tax on real estate 
Tax on industry and trade 
Wealth tax 
Equalization of burdens levies 
Inheritance (gift) duty 
Real property transfer tax 
Tax on the acquisition of corporate rights 
Securities tax 
Bills of exchange tax 
Stock exchange turnover tax 
Turnover tax 
Insurance tax 
Fire insurance tax 
Betting and gaming tax 
Transport tax 
Duty on spirits 
Duty on wines and other fermented beverages 
Duty on beer 
Duty on coffee 
Duty on tea 
Duty on tobacco 
Duty on sugar 
Duty on sweeteners GERMANY 
III 3 L  Duty on salt 
III 3 Q  Duty on matches and tapers 
III 3 R  Duty on electric lamps 
III 3 U  Duty on mineral oils 
III 3 W  Duty on playing cards 
III 4 A  Tax on motor vehicles FRANCE 
I 1 A  Personal income tax 
I 1 B  Complementary tax 
I 2 A  Company tax 
I 3 A  Property tax on buildings 
I 3 B  Property tax on land without buildings 
I 3 C  Tax on furnished accommodation 
I 4A  Business tax 
I 4 B  Payroll tax 
14C  Apprenticeship tax 
lilA  Inheritance (gift) duty 
113A  Main registration taxes 
116  Stock exchange turnover tax 
III 1 A  Value-added tax 
III 1 B  (5)  Service tax 
III 1 B  (6)  Local tax 
III 1 C  (1)  Single stage tax on insurance contracts 
III 1 E 
III 2 B 
III 2 C 
III 3 A 
III 3 B 
III 3 E 
III 3 F 
III 3 G 
III 3 H 
Entertainments tax 
Tax on haulage vehicles (general tax and surcharge) 
Tax on river and canal craft 
Duty on spirits 
Duty on wines and other fermented beverages 
Duty on coffee 
Duty on tea 
Duty on cocoa 
Duty on tobacco III 3 I 
III 3M 
III 3 Q 
III 3 U 
III 4 A 
III 4 B 
III 4 C 
FRANCE 
Duty on sugar 
Duty on meat 
Duty on matches 
Duty on mineral oils (including liquefied petroleum gases) 
Differential tax on motor vehicles 
Special tax on private cars with horse-power for tax purposes exceeding 
16  HP 
Annual tax on company cars ITALY 
I 1 A  Tax on income from movable wealth 
I 1 B  Complementary tax 
I 1 C  Family tax 
I 2A  Company tax 
I 3 A  (1)  Tax on income from buildings 
I 3 A  (2)  Special tax on income from luxury buildings 
I 3 B  (1)  Tax on landowners' income 
I 3 B  (2)  Tax on income from farming 
I 3 C  Tax on the rental value of property 
I 4 A  Tax on industrial,  commercial, artistic and professional activities 
Business  tax 
lilA  Estate duty 
II1B  Tax on the total value of inherited estate 
II2  Tax on the appreciation of building sites 
II3A  Registration tax 
II3B  Mortgage tax 
II4  Stamp duty 
liSA  Tax on bonds 
II6  Stock exchange turnover tax 
III 1 A  Turnover tax 
III 1 B  (7)  Compensatory tax on imports of  industrial products 
III 1 C  (1)  Insurance tax 
III 1 E  Entertainments tax 
III 2 A  Stamp duty on transport documents 
III 3 A  Duty on spirits 
III 3 C  Duty on beer ITALY 
III 3 E  (1)  Duty on coffee 
III 3 E  (2)  Duty on coffee substitutes 
III 3 G  Duty on cocoa 
III 3 H  Duty on tobacco (monopoly) 
III 3 I  Duty on sugar 
III 3 K  Duty on sweeteners 
III 3 L  Duty on salt (monopoly) 
III 3 N  Duty on vegetable or animal oils 
III 3 0  Duty on margarine 
III 3 P  Duty on yarn 
III 3 Q  Duty on matches 
III 3 R  Duty on electric lamps 
III 3 S  Duty on gas and electricity 
III 3 T  Duty on methane gas 
III 3 U  Duty on mineral oils 
III 3 V  Duty on petroleum gas 
III 3 W  Duty on playing cards 
III 4 A  Tax on motor vehicles LUXEMBOURG 
I  1 A  Personal income tax 
I 1 B  Tax on company directors'fees 
I 2 A  Company tax 
I 3 A/B  Tax on land and buildings 
I4  Trade tax 
I 5 A  Wealth tax 
lilA  Estate duty 
113A  Registration taxes 
113B  Mortgage tax 
114  Stamp duty 
III 1 A  Turnover tax 
III 1 C  (1)  Insurance tax 
III 1 C  (2)  Fire service tax 
III 1 D  Betting tax 
III 1 E  Entertainments tax 
III 1 F  Liquor licence 
III 2 A  Transport tax 
III 3 A  (  1)  Duty on spirits 
III 3 B  (1)  Duty on wines and other fermented beverages 
III 3 C  (  1)  Duty on beert 
III 3 H  (1)  Duty on tobacco 
III 3 I  (1)  Duty on sugar 
III 3 U  (  1)  Duty on mineral oils 
III 3 V  (1)  Duty on liquefied petroleum gases 
III 4 A  Tax on motor vehicles 
( 1)  See  Belgium NETHERLANDS 
I 1 A  Personal income tax 
I 1 B  Directors' tax 
I 1 C  Tax on lottery winnings 
I 2 A  Company tax 
I 3 A/B  Land tax 
I 3 C  Inhabited house tax 
I 5 A  Wealth tax 
II 1 A  Gift and succession duties 
II 3 A  Registration duties 
II 4  Stamp duty 
III 1 A  Turnover tax 
III 3 A  Duty on spirits 
III 3 B  Duty on wine and other fermented beverages 
III 3 C  Duty on beer 
III 3 H  Duty on tobacco 
III 3 I  Duty on sugar 
III 3 U  Duty on mineral oils 
III 4 A  Tax on motor vehicles BELGIUM BELGIUM 
I  1  A 
Personal income  tax (lmpot sur le  revenu  des  personnes physiques) 
Beneficiary: The State (plus a surcharge which may be levied by the provinces and com-
munes) 
Tax payable by: Individuals, "societes de personnes" which have opted for the system 
applicable  to  individuals. 
Basis of assessment:  All  income of above, including income from foreign sources 
Allowances: Taxpayers with dependents are granted a personal allowance and are taxed 
at a reduced rate; costs of insuring property and furniture, interest on debt, and 
maintenance allowances are deductible, and reductions are made in tax payable by 
aged persons.  In the case  of incomes  on which a  similar  tax  has  been  levied 
abroad, the personal income tax normally due on real estate and earned  income 
is cut by half and, for income from capital, 15 % of the original income is deducted 
from the amount of tax, payable at the normal rate; the advance payment automa-
tically  levied  does  not  affect  this  rule. 
Married couples:  The total income of the couple and their children is  assessed as  one 
income, but a reduction is  granted in respect of the total earned income of the 
couple. 
Non-residents:  See  "Tax on non-residents" 
Collection:  By means of assessment books, but advance payments are required in the 
case of  income from real estate and capital and certain types of earned incomes, etc. 
The advance payment is either 2 or 3% in the case of real estate, plus a surcharge 
accruing  to the  communes  and provinces.  The advance  payment  in the  case 
of revenue  from  capital  is  normally  15  o/ 0 •  The advance  payment for  earned 
income is  calculated from tables. 
Rates of tax: There is  a  personal allowance of Bfrs.  26 000 in the case of taxpayers 
without dependents; over and above this amount, progressive rates  are applied 
reaching a maximum of 55  °/ 0  for that part of income exceeding Bfrs. 5 million. 
The total amount of tax may not exceed 50 °/ 0  of the taxable income. 
Special features:  Personal income tax is  not recognised as  an expense for the purpose 
of  any other tax.  Income from real estate is deemed to be rent on land and build-
ings plus the net amount of rent over and above double  the  income  from  any 
property  occupied  by the  tenant  as  a  place  of work.  An additional  advance 
payment of 15 o/ 0  is made on income from capital where the beneficiary is uniden-
tified. 
Carry-over  of losses:  Five  years BELGIUM 
I 1  B 
Tax  on  non-residents  (Impot  des  non-residents) 
Beneficiary:  The State (plus  any  surcharges  levied  by the provinces and communes) 
Tax payable  by:  Mainly  by non-resident individuals  and companies  having  business 
premises  or a  place  of residence in Belgium or earning income in Belgium as 
active partners or directors carrying on a real and permanent activity in Belgium, 
or income earned by partners in "societes de personnes" which have opted for 
personal income tax.  (1) 
Basis of assessment: Income produced or accruing in Belgium 
Allowances:  See  under I  1 A 
Deductions: See under I  1 A (with certain restrictions) 
Ma"ied couples:  See  under I  1 A 
Collection:  See  under I  1  A.  The advance payment on revenue from  real  property 
is sometimes increased (additional tax of 15 % on rent from land and buildings). 
Rate of tax: For non-residents, see under I  1 A; for legal persons 35  °/o 
Special features:  The tax is not deductible. 
Ca"y-over  of losses:  Five  years 
(1)  Non-resident companies and persons not fulfilling these conditions are liable only for the advance 
payments. BELGIUM 
I  2 A 
Company tax (Impot des  societes) 
Beneficiary:  The State (plus  any  surcharges  levied  by the provinces and communes) 
Tax payable  by:  Legal persons engaged in an activity for pecuniary reward 
Basis of assessment:  Normally, the same as  under I 1 A 
Allowances: Either 85  or 95 °/ 0  of the net dividends accruing to companies are exempt 
from tax.  Tax is reduced to a quarter in the case of  profits made and taxed abroad. 
In case  of foreign interest and licence fees  taxed abroad, an arbitrary reduction 
of 15  %>  in the tax chargeable is  made. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books,  except  in the  case  of advance  payments 
(see  under I  1  A) 
Rates of tax: 30 %  ; 35  o/ 0  in the case of fractions of undistributed profits in excess of 
Bfrs. 5 million (the increase is  refunded if the profits are distributed).  In certain 
cases,  reduced rates are applied. 
Special  featt~res: If the profits are distributed, the shareholder receives  a tax credit of 
15  o/ 0 ,  which may be set of against personal income tax.  The advance payment 
for income from capital is assessed as a proportion of gross dividend plus the tax 
credit.  The tax is  not deductible. 
Carry-over  of losses:  Five years. BELGIUM 
I 2  B 
Tax on  legal persons  (Impot des  personnes  morales) 
Beneficiary: The State 
Tax payable by: The State, provinces, communes, and legal persons not engaged in an 
activity for pecuniary reward. 
Basis of assessment:  Income from capital and land, the latter being sometimes exempt 
Collection:  By advance deduction (see  under I  1 A) 
Rate of tax: The amount of tax is  deemed to correspond to the advance deductions. BELGIUM 
lilA 
Inheritance (gift) duty (Droits de succession) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  by:  Heirs  and legatees 
Basis  of assessment:  Total  net  estate  inherited 
Allo1vances  and reductions:  Allowances  and  for reductions are  granted in certain  cases, 
e.g., to heirs in direct line or with children. 
Collection: The duty is normally payable within 7 months of the date of decease entered 
on the death certificate. 
Rate of duty: Duty is progressive between the following limits: 
1.40 % - 15.40 o/ 0  in  direct  line  or to  spouse  with  children  or common 
descendants; 
6.60 % - 30.80 % 
12.10 %>  - 63.80 °/o 
14.30 o/ 0  - 67.10 o/ 0 
16.50 o/ 0  - 69.30% 
19.30%- 72.60% 
to spouse without children or common descendants; 
to brother or sister; 
to uncles, aunts, nephews or nieces; 
to  great-uncles,  great-aunts,  grand-nephews 
nieces; 
to all other persons 
or  grand-
Gifts: The same duty is  levied, in principle, as  in the case  of estate inherited. BELGIUM 
113A 
Main  registration  taxes  (Principaux  droits  d'  enregistrement 
Beneficiary:  The  State 
Sale  of land  and  buildings: 
Standard rate 
Sales to buildings societies linked with public services 
Sales to purchasers receiving government subsidies 
Sales of small rural property and of modest housing 
Duty  payable  by  companies 
Real estate or cash contributed 
Increases of capital by bringing in further assets 
Capitalization of reserves, profits or deposits : fixed duty of 
Merger of companies: duty on the net assets brought in 
Share transfers:  fixed  rate - exemption except where a  deed is 
executed. 
Basis of assessment:  Value  of the assets  in real  terms 
Collection:  The duty is  levied  at the time of registration. 









Tax on  stock-exchange and carry-over transactions (Taxe sur les  operations de bourse et de 
reports) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Origin of tax: Sale, purchase or issue of stocks or shares to subscribers 
Basis of assessment: Negotiating price rounded up to nearest 100 Bfrs. (general system) 
Rates: 
Belgian national debt securities (in general) 
Foreign national  debt securities,  or loans issued by Belgian or 
foreign provinces and communes, and most bonds 
Other securities 
In cases  where the operation concerns the execution of orders 
involving forward purchases or sales of stocks and shares quoted 





III 1  A 
Transmission  tax (Taxe  de  transmission) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax Pt!Jab/e on: All sales of goods, all transfers between living persons,  against consid-
eration, of physical  movable goods delivered in Belgium, including imports 
Basis of assessment:  Purchasing price and incidental expenses 
Exemptions: Sales  of goods to individuals for their private use or to public bodies; 
basic foodstuffs; operations on which luxury tax is payable at this stage, etc. 
Collection: By means of adhesive stamps attached to invoices 
Rates of tax: 6% except in special cases.  As regards imports, increases ranging from 1 -
8 o/ 0  are levied on certain products.  Exports are exempted. 
Special features:  In the case  of most consumer goods,  transmission tax  is  composite 
and non-recurring.  The standard rate is 12 o/ 0 ,  but there are special rates of 5 °/ 0 , 
6 o/ 0 ,  11  o/ 0  and 13 o/ 0 • BELGIUM 
III 1 B (1) 
Luxtlt:Y tax (Taxe de luxe) 
Beneficiary: The State 
Origin of tax: Sales  or imports of luxury goods (cars,  jewellery, perfumes, etc.) 
Basis of assessment:  Purchasing price and incidental expenses 
Collection:  By means  of adhesive  stamps  attached  to invoices 
Rate of tax: Either 13 'Yo  or 16 °/ 0  depending on the nature of the goods 
Exports are  exempted. 
Special f~atures: The tax is  collected either at source or at destination.  It sometimes 
takes the form of a  composite tax. BELGIUM 
m t  B  (2) 
Invoice tax (Taxe de facture sur les transmissions) 
Beneficiary: The State 
Origin of tax: Sales or imports of goods not attracting transmission tax or luxury tax 
Basis of assessment:  Selling price or value of goods cleared  by customs 
Exemptions: Sales to individuals for their private use, and to public bodies 
Collection:  By means of adhesive stamps attached to invoices 
Rate  of tax:  Normally  0.6  % 
Exports are  exempted. BELGIUM 
III 1  B  (3) 
Invoice  tax on  business contracts (Taxe de facture sur les  contrats d'entreprise d'ouvrage) 
Beneficiary: The State 
Origin of tax: Business contracts 
Basis of  assessment: Price 
Exemptions:  Services  supplied  to the  State,  services  supplied  to individuals  except 
in respect of real  estate, etc. 
Coi/Pcti011:  By means  of adhesive  stamps  attached  to invoices 
Rate of tax: 6 o/ 0 ;  rate reduced to 0.6 °/o  for invoices for subcontractors to the contrac-
tor responsible  for  building  operations 
Exports are  exempted. BELGIUM 
m 1 B  (4) 
Tax on  rented  mot,able  property:  (Taxe  sur  les  locations  mobilieres) 
Beneficiary:  The  State 
Tax payable on: Leasing contracts and concessions of all tangible and intangible goods 
Basis of assessment: Rent, or charge laid down in contract 
Collection: By means of adhesive stamps 
Rate of  tax: 6% BELGIUM 
III 1 C (1) 
lmmal tax 011  illsllrance contracts (Taxe annuelle sur les contrats d'assurance) 
Benejiciat:y: The State 
Or(gin of tax: Insurance contracts 
Basis of assessi!Jent:  Premiums 
Exemptions: Reinsurance contracts,  social  insurance,  insurance  contracted  by  public 
authorities 
Collection:  Annual  payment 
Rate of tax: The standard rate 4.2 °/o;  the rate is reduced to 1.2 o/ 0  in the case of life 
insurance,  marine or inland waterway insurance and insurance against transport 
risks in international trade. BELGIUM 
III 2  A 
Transport  tax (Taxe  sur  les  transports) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  on:  Goods and passenger  transport and certain  other services  ancillary 
to transport 
Basis of assessment:  Charge made for service 
Exemptions: International sea and air transport, taxis, etc. 
Collection:  Normally by means  of adhesive stamps attached to invoices 
Rate of  duty: 6 °/ 0  ;  3 % in the case of transport by rail or trolleybus BELGIUM - LUXEMBOURG 
Dury  on  spirits  (Taxe  sur les  alcools) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Dury payable  on: 
III 3  A 
1.  Excise dury:  Ethyl alcohols on which special excise  duty is  not payable.  Excise 
duty is payable by the distillers during the first stage of manufacture (crude alcohol 
resulting  from  distillation). 
2.  Special  consumption  tax:  Spirits  and  brandy  produced in  B.L.E.U. 
Rate applicable to spirits produced in B.L.E.U. 
1.  Excise  dury:  Frs. 9 000  per hectolitre  of crude  alcohol  of the  strength of 100° 
Gay-Lussac, at 15 ° C. 
2.  Consumption tax: Frs.  11  000  per hectolitre,  at  a  strength  of 100°  Gay-Lussac, 
in Belgium; frs.  8 000 per hectolitre at a strength of 100° Gay-Lussac, in Luxem-
bourg 
Rates  applicable  to  imports 
1.  Excise  dury 
a.  Ethyl  alcohol  and  brandies: 
1.  in containers holding not more than 2  litres,  regardless 
of strength 
2.  in containers holding more than 2 litres, for each degree 
of alcohol 
b. Liqueurs and other sweetened spirituous beverages, whether 
aromatized  or  not 
1.  of a strength of not more than 15 degrees 
2.  of a strength between 15 degrees and 21  degrees 
3.  of a strength of more than 21  degrees 
c.  Other products: 
1.  containing  undenatured  ethyl  alcohol,  for  each  degree 
of alcohol 
2.  contatntng  denatured  ethyl  alcohol: 
a)  for the manufacture of perfumes, perfumery products, 
cosmetic  and  toilet  articles  for  each  degree  of 
alcohol 
b)  other, regardless of strength 
2.  Consumption  tax 
Frs. 9 000 per hi. 
Frs. 92 per hl. 
Frs. 1 380 per hl. 
Frs. 1 932 per hl. 
Frs. 9 000 per hl. 
Frs. 92 per hi. 
Frs. 64 per hl. 
Frs. 40 per hl. 
Ethyl alcohols,  brandies, liqueurs, spirituous beverages and other products con-
taining  undenatured  ethyl  alcohol: 
for each  degree of alcohol  Gay-Lussac at 15°  C, 
in Belgium:  Frs. 110 per hl. 
in Luxembourg: Frs.  80 per hl. 
Exports: are exempted from excise duty and the special consumption tax. BELGIUM - LUXEMBOURG 
IDJ B 
Duty on wines and other fermented beverages (Taxe sur les vins et autres boissons fermentees) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Duty  payable  on: 
1.  Excise duties levied on beverages produced in B.L.E.U. obtained  by fermenting 
fruit juice or must, whether or not water or sugar is added, of a strength of not 
more  than  15  degrees,  whether  sparkling  or not. 
This excise  duty is  not levied for the present because  of a  general  exemption. 
2.  Another excise  duty is  levied on fermented  beverages,  except  beer,  which are 
rendered,  or become,  sparkling  within the country.  The duty is  levied  when 
this product is  collected from the manufacturing enterprise. 
Basic  rate  of duties  applicable  to wines  and beverages  produced in B.L.E.U. 
Excise  duty  levied  on  fermented  beverages  (per  hectolitre): 
a)  ciders  and  perries:  Frs.  150 
b)  beverages  not  mentioned  above,  manufactured  from  fruit  other than fresh 
or dried grapes:  Frs.  750 
c)  other sparkling fermented beverages: Frs. 1 500 
No duty is  levied on wine and vermouth produced in B.L.E.U. 
Imports:  An excise  duty on wines and other imported fermented beverages is  levied 
on fermented  beverages (exept  beer)  imported from countries  outside Benelux. 
Basic rate of duty applicable to imports: 
Wine of fresh grapes, grape must partially fermented, and grape must with fer-
mentation arrested by the addition of  alcohol (including u  mistelle "), non-sparkling 
(per hectolitre) : 
a)  in containers holding more than two litres (in general): Frs. 600; 
b)  in containers  holding not more  than two litres  (in  general):  Frs.  812 
Vermouth, and other grape wines in the preparation of which plants on aromatic 
substances  are  used  (per  hectolitre): 
a)  in containers holding more than two litres (in general):  Frs.  1  542; 
b)  in containers holding not more than two litres Frs. 2 013. 
Sparkling ciders  and perries (per hectolitre):  Frs.  150 
Other sparkling fermented beverages made from fruit other than fresh or dried 
grapes  (per  hectolitre):  Frs.  750 
Sparkling wines of fresh grapes other sparkling fermented beverages made with 
dried grapes and dried currants (per hectolitre): Frs. 2 100 
Sparkiing meads:  Frs.  1 500 
Wines  of a  strength exceeding  21°  Gay-Lussac  and other sparkling fermented 
beverages  exceeding 15°  Gay-Lussac, are taxed as  liqueurs. BELGIUM  - LUXEMBOURG 
III 3  B  (cont.) 
Exports: Excise duty on sparkling fermented beverages:  beverages leaving an enter-
prise  for  exportation to one of the other Benelux  countries  are  deemed to be 
intended  for  domestic  consumption,  and  duty  is  therefore  payable.  Exports 
to outside countries are  duty-free. BELGIUM - LUXEMBOURG 
m 3 c 
Duty on  beer (Taxe sur les  bieres) 
Beneficiary:  The  State 
Duty payable on: Beverages containing malt or other farinaceous ingredients in quanti-
ties  of at least  5/7 of all  the raw materials  declared  or used.  Duty is  payable 
by the brewer according  to the  brewery's  declaration. 
Domestic rates:  Based on the quantity of raw materials used by the enterprise: 
1.  for the first 40 000 kg: Frs. 6.20 per kg 
2.  for quantities between 40 000 kg and 200 000 kg: Frs. 7.10 per kg 
3.  for quantities between 200 000 kg and 500 000 kg: Frs. 7.50 per kg 
4.  for quantities between 500 000 kg and 5 000 000 kg: Frs. 8.00 per kg 
5.  for quantities between 5 000 000 kg and 10 000 000 kg: Frs. 9.00 per kg 
6.  for quantities exceeding 10 000 000 kg: Frs. 9.30 per kg 
Imports: The rate of duty is Frs. 210 per hi. 
Exports: Excise duty repayment is  assessed per hectolitre and per degree of origina.I 
density, i.e. the density of the must used in the brewing process. BELGIUM 
Ill 3D 
Duty on  mineral waters (Taxe sur les  eaux minerales) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Duty payable  on:  Natural or artificial  mineral waters, aerated or sterilized waters and 
aerated  or sparkling  lemonades 
Collection: The duty is levied by affixing caps or bands supplied by the State or manu-
factured  under State  supervision  on the bottles leaving the factory. 
Rate of duty:  The rate of duty is  Frs. 0.80 per litre. 
Imports: Duty is  levied at the same rate as  in the case of Belgian products. 
Exports:  Exported  mineral  waters  are  duty-free. BELGIUM  - LUXEMBOURG 
III 3  H 
Duty on  tobacco (Taxe sur le tabac) 
Beneficiary:  The  State 
Duty  payable  on:  Cigars,  cigarettes,  smoking  tobacco,  chewing  tobacco  and  snuff, 
regardless of the quantity of tobacco substitutes or minor products used in manu-
facture.  The duty is  payable  when the products leave  the factory. 
No duty is  levied on cigarette paper in the Benelux countries. 
Rates of  duty 
1.  cigars weighing 3 kg or more per 1 000 
2.  other cigars (cigarillos) 
3.  smoking tobacco, snuff and dry chewing tobacco 
4.  moist chewing tobacco 
5.  cigarettes 
% of  the retail sales price 
12.7 o/ 0 
18.0 o/ 0 
33.5 °/ 0 
Frs. 1/kg 
57.5 o/ 0 
Reduced  rates  of duty are applicable to extremely low price  ranges. 
Collection:  The duty is  collected by affixing  tax bands  supplied by the State against 
payment  of the  duty  they  represent. 
Imports:  The same rate of excise  duty,  calculated on the same  basis  as  for tobacco 
manufactured in B.L.E.U.,  is  levied  on  imported  manufactured  tobacco. 
The duty is payable by the importer and also collected by affixing tax bands to the 
imported products. 
Exports: Exported tobacco is duty-free, or duty is refunded. (No provision for refund 
of duty is  made within B.L.E.  U.) BELGIUM  - LUXEMBOURG 
III 3  I 
Duty on sugar (Taxe sur les sucres) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Duty payable  on:  Cane  or beet sucrose sugar 
The duty is payable by the manufacturer or refiner. 
(Sugar  works  and  refineries  are  under  permanent  Government  supervision) 
Rates of  duty: 
a)  Crude or refined sugar 
b)  Refined sugar syrups 
Imports: 
Excise duty is levied at the following rates: 
a)  Sucrose sugar: Frs. 60 per 100 kg (net weight) 
b)  Other sugars: 
caramel: Frs. 60 per 100 kg 
invert sugar and artificial honey: Frs. 45 per 100 kg 
Frs.  60  per 100  kg 
Frs.  30  per 100  kg 
c)  products containing added sugar,  according to proportion: Frs.  30- 60  per 
100  kg 
Exports:  Exported sugar and  sugar products are  duty-free. BELGIUM - LUXEMBOURG 
ID3 U 
Duty on  mineral oils  (Taxe  sur les  huiles  minerales) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Duty  payable on: Petroleum products and oils obtained by the processing of" paraffinico " 
tar, lignite, peat, shale and similar products. 
Duty is  payable when the products leave the factory,  except in the case  of oils 
intended for industrial  use. 
Main  rates  of duty: 
Light petroleum oils  not intended for industrial  use:  Frs.  370  per hectolitre  at 
15°  C (Additional  special  duty of Frs.  75  in Belgium) 
(The term "light petroleum oils" includes petrol, benzine and white spirit) 
Medium oils not intended for industrial use: Frs. 40 per hectolitre at 15° C 
Heavy  oils  (for  burning) 
Heavy gas oil not used as  a raw material in industry: Frs. 10 per 100 kg; 
Other gas  oils not used as  a raw material in industry: Frs.  30  per  hectolitre 
at 15° C (plus Frs. 10 special duty in Belgium); 
Fuel oils not used as  raw material in industry: Frs. 10 per 100 kg; 
(Products whose density is  higher  than  0.830  at  15°  C  and  whose  Englerg 
viscosity  exceeds  1.8  at 20°  C) 
Imports: Products containing mineral oils are charged with duty on a percentage basis. 
Exports: Exported goods are duty-free. BELGIUM - LUXEMBOURG 
ID3V 
Duty on liquefied petroleum gases (Taxe sur les gaz de petrole liquefies) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Rates of  duty: The duty on liquefied petroleum gases intended for use as fuel for motor 
vehicles using the public roads amounts to Frs.  40  per hectolitre at 15° C.  (for 
other  uses  no  duty  is  levied) 
Imports: Duty is levied at the same rate. 
Exports: Exports are duty-free. BELGIUM 
III 4  A 
Tax on  motor  vehicles  (taxe  de circulation sur les  vehicules  automobiles) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Vehicles  on  which  tax is payable:  Motor vehicles  using the public roads. 
Basis of assessment:  Horse-power,  cylinder  capacity  or weight of the motor  vehicles, 
as  appropriate 
Exemptions: Vehicles used by a public authority, certain passenger vehicles and omni-
buses,  motorcycles  up to 250  c.c. 
Collection:  Annual  or  by  instalments 
Rates of tax: For passenger vehicles the rate ranges from Frs. 720 to 17136 per year; 
for vehicles of over 34 h.p., the rate of duty is  Frs. 504 per horse-power. 
:Motorcycles of a cylinder capacity exceeding 250 cubic centimetres, Frs  ..  135  per 
150  c.c.  of cylinder  capacity 
For vehicles used for goods transport, a graduated scale ranging from Frs.  150  to 
346  per 100  kg of weight is  applicable. 
Other taxes: Provinces: may levy tax on motorcycles up to 250 c. c.; 
Communes: may levy tax of up to 10 o/ 0  of the State or provincial tax. GERMANY GERMANY 
I  1  A 
Personal  income  tax (Einkommensteuer) 
Beneficiary: The Federal Government (Bund) and the provincial governments (Lander); 
during the financial years 1964, 1965 and 1966, the proportions acruing to each 
are 39 % and 61  % respectively. 
Tax payable  by:  Individuals  domiciled  or ordinarily  resident in Germany and other 
individuals to whom income accrues  in Germany. 
Basis of  assessment: Total income (profits or surplus of receipts over business expenses -
seven  classes  of income),  minus  special  expenses  and certain  other deductions. 
Exemptions: Certain receipts, business expenses.  Certain kinds of exceptional income 
(e.g.  lottery winnings) are tax-free. 
Deductions:  Special expenses (insurance premiums, contributions to buildings savings 
accounts  and  gifts,  up  to  certain  maximum  amounts,  together  with  interest 
on debts owed to private individuals, wealth tax, the surcharge for church funds  -
either at an agreed rate or on production of documents in proof), allowances for 
dependent children (DM 1 200 p.a. for the first child; DM 1 680 p.a. for the second 
child  DM 1 800  p.a.  for  the third  child  and any further  children),  allowances 
for  taxpayers  over a  certain age,  and exceptional  expenses. 
Ma"ied couples:  Married couples are assessed  jointly,  their combined income halved 
and tax on this sum is doubled(" splitting") alternatively, they may, if  they wish, 
be assessed separately. 
Children's  own  income:  Tax on such income is  assessed separately. 
Non-residents:  Non-resident persons and companies are taxed only on certain income 
arising  in  Germany;  there  are  special  regulations  governing  deductions,  rates 
of tax and tax  withheld at  source. 
Collection:  Tax is  assessed  annually;  in the case  of income from paid employment, 
tax is withheld at source by the employer (tax scales are used for daily, weekly or 
monthly wages)  =  wages tax; in the case of certain kinds of income from  capital 
assets (in particular dividends), the tax is  withheld at source (generally at a  rate 
of 25  °/o)  =  capital yields  tax. 
Wages tax and capital yields tax are credited at the time of final  settlement. 
Rates of tax: Tax is payable at a rate of 19 °/ 0  on the first DM 8 000 (DM 16 000 in the 
case of married couples assessed jointly); the rate ranges from 19  o/ 0  to 45 % for 
income between DM 8 000 (D  M 16 000 in the case of married couples) and 110 000 
(DM 220 000 in the case of married couples); a ma.'{imum rate of 53 °/o  is payable 
in cases where income exceeds DM 110 000 (or DM 220 000 in the case of married 
couples).  There is  a personal allowance of DM 1 680 (DM 3 360 in the case of 
married  couples). 
Employed persons  get a  special  additional allowance of DM 240. GERMANY 
I  1  A  (cont.) 
Special features:  In "associations of persons" (Personengesellschaften),  each partner's 
profits  are  taxed separately. 
Carry-over of  losses: Losses resulting from farming and forestry, industrial or commercial 
activities, and self-employed activities, may be carried over for a period  of five 
years. GERMANY 
I 2  A 
Corporation  tax (Korperschaftsteuer) 
Beneficiary:  At present, 39  °/ 0  of the tax goes to the Federal Government (Bund) and 
61  °/ 0  to the provincial governments (Lander) (see under I  1 A). 
Tax payable  lry:  Joint stock  companies,  co-operatives,  friendly  societies,  other legal 
persons incorporated under private law, associations not possessing legal persona-
lity,  institutions, foundations  and other special-purpose funds,  enterprises  of an 
industrial and commercial nature run by bodies incorporated under public Jaw. 
Basi.r of assessment:  Profits in the case of companies required to keep accounts; profits 
~nd surplus of receipts over operating expenses  in the case  of other companies, 
less  certain deductions. 
Exemptions:  The  bodies  exempted  include  the  Federal  Post  Office  authorities,  the 
German Federal  Railways,  certain  banks  and savings  banks,  recognized  bodies 
of an  exclusively  communal,  denominational  or  charitable  nature,  authorized 
housing  and  settlement  organizations,  professional  and  trade  associations,  and 
certain co-operatives. 
Deductions:  The cost of issuing shares if not already covered by fixing the issue price 
above the face  value, increase of assets resulting from a remission of debts with 
a view to  the  re-establishment  of the  company's  finances  on a  sound  footing, 
expenses incurred in ventures of general benefit to the community, up to a certain 
maximum sum. 
Non-residents:  Companies  having neither their management nor their head offices  in 
Germany are taxed on  their  income  arising  in  Germany;  special  regulations 
govern deductions,  rates,  and tax withheld at source. 
Collection:  By means of assessment.  Capital yields tax paid by companies (see  under 
personal  income tax)  is  deductible from  corporation' tax. 
Rates of tax: As far  as  joint stock companies are concerned, the standard rate of tax 
is  51  °/ 0  on undistributed profits, and 15  o/ 0  on  distributed  profits  (in  the  case 
of "personally conducted" joint stock companies, the rates are 49 % and 26.5 o/ 0 
respectively); for other companies,  the rate is  49  ~fo. 
Special features:  Dividend received from a  holding of 25  o/ 0  or more in  other joint 
stock  companies  is  tax  free  (Schachtelprivileg).  However,  an  additional  tax 
at a rate of 36 °/ 0  is payable on this dividend if  it is  not immediately redistributed. 
In certain  circumstances,  the tax  authorities  may  recognize  agreements  for  the 
transfer of profits in the case  of subsidiaries. 
Carry-over  of losses:  Losses may be carried over for a period of five  years. GERMANY 
I 3  A/B 
Tax on  real estate (Grundsteuer) 
Beneficiary:  The communes 
Tax payable  on:  Real  estate  situated in the commune concerned 
Basis of assessment:  Standard value (Einheitswert) 
Exemptions:  Real  estate  belonging to the public authorities and used for communal 
purposes; real estate used for public or charitable purposes; land used for sports, 
ecclesiastical  land,  etc. 
Collection:  By means  of ass~ssment books 
Rates of  tax: The rates range from 5 °/00 to 10 °/00 multiplied by the municipal factor 
fixed by the commune (the average tax rates fixed by the communes in 1960 ranged 
from 185 % to 217 %). 
Special features:  Real  estate tax payments  are  generally an allowable  expense for  the 
calculation of taxable profits or income. GERMANY 
I  4  A 
Tax  on  industry  and  trade  (Gewerbesteuer)  (including  pay-roll  tax) 
Beneficiary:  The  communes 
Tax  payable lry: Industrial or commercial undertakings situated in one or more communes 
Basis of assessment: Trading profit (profits together with certain additions or deductions, 
as  appropriate) and trading capital (taxable value of trading capital with certain 
additions  or deductions,  as  appropriate),  plus,  in certain  cases,  total  wage  bill. 
Exemptions: In the main, the same as  those granted in the case of corporation tax 
CoJJection:  By  means  of assessment 
Rates  of  tax: 
i)  trading profits: tax-free allowance of DM 7 200; the rate of tax ranges from 1 <y 0 
to 4  <y 0  in the case  of profits between DM 7 200  and 16 800;  tax is  levied at a 
rate of 5 % on profits in excess of DM 16 800 (for joint stock companies, 5 % 
of all  trading  profits). 
ii)  trading  capital:  2  °/00 
iii)  total wage bill: 2 °/00 (small firms have an allowance and a reduction of assessable 
total) 
These rates are multiplied by the municipal factor fixed by the commune (in 1960, 
the average municipal factor was 268  <y 0  fori) and ii) and 816 °/o  for iii). 
Special features:  Industry and trade tax is  deductible in arriving at the taxable profit. GERMANY 
I  5  A 
Wealth  tax (Vermogensteuer) 
Beneficiary:  The  provincial  governments (Lander)  (part  of the proceeds  of this  tax 
goes into the Equalization of Burdens Property Fund administered by the Federal 
Government). 
Tax payable  by:  All individuals and legal persons 
Basis of assessment: Net assets =  gross assets (working assets, farm and forestry holdings, 
real estate and other property), less  debts. 
Exemptions: The bodies exempted include the Federal Post Office authorities, the German 
Federal Railways,  certain banks and savings banks, rec<;>gnized  bodies of a com-
munal, denominational or charitables nature, recognized housing and settlement 
organizations,  professional  and  trade  associations,  certain  co-operatives,  and 
political  parties  in  respect  of their  various  assets. 
Deductions:  Allowances are granted on certain assets,  an allowance of DM 20 000 is 
granted for each taxpayer, his wife and children; allowances are also granted to 
taxpayers over a certain age. 
Married couples:  Married couples are assessed jointly. 
Non-residents:  Non-resident persons and companies are taxed on their assets  situated 
in Germany. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rates: The rate is 1 °/o  (this is reduced to 0.75 o/ 0  for sum corresponding to the Equali-
zation of Burdens  debt). 
Special features:  Wealth tax paid is  deductible from taxable personal income GERMANY 
I  5  B 
Equalization of  burdens levies (Lastenausgleichsabgaben) (property levy, levy on mortgage 
profits,  levy  on  profits  from  credits) 
Beneficiary:  The  Equalization  of Burdens  Fund 
Tax payable  by:  Individuals and legal  persons 
Basis of assessment: 
a)  in the case of the property levy, gross assets,  less  debts, on 21  June 1948 
b)  in the case of the levy on mortgage profits, profits made by the debtor following 
the currency reform of 21  June 1948 
c)  in the case of the levy on profits from credits, profits made by the debtor as  a 
result of the currency reform of 21  June 1948 as  regards the debts of industrial 
and commercial undertakings, after deduction of losses suffered as  a creditor and 
operating  losses. 
Exemptions:  Certain  monetary institutions,  employees  of the  United Nations,  etc. 
Married couples:  Married couples  are  assessed  jointly. 
Non-residents:  Non-resident  persons  and companies  not exempt  are  assessed  on the 
basis of their property in Germany. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books; in the case  of the property levy and the 
levy on profits from credits, tax contributions and interest are paid on a quarterly 
basis; as  regards the levy on the mortgage profits, tax contributions and interest 
are payable at regular intervals according to the amount owed in RM (Reichsmark). 
Rates: 50  ~ 0 for the property levy, to be paid off, together with interest, over a period 
of 30  years  from  1  April  1949 
In the case of the levy on mortgage profits, the rate of tax is generally 100  ~ 0 of 
the debtor's profits, to be paid off,  together with interest. 
In the case of the levy on profits from credits, the rate of tax amounts to 100 % 
of  the debtor's profits, after deduction of losses suffered as a creditor and operating 
losses, to be paid off as from 1 July 1952, the interest being payable as from 1 July 
1948. GERMANY 
UtA 
Inheritance (gift) duty  (Erbschaftsteuer) 
Beneficiary: The provincial governments (Lander) 
Tax PtVable  lry:  Persons receiving inheritances, legacies or gifts 
Tax PtVable on: Inheritances, legacies, legal portions, and gifts between living persons 
Basis  of assessment:  Value  of estate  received,  after  deduction of debts  and  expenses 
involved 
Exemptions: Certain  kinds  of gifts 
Deductions:  Certain  expenses  and  debts;  allowances  are  granted  for  the  deceased's 
spouse and relatives. 
Non-residents: In cases where neither the deceased person nor the beneficiary are resident 
in Germany,  only property situated in Germany is  taxable. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment 
Rates: The rates range from 2 <jf 0  to 60  <JI 0 •  The scale contains five classes depending 
on the degree of relationship  between the deceased  person and the beneficiary. 
The rates  are progressive within each  class. GERMANY 
IIJC 
Real property  transfer  tax (Grunderwerbsteuer)  (including  surcharges  on transfers  of 
property  payable  to  districts  (Kreise)  or communes) 
Beneficiary:  The  provincial  governments  (Lander) 
Tax payable  on:  Sales  of property, contributions of material assets,  etc. 
Basis of assessment:  Purchase price or equivalent value 
Exemptions:  There are  a  large  number of real  exemptions. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rates of  tax: The standard rate is 3 °/ 0  ; in cases where assets are brought into companies, 
or companies are merged or converted, the rate is  2 %  ; there is a surcharge of 
4 o/ 0  accruing to the districts or communes. GERMANY 
D3D 
Tax on  the  acquisition  of corporate  rights (Gesellschaftsteuer) 
Beneficiary:  The  provincial  governments  (Lander) 
Tax payable  on:  The first  acquisition of shares  in joint stock  companies  situated in 
Germany  and  other  capital  contributions  to  companies  situated  in  Germany. 
Basis of assessment:  Purchase price or equivalent value 
Exemptions: Religious charitable institutions and institutions serving the public inte-
rest; public utilities and public transport and port authorities, in ~ases where their 
shares are held by public authorities and their profits accrue to them  exclusively. 
Collection:  By means of assessment books 
Rates: 2.5  o/ 0  (1  o/ 0  in certain cases)  I GERMANY 
liSA 
Securities  tax (Wertpapiersteuer) 
Beneficiary: The provincial governments (Lander) 
Tax payable on: Acquisition by the first holder of German bonds and first acquisition in 
Germany of foreign  securities (bonds,  shares,  mining shares,  etc.) 
Basis of assessment:  Face value of bonds or purchase price of shares, etc. 
Exemptions: Bonds issued by the Federal Government (Bund), the provincial govern-
ments (Lander), the communes, certain banks and enterprises. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rate of tax: 2.5  <]' 0 GERMANY 
115B 
Bill of  exchange tax (Wechselsteuer) 
Beneficiary: The provincial governments (Lander) 
Tax payable on: The issue of bills of exchange 
Basis of assessment: Face value of the bill 
Exemptions: Bills drawn abroad, cheques, etc. 
Collection: By affixing tax stamps 




Stock exchange turnover tax (Borsenumsatzsteuer) 
Beneficiary:  The provincial governments (Lander) 
Tax payable on: Stock exchange transfers of securities in Germany or abroad, where at 
least one party is a person having his domicile, ordinary residence or a permanent 
representative  in  Germany. 
Basis of  assessment: The agreed price, stock exchange price or market price; occasionally, 
the value 
Exemptions: Transactions between banks, dealers or brokers, and certain other kinds 
of transactions 
Collection:  Periodical tax  returns and payment, tax is  collected  by assessment  or by 
affixing  tax  stamps. 
Rates of tax: The rates range from 1 °  I  00 to 2.5 °  I  00• GERMANY 
III 1  A 
Turnover  tax (Umsatzsteuer)  (including  turnover  equalization  tax) 
Beneficiary:  The Federal  Government (Bund) 
Tax payable I?J:  The  entrepreneur making the sale or rendering the taxable service 
Tax payable on: All  sales  and  services  rendered  in  Germany (multi-stage  cumulative 
system),  together with imports and consumption of own produce  by domestic 
producers. 
Basis of  assessment: The remuneration received for sales or services; as regards imports, 
customs value plus customs duty and consumption tax,  but excluding turnover 
equalization tax; the value of the goods, in the case of the consumption of own 
produce  by  domestic  producers. 
Exemptions: many exemptions depending on nature of producer, consumer, trade or 
user and on nature  of goods 
Deductions: There is a general allowance of DM 12 000; an allowance of DM 20 000 
is  granted to persons exercising professions in cases  where the annual turnover 
does  not exceed  DM 120 000. 
Certain expenses are deductible. 
Collection: Tax returns and advance payments on a monthly or quarterly basis; annual 
final  settlement. 
Rates: The standard rates  range from 1 o/ 0  to 4 %  ; turnover equalization tax from 
1 °/ 0  to 8  %· 
Special features: Deliveries abroad are tax free, and rebates are granted as  compensation 
to the cumulative incidence of the turnover tax paid at earlier stages. GERMANY 
III 1  C  (1) 
Insurance  tax (V  ersicherungsteuer) 
Beneficiary:  The  provincial  governments (Lander) 
Tax Pt!Jable on: The payment of premiums on the basis of insurance contracts 
Basis of  assessment: The amount of the premium, including certain duties and expenses; 
the sum insured, in the case of hail insurance 
Exemptions: Certain kinds of insurance are tax-free. 
Collection:  Tax returns and payment are made at regular intervals. 
Rates of  tax: The standard rate is 5 °/ 0 ;  the rate in the case of hail insurance is DM 0.20 
per OM 1 000 of insured capital. GERMANY 
m t  c (2) 
Fire insurance tax (Feuerschutzsteuer) 
Beneficiary: The provincial governments (Lander) 
Basis of assessment:  Recompense received by the insurer for fire insurance 
Collection:  Tax returns and payment are made at regular intervals. 
Rates:  4  °/o  to  12  % GERMANY 
III 1 D 
Bettin<!!,  and  gaming  tax  (Rennwett- und  Lotteriesteuer) 
Beneficiary:  The provincial governments (Lander) 
Tax payable on: Bets on the results of horse and greyhound races  either by the total-
isator  system  or  through  bookmakers,  lotteries,  bingo  and  similar  games  of 
chance,  and football  pools. 
Basis of assessment:  The amount of bets or prizes 
Collection:  Tax returns and payment at regular intervals, or by means of assessment 
books 
Rate:  16  2/3  % GERMANY 
III 2  A 
Transport  tax (Beforderungsteuer) 
Beneficiary: The Federal Government (Bund) 
Tax payable lry:  The person paying the transport charge; the transport contractor in 
the case of transport on own account 
Tax payable on: Passenger and goods transport in Germany by rail, road, and passenger 
transport by cable railway and chair lift 
Basis of assessment:  Cost of transport or average transport charge; number of metric 
tons per km.  in the case of long-distance transport on own account. 
Exemptions: Rail transport of express parcels, transport of letters and parcels, transport 
using season tickets, transport at reduced rates for workers and  schoolchildren, 
transport of coal by rail,  etc. 
Collection:  Monthly  tax  returns  submitted in  advance  and  provisional  payment  by 
monthly instalments; assessments  on an annual basis 
Rates: Rates vary according to the type of transport and the means of transport used 
(between 4 % and 16 % of the transport charge or between Pf.  0.14  and  5  per 
metric  ton  /km.) GERMANY 
III 3  A 
Duty on  spirits (Steuer auf Alkohol) 
Beneficiary:  The Federal Government (Bund) 
Tax payable  on: 
A)  Spirits 
The duty is  payable on spirits, i.e. pure alcohol (ethyl alcohol C2H 50H) obtained 
by  distillation,  synthetically  or  by  any  other  process. 
In the case  of spirits to be delivered to the Federal  Monopoly Authorities,  the 
duty on spirits is included in the sales price laid down by the authorities concerned. 
In the case  of spirits  which do not have to be so  delivered,  (spirits  which the 
manufacturer may dispose of as  he thinks fit),  the duty (spirits surcharge) is levied 
when the spirits are put on the open market.  Among the spirits on the open 
market are spirits made from fruit, berries, wine, must and roots.  Spirits made 
from grain are also  on the open market in limited quantities. 
B)  The duty is  levied on acetic acid obtained otherwise than by fermentation.  The 
duty is  collected when the acetic acid is  put on the open market in the territory 
covered by the monopoly. 
Rates: 
A)  Spirits 
a)  In  the  case  of sp1nts  purchased  from  the 
Federal Monopoly Authorities: 
1.  spirits for drinking purposes and all other 
spirits not listed below 
2.  spirits for pharmaceutical use 
3.  i)  spirits  for  the preparation of medica-
ments,  etc.,  mainly  for  external  use, 
provided they have been rendered unfit 
for consumption 
ii)  spirits used in the manufacture of toilet 
articles  (perfumes  and  beauty  prepa-
rations), provided it has been rendered 
unfit  for  consumption  other  than  as 
a medicine or is processed under cons-
tant official supervision 
4.  spirits to be added to motor fuels 
5.  spirits  to be used in the  manufacture of 
table vinegar 
6.  denatured  spirits  for  cleaning,  heating, 
cooking  and  lighting  purposes  or  for 
special industrial uses 
per hi. of  pure alcohol 
Monopoly  Rate of  Total 
price  duty 




















III 3  A  (cont.) 
b)  Spirits not delivered to the Federal Monopoly 
Authorities 
1.  where the spirits concerned are  not deliv-
ered to the Federal Monopoly Authorities 
contrary to existing regulations or in cases 
where  it  is  manufactured  in  quantities 
exceeding  the  authorized  quota  (Brenn-
recht) 
2.  where  the  spirits  concerned  are  manu-
factured  in  distilleries  possessing  the 
necessary authorization (Brennrecht) in the 
authorized quantities or in small distilleries 
subject  to  supervision  (Verschlussklein-
brennereien)  having an annual  output in 
excess of 4 hl. of pure alcohol 
3.  where  the  spirits  concerned  are  manu-
factured  in  distilleries  subject  to  special 
contractual  agreements  (Abfindungsbren-
nereien), by home distillers (Stoffbesitzer), 
or in small  distilleries  subject to supervi-
sion having an annual output of less than 
4  hl.  of pure alcohol from: 
i)  stone fruit, berries or gentian roots 
ii)  other products 
B)  Acetic acid 
Where  the  price  of spirits  to  be  used  for 
the  manufacture  of vinegar  is  exactly  DM 
84 per hl. of  pure alcohol, the rate of duty per 
100 kg. of anhydrous acetic acid is: 
Where  the  price  of spirits  to  be  used  in 
the  manufacture of vinegar is  more or less 
than DM  84,  the  rate  of duty is  increased 
or decreased  correspondingly  for  each  DM 
(per 100 kg.) by: 
Where the current price of alcohol intended 
for use in the manufacture of vinegar is DM 
210 per hl. of pure alcohol, the rate of duty 
per 100 kg. of anhydrous acetic acid is: 









Imports: A compensatory duty corresponding to the duty levied  on home-produced 
spirits  is  levied  on  imported  spirits. 
Exports: Exports are exempt from tax and monopoly duty; in certain cases, a refund 
is  made. GERMANY 
III 3 B 
Du!y on  wines  and other fermented beverages (Steuer auf Weine und andere gegorene Ge-
tranke) 
Beneficiary:  The Federal Government (Bund) 
Consumption  tax ptqable  on: 
a)  sparkling  wines 
b)  beverages  similar  to  sparkling  wines 
Tax liability arises when the product leaves the manufacturing enterprise or when 
it is consumed in the enterprise concerned. 
Rates  of duty: 
per 3/4 litre bottle: 
a)  in the case of sparkling wines  D M 1 
b)  in the case of beverages similar to sparkling wines  DM 0.20 
Imports: Duty is levied on imports at the same rate as  on home-produced beverages. 
Exports:  Exports are  duty-free. GERMANY 
III 3  C 
DufJ'  on  beer  (Steuer auf Bier) 
Beneficiary:  The  provincial  governments  (Lander) 
Dury Pt!Jable  on:  Beer and similar beverages. 
Basis of assessment: The quantity of beer produced during the calendar year by brewer-
ies;  this  quantity is  assessed  on the basis  of the volume of liquid held by  the 
container and of the quality of the beer, whether or not the container is entirely 
full. 
The quality of the beer is  estimated according to the wort content of the beer 
when ready for consumption.  This content is  generally assessed  by percentage 
of weight according to the amount of dissolved  substances  resulting from the 
brewing  process  (extract  content)  contained  in  the  (unfermented)  wort.  Tax 
liability arises  when the beer leaves  the brewery or when it is  consumed in the 
brewery. 
Rates  of dury: 
1.  Strong beer (11-14°)  according to annual  output: DM 12  to 15/hl. 
2.  Medium-strong beer (7-8°):  75  o/ 0  of the rate applicable to strong beer, per hl. 
3.  Small beer (2-5°):  50 °/ 0  of the rate applicable to strong beer, per hl. 
4.  Extra-strong beer (over 16°): 150 % of the rate applicable to strong beer, per hl. 
5.  Beverages similar to beer per hl.: 75  % of the maximum rate of duty applicable 
to  beer  having the same  wort content. 
Imports: The maximum rate of duty applicable to German beer having the same wort 
content is  levied  on imported beer. 
Exports:  Exports are  duty-free. GERMANY 
III 3  E 
Duty  on  c~ffee (Steuer auf Kaffee) 
Beneficiary:  The  Federal  Government  (Bund) 
Duty payable on:  Coffee and products containing coffee 
Raies  of duty: 
Coffee, unroasted, whether or not freed of caffeine  DM 3.60/kg. 
Coffee, roasted, whether or not freed of caffeine  DM 4.80/kg. 
a)  coffee  products,  liquid  coffee  extracts  or coffee  essences, 
liquid  preparations  with  a  basis  of  coffee  extracts  or 
essences, coffee pastes: 
i)  where, for the manufacture of 1 kg.  of the product, 
the quantity of roasted coffee used is less than 100 g.: 
1 % of the rate applicable to roasted coffee  DM 0.048/kg. 
ii)  where, for the manufacture of 1 kg.  of the product, 
the quantity of roasted coffee used is more than 100 g. 
but less  than 200  g. : 10 % of the rate applicable to 
roasted coffee  DM 0.48/kg. 
iii)  where, for the manufacture of 1  kg.  of the product, 
the  quantity  of  roasted  coffee  used  is  more  than 
200 g. : 10  ~/ 0 of the rate applicable to roasted coffee 
per additiona1100 g. or fraction of 100 g. of roasted 
coffee 
b)  solid  coffee  extracts  and  solid  preparation  with  a  basis 
of coffee extracts or essences: 290 % of the rate applicable 
to roasted coffee  DM 13.92/kg. 
where, for the manufacture of 1  kg.  of the product, the 
quantity of roasted coffee used is less than 2 800 g. or more 
than. 3 100  g.,  the  rates  given  under  a)  are  applicable. 
Imports:  The duty is  levied on importation. 
Exports: Duty on coffee is  refunded when products containing coffee are exported. GERMANY 
III 3  F 
Duty  on  tea  (Steuer  auf  Tee) 
Beneficiary:  The  Federal  Government  (Bund) 
Duty payable  on:  Tea and  products  containing  tea 
Rates: 
a)  tea:  DM 4.15/kg. 
b)  tea extracts or essences and preparations with a basis of  such extracts or essences 
and  mixtures  of tea  and  other  substances 
i)  where, for the manufacture of 1 kg. of the product, the quantity of tea 
used is  less  than 100 g. : 1 o/ 0  of the rate applicable to tea 
ii)  where, for the manufacture of 1 kg.  of the product, the quantity of tea 
used is more than 100 g., but less than 200 g.: 10% of the rate applicable 
to tea 
iii)  where, for the manufacture of 1 kg. of the product, the quantity of tea 
used is more than 200 g. : 10 % of the rate applicable to tea per additional 
100 g. of tea or fraction thereof. 
Imports:  The duty is  payable  on importation. 
Exports: The duty is  refunded. GERMANY 
III 3  H 
Duty  on  tobacco  (Steuer  auf Tabak) 
Beneficiary:  The  Federal  Government  (Bund) 
Duty payable  on:  The duty on tobacco includes: 
1.  Duty on tobacco  products (cigars,  cigarettes,  pipe  and  cigarette  tobacco),  and 
cigarette paper; any " products similar to tobacco" are  also  taxable,  though no 
such products have yet been taxed; 
2.  Duty on tobacco  substitutes; 
3.  Duty on unmanufactured tobacco  used  in the manufacture of chewing tobacco 
and snuff, levied in the form of an compensatory tax on imported chewing tobacco 
and  snuff; 
4.  Tobacco equalization tax levied on unmanufactured tobacco not subject to super  .. 
vision by the customs authorities or withdrawn from such supervision. 
Liability:  Duty on tobacco  becomes  due  when  the goods  leave  the  manufacturing 
enterprise or when they are withdrawn for consumption in the enterprise.  The 
duty is levied by affixing tax bands.  Tax bands purchased during the first fortnight 
of the month are  to be paid for before the 12th of the  following  month,  and 
those purchased during the second fortnight of the month before the 27th of the 
following  month. 
Duty on tobacco substitutes becomes due when the tobacco substitutes are with-
drawn for processing. 
Duty on unmanufactured tobacco becomes  due when the tobacco is  withdrawn 
for  processing;  as  a  general  rule,  compensatory  tax  becomes  due  at the  same 
time  as  customs  duty. 
Equalization  tax  on  tobacco  becomes  due  when  the  unmanufactured  tobacco 
is  put on the  open  market. 
Rates: 
1.  Cigars 
Cigarettes 
Tobacco (fine cut) 
Tobacco (pipe tobacco) 
Cigarette paper 
2.  Tobacco substitutes 
3.  Unmanufactured tobacco used in the manufacture of 
chewing tobacco and snuti 
Chewing tobacco and snuff on importation (  compen-
satory tax) 
4.  Unmanufactured tobacco 
Unmanufactured tobacco of proven German origin 
19 °/ 0  of the retail price 
DM 40.50- 70/1 000 units 
DM 2.90- 20/kg. 
DM 0.50- 6.60/kg. 
DM 1  /1  000 units 
DM 200/100 kg. 
DM 1/kg. 
DM 0.50/kg. 
DM 2 250/kg. 
DM 750/kg. GERMANY 
III  3  H  (cont.) 
Imports:  Rates  of duty  applicable  to tobacco  products  and  to  cigarette  paper  also 
apply,  mutatis  mutandis,  to imports. 
Exports: Tobacco products and cigarette paper exported under customs supervision 
are duty-free. GERMANY 
III 3  I 
Duty on  srtgar:  (Steuer auf Zucker) 
BetJejiciary:  The  Federal  Government (Bund) 
Duty payable  on: 
a)  Beet  sugar 
b)  Starch sugar 
c)  Sugar having the same chemical composition as  these kinds of sugar. 
The duty becomes due when the goods leave the manufacturing enterprise or when 
they are withdrawn for consumption in the enterprise concerned. 
Rates: 
a)  Solid  beet  sugar and  sugar  having  the  same  chemical  composition as  this 
kind of sugar (e.g.  cane sugar): DM 6/100 kg. 
b)  Beet  sugar  juices  extracted,  under  pressure,  from  crushed  fresh  sugar-beet 
or  dried  slices  of sugar-beet,  retaining  all  their  natural  qualities,  without 
chemical purification, whose degree of purity is  between 70  and 95  %:  DM 
1.80/100  kg. 
c)  Other beet sugar syrups and sugar syrups of the same chemical composition 
as  beet sugar 
of a degree of purity between 70 and 95  o/ 0 :  DM 3.60/100 kg. 
of a degree of purity exceeding 95  o/ 0 :  DM 4.20/100 kg. 
d)  Starch sugar and sugar of  the same chemical composition (e.g. glucose obtained 
by  the  saccharification  of wood) 
of a degree of purity less than 95  o/ 0 :  DM 2.40/100 kg. 
of a degree of purity exceeding 95 °/ 0 :  DM 5.40/100 kg. 
Imports:  Duty is  levied on imported sugar at the same rates as  in Germany.  When 
certain products containing sugar are imported, consumption tax is  levied at the 
same rates  on the actual weight of sugar contained in these products. 
Exports: Exported sugar or sugar used in the manufacture of products for exportation 
are duty-free; the duty paid on sugar used in the manufacture of certain exported 
products is  refunded. GERMANY 
III 3  K 
Duty on  sweeteners  (Steuer auf Subssto.ff) 
Beneficiary:  The  Federal  Government  (Bund) 
Duty payable  on: 
a)  Saccharin 
b)  Dulcine and the like. 
The duty becomes due when the goods leave the manufacturing enterprise. 
Rates of duty: Per kg. of pure sweetener, where the product's sweetening qualities are 
greater than those of sucrose. 
up to 50 times greater 
between  50 and 150 times greater 
between 150 and 300 times greater 
between 300 and 600 times greater 
between 600 and 900 times greater 
more than 900 times greater 
Imports: Duty is levied on imports at the same rates as in Germany. 
Exports: Exported sweeteners are duty-free. 
(1)  Pursuant to the law of 14 May 1965, this duty was abolished on 1 July 1965. 
DM  5 
DM  15 
DM  28 
DM  37.50 
DM  70 
DM 100 GERMANY 
Ill 3 L 
Duty on  salt (Steuer auf Salz) 
Beneficiary:  The Federal  Government (Bund) 
Duty payable  on: 
a)  Salt  obtained chemically,  rock salt,  salt  obtained by the evaporation of the 
water of salt marshes and salt springs; sea salt; 
b)  Salt  obtained as  a  by-product in the  chemical  industry,  containing at least 
75  °/ 0  of sodium-chloride; 
c)  Unrefined potassium salt, where its potassium chloride content is at least 85 o/ 0 ; 
d)  Salt waste and bath salts, where their potassium chloride content is at least 75 %; 
e)  Salt liquors unless used as  smelling salts, beverages, or bath salts. 
The duty  becomes  due  when  the products  leave  the  manufacturing  enterprise 
or are  consumed in the enterprise concerned. 
Rates of duty: 
DM 12/100 kg. 
(Salt used for purposes other than the manufacture or preparation of foodstuffs 
or condiments or for the salting of herrings is  duty-free). 
Imports: Same rate 
Exports: Duty-free GERMANY 
III 3  Q 
Duty on matches and tapers (Steuer auf Ziindwaren) 
Beneficiary:  The Federal Government (Bund) 
Duty payable  on: 
Matches  and similar  products,  tapers  of stearine  wax,  paraffin  wax,  or similar 
substances.  The duty becomes due when the products leave the manufacturing 
enterprise. 
Rates of duty: 
For products which can  be  utilized  only once:  DM 0.01/100  matches 
For products which can be utilized more than once: the duty is assessed according 
to the number of times the product can be lit. 
Imports:  The duty is  levied at the same  rate on imported matches and tapers as  on 
home-produced products. 
Exports: Exports are duty-free 
Matches  and  tapers  monopoly: 
Purchasing,  import  and  export  monopoly.  The  Federal  Government  (Bund) 
levies the difference between the price paid by the company operating the mono-
poly to the manufacturer (purchase price)  and the price at which this company 
sells  the products to dealers (monopoly price) less  all relevant costs incurred by 
the German company operating the matches and taper monopoly.  Prices  vary 
according to the nature of the product. GERMANY 
III 3  R 
Duty on  electric  lamps (Steuer auf Leuchtmittel) 
Beneficiary:  The  Federal  Government  (Bund) 
Duty payable  on: 
a)  Electric filament lamps and tubes 
b)  Electric discharge lamps and tubes 
c)  Carbon filaments for arc lamps 
d)  Filaments used to improve the illuminating power of lamps. 
The duty becomes  due when the goods leave  the manufacturing enterprise or 
are withdrawn for use  in the enterprise concerned. 
Rates  of duty: 
a)  10 % of the retail sales  price (in the case of carbon filaments,  10 % of the 
catalogue price on which the manufacturer bases  his  own prices; in the case 
of ordinary filaments, 10 % of the retail sales price). 
b)  In the case of high-tension electric discharge lamps (fluorescent tubes) when 
used for advertising purposes: DM 1 per linear meter of tube. 
Imports: Same rates 
Exports: Duty-free GERMANY 
lll 3 u 
Duty on  mineral oils  (MineralOlsteuer) 
Beneficiary:  The Federal Government (Bund) 
Duty pqyable on:  Petroleum products and similar products. 
The duty becomes  due  when the goods  leave  the manufacturing  enterprise or 
are withdrawn for consumption in the enterprise concerned for purposes other 
than the day-to-day running of the enterprise. 
The duty is payable on the 25th of the second month following collection from 
the  manufacturing  enterprise  or bonded  warehouse. 
Main  rates  of duty: 
a)  Light oils 
(Light oils extracted from coal up to 31  December 1968) 
b)  Medium oils 
c)  Heavy oils (gas-oils, lubricating oils), and cleansing oils 
d)  Liquid gases 
(Liquid gases up to 31  December 1965) 
e)  Fuel oils 
Gas oils  (up to 30 April 1967) 
(up to 30 April 1969) 
Other heavy oils 
DM 32  fhl. 
DM 23.75/hl. 
DM 35.25/100 kg. 
DM 35.25/100 kg. 
DM 40  /100 kg. 
DM 35.25/100 kg. 
DM  1  /100 kg. 
DM  0.50/100 kg. 
(up to 30 April 1967)  DM  2.50/100 kg. 
(up to 30 April 1969)  DM  1.25/100 kg. 
Duty is also payable on the fraction of mineral oil contained in lubricating  oils. 
Where the  mineral  oil  is  used  otherwise than as  a  motor fuel,  lubricating  oil, 
or fuel  for heating purposes, it may be used duty-free under supervision of the 
customs authorities. 
Imports: Same rates 
Exports: Duty-free or refund GERMANY 
III 3 W 
Duty  on  playin,_e,  cards  (Spielkartensteuer) 
Beneficiary:  The Federal Government (Bund) 
Duty payable  on:  Playing cards 
The duty becomes due when the goods leave the manufacturing enterprise. 
Rates  of duty : 
a)  Packs of cards  comprising up to 48  cards  made of paper, 
where the individual cards are composed: 
i)  of less than 3 sheets of paper 
ii)  of 3 sheets of paper or more 
iii)  where the cards are made of materials other than paper 
b)  in cases where packs of cards comprise more than 48  cards, 
the rates are increased by 50 °/ 0 




DM 1.50 GERMANY 
III 4  A 
Tax on  motor vehicles (Kraftfahrzeugsteuer) 
Beneficiary:  The provincial governments (Lander) 
Tax ptqable by:  Holder of log-book 
Basis  of assessment:  The cylinder  capacity  or overall  weight 
Exemptions:  Certain  vehicles  and  vehicles  for  certain  uses 
Non-residents:  The tax is  payable by German nationals  using foreign vehicles. 
Collections:  Tax returns and payment are made on an annual, half-yearly, quarterly or 
monthly basis. 
Rates of  tax: DM 3.60, DM 14.40 or DM 16 per 100 cm3 for vehicles taxed on the basis 
of cylinder capacity,  DM 11.25/200  kg.  of total  weight in the  case  of double-
decker buses  and buses  with trailers  used  on regular transport services.  Other 
rates  are  as  follows: 
up to 2 000 kg. overall weight 
between 2 000 and 3 000 kg. overall weight 
between 3 000 and 4 000 kg. overall weight 
etc. 
Reductions are made for certain types of vehicle. 
DM 22  /200 kg. 
DM 23.50/200 kg. 
DM 25  /200 kg. FRANCE FRANCE 
I  1  A 
Personal  income  tax (Imp6t sur le  revenu  des  personnes physiques) 
Beneficiary:  The  State 
Tax pqyable  lry:  Individuals 
In the case of " societes de personnes" which have not opted to pay company tax, 
tax is  payable by each member. 
Basis  ~f assessment:  Total net income (including income from foreign sources in cases 
where taxpayers are resident in France). 
Exemptions:  They  include: 
a)  Interest  on  certain  State  loans 
b)  Certain  pensions,  services  and allowances  (war pensions,  family  allowances, 
for  example) 
c)  Capital gains  are generally tax-free unless  they are realized in the course of 
business. 
Deductions:  All expenses involved in earning or maintaining income.  In the case of 
salaries,  wages,  pensions  and  certain life  annuities,  an  additional  deduction  of 
20  °/ 0  is  made,  after  deduction,  where appropriate, of above expenses. 
Married couples: Two incomes treated as  one, but this total net income is  divided into 
a  number of parts, according to the taxpayer's family  responsibilities ("quotient 
familial ''). 
Non-residents: Tax is  payable by non-resident persons on income derived from French 
sources,  subject to the provisions of the relevant international conventions. 
Collection:  By means of assessment books, except in the case of income from movable 
property, on which an amount of 10 %,  12 °/ 0  or 24 °/ 0  (
1
)  is  withheld at source. 
These sums are deductible from personal income tax and may be refunded. 
Tax amounting to 24 o/ 0  is  also withheld at source in the case of non-commercial 
and similar  income  accruing  to  persons  not  maintaining  permanent business 
premises in F ranee. 
( 1)  24% is the standard rate; 12% is the rate applicable to interest on negotiable loans issued by French 
companies. or other bodies; the rate of 12% has been reduced to 10% in the case of stocks and shares 
issued  after  1  January  1965. FRANCE 
I  1  A  (cont.) 
Rates of tax: 5 - 65  %,  graduated (1);  the scale is  applicable to gross income divided 
by the number of parts (see  under "Married couples").  The resulting figure 
is  then multiplied by the total number of parts. 
A  tax reduction of 5 % is  granted of the amount of salaries, wages  and certain 
pensions,  provided that they are  derived  from  French  sources. 
No tax is levied where the amount of tax per part is less than FF 80. 
In cases  where the tax payable per part is  between FF 80  and 240,  a reduction 
is  made. 
Special features: 
Agricultural profits are normally determined by the application of average rates. 
Industrial and commercial profits earned by small enterprises may also be deter-
mined by the application of average rates. 
Non-commercial  profits  may  be  assessed  administratively.  In  some  cases,  the 
amount of income liable to tax may be determined by external criteria (mode of 
living). 
Personal income tax is not deductible. 
Ca"y-over of losses:  Losses may be carried over for a period of five  years. 
(1)  In the case of personal income tax for 1964 (payable in 1965), the tax is increased by 5 % in cases 
where  the  gross  taxable  income  exceeds  FF 45 000. FRANCE 
I  1 B 
Complementary  tax (Taxe complementaire) 
Beneftciar_y:  The State 
Tax payable  by:  Individuals 
In the case of " societes  de  personnes "  which have  not opted to pay company 
tax,  tax  is  payable  by each  member. 
Basis of  assessment: All income on which personal income tax is payable, except salaries, 
wages, pensions and life annuities; most income from movable property on which 
tax is deducted at source and income from non-commercial activities relating  to 
sums declared by third parties. 
Exemptions: Income derived  from foreign  sources in general. 
Deductions: In general, the same deductions are made as in the case of personal income 
tax. 
Married couples:  Total income treated as  one 
Non-residents: 
a)  Complementary tax is  not payable by aliens; 
b)  French nationals  are normally liable in respect  of income they  derive from 
French sources. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rate of  tax: 6 o/ 0  (3 o/ 0  in the case of"  craftsmen", as the term is understood for taxation 
purposes); a reduction of FF 3 000 or 4 000 is granted on certain forms of income, 
the latter being the maximum sum granted to any single taxpayer. 
Carry-over of losses:  Losses may be carried over for a period of five  years. FRANCE 
I  2  A 
Compa'!_y  tax (Impot  sur les  societes) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  by:  Joint stock  companies  and companies  having the  same  status,  and 
certain public undertakings; public corporations and associations not specifically 
exempted from payment. "Societes de personnes" may opt to pay company tax. 
Basis of assessment:  Profits : the difference between net assets at the beginning and end 




The bodies exempted from payment include, in certain circumstances, departments, 
communes and their public service authorities, agricultural trade unions and co-
operatives,  and  "HLM"  bodies  (subsidized  housing). 
Real: 
Profits  made  by  businesses  outside  France; 
Capital  gains  on  disposal  of assets,  if ploughed  back. 
Non-residents: Non-resident persons and companies pay tax on profits made in France. 
Collection:  Four  quarterly  instalments  followed  by  settlement 
Rate of tax: 50 %  ; reduced rates are applicable to capital gains on disposal of assets 
when a business is  wound up.  Tax is payable at a rate of 24 % on income from 
land, agriculture, or movable property accruing to public institutions, associations 
and corporations of a  non-profit-making nature. 
Tax deducted at source on income from movable property and by companies is 
deductible in full  from company tax,  but cannot be refunded. 
Special features: Special arrangements apply to parent companies and their subsidiaries; 
Company tax  is  not deductible. 
Carry-over of losses:  Losses may be carried over for a period of five years. FRANCE 
I  3  A 
Properry  tax  011  b11ildin._e,s  (Contribution  fonciere  des  proprietes  baties) 
Beneficiary:  The departments  and communes 
Tax payable on:  Buildings, and certain other types of property (in particular, equipment 
and certain  kinds  of land) 
Tax payable  lry:  Owner or usufructuary 
Basis of  assessment: Cadastral income 
Exemptions: 
a)  The tax is  not payable on public buildings, etc., and farm buildings. 
b)  The tax is  not payable for a period of 15  or 25  years  on the main place of 
residence;  new  buildings  used  for  other purposes  are  exempt for  a  period 
of 2 years. 
Collection:  By means of assessment books. 
Rate  of tax: The rate of tax  varies  according  to the commune concerned. FRANCE 
I 3  B 
Property  tax on  land without  buildings (Contribution fonciere  des  proprietes non baties) 
Beneficiary:  The departments and communes 
Tax payable on: Land without buildings (except certain kinds of land taxed as improved 
land:  see  under  I  3  A) 
Tax payable  by:  Owner or usufructuary 
Basis of  assessment: Cadastral income 
Exemptions: All public land is permanently exempt. 
Certain types of land, such as  woodland, are exempted from payment for periods 
of 15, 20 or 30 years. 
Collection:  By means of assessment books 
Rate of tax: The rate of tax varies according to the commune concerned. FRANCE 
I  3  C 
Tax on furnished accomodation  (Contribution mobiliere) 
Beneficiary:  The departments and communes 
Tax payable  by:  Any person having at his  disposal  furnished accommodation 
Basis of assessment: Putative rent assessed by communal board on the basis of the rental 
value 
Exemptions: Public, scientific and public assistance establishments, schools and univer-
sities.  The diplomatic corps.  Certain servicemen during their period of service. 
The poor and the lower-income group. 
Deductions: Reductions are made for family expenses. 
Collection: By means of assessment books. 
Rate of tax: The rate of tax varies according to the commune concerned. FRANCE 
I 4 A 
Business  tax (Contribution des  patentes) 
Beneficiary:  The departments and communes 
Tax payable  1?J:  Any individual or legal person carrying on a  commercial, industrial 
or other gainful  activity in France 
Basis of assessment:  This is  given in the business tax tariff and depends  mainly on: 
a)  The nature of the occupation concerned 
b)  The population of the commune 
c)  The number of persons employed by the enterprise 
d)  The rental value of the business premises and plant. 
Exemptions: Employed  persons,  certain  craftsmen,  artists,  publishers  of periodicals, 
mine  concessionaries,  farmers,  etc. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rate of tax: The rate of tax  varies  according to the commune concerned. FRANCE 
Payroll tax (Versem,ent forfaitaire sur les salaires et certaines pensions) 
Beneficiary: The State and supplementary budget on farmers family benefits 
Tax  payable  fry: 
a)  All  employers except farmers and rural craftsmen 
'b)  Payers  of retirement pensions 
Basis of assessment:  Total wage bill,  including benefits in kind and pensions 
I 4  B 
Exemptions:  Certain  compensation  payments  and  pensions,  benefits  and  allowances 
(in particular,  war pensions and family  allowances) 
Collection:  Monthly or quarterly payments with final  settlement once a  year 
Rates of tax: 
3  ~~ in the  case  of persons  receiving  pensions 
5 o/ 0  of remuneration of persons earning FF 30 000 annually or less 
10 % for portion of personal annual income between FF 30 000 and 60 000 
16 o/ 0  for portion of personal annual income exceeding FF 60 000. 
Special features: Persons receiving pay or pensions from which an arbitrary tax payment 
has  been deducted  may  claim  a  tax  reduction on the income declared in their 
name (the reduction amounts to 5 °/ 0  of the wages and pensions included in the 
basis  of assessment). FRANCE 
I 4  C 
Apprenticeship tax (Taxe d'apprentissage) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable by: Individuals carrying on a business, industrial or craft activity and com-
panies running a profit-making business 
Exemptions:  Craftsmen  (in  certain  specific  circumstances)  and  training  institutions 
Basis of assessment:  Total wage  bill, including benefits in kind 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rate  of tax: 0.4 %.  Apprenticeship  costs  and subsidies  paid to authorized  bodies 
are deductible from this tax. FRANCE 
lit A 
Inheritance  (gift)  duty  (Droit de  mutation par deces)  (succession) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  by:  Heirs  and legatees 
Basis of assessment:  Net share received by each  beneficiary 
Exemptions: These include 1952 and 1958 Government bonds at 3.5 o/ 0 ;  life insurance 
policies taken out by the deceased for  specific  beneficiaries ; certain woodlands ; 
the  first  free  transfer  of buildings  completed  after  31  December  1947;  shares 
issued  by real  property funds. 
Deductions:  In the case of heirs in direct line  or  spouses,  a  personal  allowance  of 
FF 100 000 is granted on the surviving spouse's share, on that of each  ascendant 
and on that of each  child living or represented. 
In certain circumstances, a reduction may also be granted on the shares inherited 
by collateral  heirs. 
Reductions:  Reductions are granted to heirs or donors having three or more children; 
a tax reduction of FF 1 000 is granted per child after the second child (FF 2 000 
in the case of heirs in direct line and spouses). 
Collection: Normally, the duty is payable when the death certificate is issued.  In certain 
cases, payment may be deferred or made by instalments. 
Rates: 
In the case of heirs in direct line and married couples: 
where the net share does not exceed FF 50 000 
where the net share is between FF 50 000 and 100 000 
where the net share is more than FF 100 000 
between brothers and sisters 
between uncles and nephews, great-uncles and great-nephews, 
first cousins 
between others 
5  o/o 
10  o/ 0 
15  % 
40% 
50  o/ 0 
60% 
Gifts: Normally the same system applicable as for estate, but costs are not  deductible. FRANCE 
113A 
Main registration  taxes (Principaux droits d'enregistrement) 
Convryancing  tax 
1.  Standard rate: general system 






0.6 o/ 0 
16.6 o/ 0 
The rate of tax is reduced in the case of certain buildings (in particular build-
ings used for residential purposes other than those referred to under  Section  2 
below, buildings in rural districts). 
b)  Basis  of assessment:  price plus  costs,  or market value  in real  terms  of the 
property  if this  is  higher. 
c)  Collection:  The  duty  is  payable  when  the  deed  is  registered. 
2.  Construction  of buildings for  residential purposes 
a)  Since  1  September  1963,  value-added  tax  has  been  payable  on  operations 
ancillary to the construction or delivery of buildings at least three quarters 
of whose total area is  used for residential purposes.  Registration tax is  not 
payable. 
b)  The  main  types  of operation  involved,  other than  building  itself,  are  the 
allotment of land, the sale and transfer of building land and the like, sales of 
buildings,  self-deliveries, assignment of social rights required for the deliveries, 
assignment  of social  rights  required  for  the  ownership  or enjoyment  of a 
building or part of a  building. 
c)  Value-added tax is payable at a rate of 20 o/ 0 ,  but a reduction of 40 o/ 0 ,  50 °/ 0 
or 80  °/o  is  made,  where appropriate, thus bringing the actual rates  applied 
down to 12 °/ 0 ,  10  °/ 0  or 4 %-
d)  Basis of assessment: 
i)  In the case of sales  of real property, the price plus costs, or the market 
value of the property in real terms if  this is higher 
ii)  In the case of " self-deliveries", the cost price of the building 
iii)  In the case of the surrender of company rights, the capital gain. 
e)  Collection: when the sale is declared (before the deed is registered, in the case 
of sales of real property and the surrender of company rights; when the build-
ing is  completed in the  case  of "  self-deliveries ") 
Registration  tax payable  by  companies 
a)  Transfer.s  of capital and movable property 1.6 % 
b)  Transfers of land and buildings 1.6 %  plus cadastral tax 0.6 % 
c)  Capital increases by bringing in new capital: the same tax system is applicable 
as  in the case  of transfers. FRANCE 
II 3  A  (cont.) 
d)  Rate of 1.6 o/ 0  reduced to 0.8  (%  in the case of investment building societies 
(Law of 15  March 1963,  Article 33) 
e)  Duty of FF 50 payable by investment building societies (Law of 19 December 
1963), Article 83) 
f)  Capitalization  of reserves,  etc.,  12  % 
g)  Mergers: tax at a rate of 0.8 °/ 0  is  payable on the part of the net assets repre-
sented by the issued capital of the absorbed company (this rate is  reduced to 
0.5 % in the case of transfer deeds registered in 1965). 
On surplus (merger surplus)  1.2 °/ 0  if the transfer deed has  been registered 
in 1965 (Law of 19 December 1963), and 2.4 °/ 0  thereafter. 
h)  Transfer of securities: tax at a rate of 4.2 o/ 0  is payable on securities issued by 
companies whose capital is  not divided into shares; shares are exempt except 
in cases  where a transfer deed is  executed. 
i)  Basis  of assessment:  actual value of the property 
j)  Collection: the tax is collected when the transfer deed is  registered. FRANCE 
116 
Stock exchange  turnover tax (Impot sur les  operations de bourse) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax ptryable  on:  Each transaction;  tax is  payable  whenever securities  are  bought or 
sold.  Two separate taxes  are  therefore payable. 
Basis of assessment:  Negotiating price rounded up to the next FF 10. 
Rates of tax: 
a)  Securities 
cash sale or purchase of debentures 
purchase or sale of debentures for the account 
sale or purchase of Government " rentes " 
other cash transactions 
other transactions for the account 
carry-over transactions 
b)  Produce exchanges 
sale or purchase of various goods 
sale or purchase of cereals 
3  °/oo 
1.5  °/oo 
exempt 
6  °/oo (1) 
3  °/oo (1) 
1.5  °/oo (1) 
0.2  o  foo 
0.26  o/oo 
(1)  Rates reduced respectively to 4 °/80, 2 °/0g and 1 °1., 0  for transactions involving sums between 
FF 400 000 and FF 750 000 and to 3  /00,  1.5  /00 and 0.75 °/00 on sums in excess of FF 750 000. FRANCE 
III 1 A 
Value-added tax(" TVA" =  Taxe sur Ia  valeur ajoutee) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  by: 
a)  manufacturers, wholesalers, importers, and certain retailers 
b)  persons buying certain articles  or products from  private persons 
c)  builders 
d)  persons  carrying  out transactions  ancillary  to the  construction  or delivery 
of buildings  for  residential  purposes 
e)  persons who buy goods from enterprises - with which they are associated -
established abroad or paying value-added tax in France, and resell them in the 
same  condition. 
Tax payable  on:  The  delivery,  importation  or purchase  of goods  (or,  occasionally, 
in the case of certain transactions, receipts of payment or transfers) 
Basis of assessment:  Sales  price, including tax.  In some cases,  the assessable price is 
reduced. 
Exemptions: The main classes  of goods exempted are essential products, agricultural 
produce, products on which other taxes  are payable,  and exports. 
Deductions: Tax paid on goods purchased and services supplied is generally deductible 
from the tax to be paid on sales. 
Collection: By monthly payments on the basis of a tax returr.. 
Rates of tax: Standard rate 20 %, reduced rates 6 %  and 10 % 1;  higher rates 23% and 
25  <}' 0  (luxury  goods) 
Special features:  Wholesalers may elect to pay local tax.  Certain classes of persons not 
liable  - commission  processors,  suppliers  of services,  craftsmen,  and  retailers 
selling goods to persons liable for tax - may elect to pay TV  A. 
In cases  where goods are exported, value-added tax paid prior to export may be 
refunded. FRANCE 
III  1  B  (5) 
Service  tax (Taxe  sur les  prestations  de  services) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax  payable by: Suppliers of  services and those treated as such, except in the professions, 
craftsmen producing goods on which value-added tax is  payable at higher rates. 
Basis of assessment:  Charge for  the service,  tax included 
Exemptions: As a matter of principle, the same exemptions are granted as for the TV  A. 
Among the activities also exempted are cinemas and theatres, hotels, restaurants 
and cafes,  freight transport by road,  rail or inland waterway,  hiring of vehicles 
(subject to a  special  tax),  and  services  rendered outside France. 
Collection:  Monthly payments on the basis  of a tax return 
Rates of tax: 
standard rate 8.5% 
higher rate 12% (beauty salons) 
reduced rates of 3 % and 5 % are granted to craftsmen  liable  to  service  tax. 
Special features:  Persons liable  to TV  A  whose  annual  taxable  turnover  is  below 
FF 400 000 may elect to pay service tax instead. FRANCE 
III 1  B  (6) 
Local tax (Taxe  locale) 
Beneficiary:  The departments, communes, and the National  Equalization Fund 
Tax payable lry: Retailers, craftsmen, cinemas and theatres, etc., hotels, cafes, restaurants, 
wholesalers having opted for this tax, commercial agents, brokers, and commission 
agents. 
Basis of assessment:  Sales  price of goods inclusive of tax. 
Exemptions: Among the goods exempted are essential products and exports. 
Collection:  Monthly payment on the basis of a tax return 
Rates of tax: 
standard  rate  2.75  °/ 0 
higher rate  8.5  ~/ 0 (cinemas  and theatres,  etc.,  hotels,  cafes  and  restaurants) FRANCE 
III 1  C (1) 
Insurance  tax (Taxe unique sur les  contrats d'assurances) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  on:  Insurance  contracts 
Basis  of  assessment:  Premiums 
Exemptions: Industrial accidents, certain types of life insurance, and agricultural insu-
rance by mutual association 
DediiCtions:  Deductions are made in the case  of reinsurance. 
Rate of tax: The rate of tax ranges from 0.25 °/o  to 30 % according to contingencies 
insured against. FRANCE 
III  1 E 
Entertainments tax (Impot sur les  spectacles  et divertissements) 
Beneficiary:  The  communes 
Tax pa)'able  on:  Public shows, games and entertainments, whether on a regular basis 
or not 
Basis of assessment:  Takings 
Exemptions: Exemptions are granted, in particular, for social  or cultural events. 
Collection:  Tax is  payable  on each  performance or by aggregated  assessment. 
Rate of tax: Shows are divided into five  classes.  The scale  applicable to each of the 
first  four classes  is  graduated by stages.  Automatic machines  in the fifth  class 
are taxed at a  rate  based  on the population of the commune concerned. FRANCE 
III 2  B 
Tax on  haulage  vehicles  (general tax and surcharge) (Taxe sur les  vehicules  servant au 
transport des  marchandises  - taxe generale et surtaxe). 
Beneficiary :  The State 
Tax pt!]able  on: 
a)  The general tax is  payable on vehicles whose total authorized loaded weight 
exceeds 3 metric tons, or weight when empty in the case of  tractors not carrying 
a load, and on trailers whose total authorized loaded weight exceeds 750  kg. 
b)  The surcharge is payable on vehicles or groups of  vehicles whose total  author-
ized loaded weight exceeds  6  metric tons and which are  used  outside their 
home area  (1). 
Basis of assessment:  Weight when empty, in the case  of trailers  not carrying a  load; 
total authorized loaded weight in other cases. 
Exemptions:  Among  the  vehicles  exempted  are  vehicles  used  for  works  transport 
in yards  or factories,  vehicles  used to transport milk,  cattle and meat and  not 
leaving their home area,  vehicles  used to transport agricultural or forestry pro-
ducts within a radius of 30 km.  from the firm's principal place of business. 
Collection:  Half-yearly or daily payments 
Rate of tax:  The half-yearly rate in the case of the general tax amounts to FF 27.50 
per metric ton or part of a metric ton for private transport services and to FF 30 
for public transport services. 
In the case of the surcharge, the half-yearly rate is FF 100 for private transport 
services,  FF  62.50  for  public  transport  services  not  belonging  to  a  transport 
association,  and FF 125  for  public transport services  belonging to a  transport 
association, per metric ton or part of a  ton in excess of 6  metric tons. 
Reductions or reduced rates  are granted in the case of certain types of vehicles 
(a  reduction of 30 °/ 0  of the general tax is  granted in the case of semi-trailers). 
The daily  rate is  one fiftieth  of the  half-yearly  rate. 
(1)  Home area  =  the department in which the firm is  established and the adjacent departments. FRANCE 
III 2  C 
Tax on  rilJer  and canal craft (Taxe generale sur les  bateaux tractionnes ou  automoteurs 
circulant sur les voies interieures  fran~aises autres que le  Rhin et le  Grand Canal 
d'Alsace) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable on: Barges, whether towed or self-propelled, plying on inland waterways 
other than the Rhine and the Grand Canal  d'  Alsace 
Basis  of assessment:  Authorized  dead-weight  Capacity 
Collection:  Half-yearly or daily payments 
Rate of tax: The half-yearly rate is  as  follows: 
towed barges  FF 0. 70 per  metric  ton  of  authorized  dead-weight 
self-propelled barges  FF 1.30 
towed tankers  FF 2.10 











Reduced rates  are granted in the case  of certain types  of transport. 
Daily rate  =  1f50th of the half-yearly rate FRANCE 
Ill 3 A 
Duty on spirits (Taxe sur les alcools) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Duty payable  on: 
1.  Consumption  tax, payable  on consignment of merchandise  to  distributors  or on 
official  stock inspection 
Products on which the tax is  payable: 
a)  ethyl  alcohol  and  preparations  with  a  basis  of undenatured  ethyl  alcohol 
b)  substances  belonging  to  the  alcohol  group  used  to  replace  ethyl  alcohol 
(such  as  methyl,  propyl  and  isopropyl  alcohols) 
2.  Surcharge  on  aperitifs,  collected in the same way as  consumption tax.  This tax is 
payable  on all  beverages  with an  alcohol  basis  consumed as  aperitifs,  and on 
aperitifs  with  a  wine,  vermouth,  liqueur  wine  or similar  basis  and  on natural 
sweet  wines  taxed  as  spirits. 
3.  Surcharge  on aperitifs with an alcohol basis,  collected in the same way as  consumption 
tax 
Products on which the tax is payable: aperitifs other than those with a wine basis. 
The following  products  come  under this  heading,  provided  that  they  contain 
at least 18° of alcohol and more than half a gram of spirit per litre: 
a)  spirits flavoured with aniseed  with a  sugar content of less  than 400  grams 
per litre; 
b)  bitters, wood tars, gentian bitters and the like, with a  sugar content of less 
than 200  grams per litre. 
4.  Surcharge  on  beverages  with a cereal alcohol  basis,  payable on all  alcoholic beverages 
obtained by distilling cereals, in the same way as  consumption tax 
Rates  of duty: 
1.  Consumption  tax: The alcoholic liquid is  taxed on the basis  of its  pure alcohol 
contents, the minimum taxable contents being 15° in the case of  beverages.  There 
are 5 rates, depending on the nature of the derived product. 
a)  Perfumes and toilet articles  FF  160 per hl. of pure alcohol 
b)  Medicaments  or products not to be taken 
orally  FF  80  do 
c)  Alcohols used in the preparation sparkling 
wines and natural sweet wines taxed as wine; 
French  liqueur  wines  with  "appellation 
d'  origine  controlee " ;  ports  and  Madeira 
wines; muscat wine; creme de cas sis  FF  530  do 
d)  Rums  FF  940  do 
e)  Other alcohols (general rate)  FF 1 060  do 2. 
3. 
Surcharge  on aperitifs 
Surcharge  on aperitifs with an alcohol basis 
(FF 100 of which is paid into the supplementary 
budget for  agricultural  social  benefits) 
4.  Surcharge  on  beverages  with  a cereal alcohol  basis 
FRANCE 
III 3 A  (cont.) 
FF  300  per hl. of  pure alcohol 
FF  350  do 
FF  300  do 
Imports: The above tariff is applicable to all taxable alcoholic liquids regardless of their 
origin. 
Exports:  Exports are  not taxable. FRANCE 
III 3  B 
Duty on wines and other fermented beverages (Taxe sur les vins et autres boissons fermentees) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Duty payable on: 
a)  Consumption  duty 
This duty is payable when the goods leave the place of manufacture or on official 
stock inspection, on wines,  ciders,  perries,  meads  and slightly fermented,  semi-
sparkling grape  juices (" petillants  de raisin"). 
b)  Single  stage  tax 
This duty is payable in the same way as  consumption duty and on the same pro-
ducts. 
Rates  of  dutJ• 
a)  Consumption  d11ty 
Wines:  FF 5.8 per hl.  (22.41  % of which accrues  to the supplementary budget 
for agricultural 3ocial  benefits) 
Ciders, perries, meads and slightly fermented semi-sparkling grape juices: FF 2.50 
per hl. (26 % of which accrues to the supplementary budget for agricultural social 
benefits) 
b)  Single-stage  tax 
i)  Natural  sweet  wines  taxable  as  wines,  champagne,  sparkling  wines  with 
"appellation d'origine  controlee ", sparkling  wines  of foreign  origin  sold 
otherwise than under the name of  their country of  origin only: FF 55.00 per hl. 
(0.46  °/ 0  of which  accrues  to  the  supplementary  budget  for  agricultural 
social  benefits) 
ii)  Alsatian wines, sparkling wines  sold without designation of origin, foreign 
sparkling wines other than those referred to above and wines  with  "appel-
lation d'  origine  controlee ", foreign  still  wines  sold  otherwise  than under 
the name of their country of origin only:  FF 25.50 per hl.  (1  % of which 
accrues  to the supplementary budget for agricultural social  benefits) 
iii)  Other wines: FF 17.50 per hl. (1.45  <>j 0  of which accrues to the supplementary 
budget  for  agricultural  social  benefits) 
iv)  Ciders, perries, meads  and  slightly  fermented  semi-sparkling  grape  juices: 
FF 6.00 per hl.  (2.03 % of which accrues to the supplementary budget for 
agricultural  social  benefits) 
Imports: The same regulations apply to imported beverages as  to beverages of French 
origin. 
Exports:  Exports are  duty-free. FRANCE 
III 3 E 
Duty on  coffee (Taxe sur le  cafe) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Duty payable  on: 
a)  Single-stage  tax 
Duty is payable when the goods are cleared through Customs (no coffee is grown 
in France).  The amount of duty is  based on weight. 
b)  Consumption  tax 
Domestic consumption tax is  also  payable when the goods are  cleared through 
Customs. 
Rates of duty 
a)  Single-stage  tax 
b) 
i)  U nroasted coffee 
ii)  Roasted coffee, whether ground or not, not freed of 
caffeine 
iii)  Coffee freed of caffeine 
Consumption tax 
i)  U nroasted coffee 
ii)  Roasted coffee, whether ground or not, not freed of 
caffeine 
iii)  Coffee freed of caffeine 




FF  22.50 
FF  32.00 
FF  32.00 






( 1)  The consumption duty on unroasted coffee has been temporarily  suspended (decree of 17 February 
1964). FRANCE 
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Du~v  on tea (Taxe sur le the) 
Beneficiary: The State 
Duty pt!Jable on: 
a)  Single standard rate 
b)  Domestic consumption tax on tea,  payable  on importation when the goods are 
cleared  at  customs. 
Rates  of  duty 
a)  FF 160 per 100 kg. 
b)  FF  23 per 100 kg. 
Imports: Tax is levied only on importation. FRANCE 
III 3  G 
DuiJ'  on  cocoa  (taxe  sur  le  cacao) 
Beneficiary: The State 
Duty pqyable  on:  Domestic consumption of colonial  goods.  The tax  is  payable  on 
importation. 
Rates of duty: 
Cocoa beans, whole or broken, raw or roasted 
Cocoa shells, husks, skins, sheats and waste 
Cocoa paste (in bulk or in block), whether or not defatted 
Cocoa butter (fat or oil) 











Imports: Since cocoa is not produced in metropolitan France, duty is levied on imports 
only. FRANCE 
III 3  H 
Dury  on  tobacco (Imposition du tabac) 
Beneficiary: The State 
State monopo!J: The planters' produce is purchased by the State which has a monopoly 
of manufacture  and  sale. 
Rates: The monopoly has agreed to make its tax system known in time for an EEC 
meeting  to  be  held  in the near future. 
The matter has been laid before the EEC Commission, which has made recommen-
dations under Article 37  of the Treaty of Rome.  Additional notes will follow. 
Imports: State monopoly 
Exports: State monopoly FRANCE 
III 3  I 
Dut)' on  s11gar (Taxe sur le sucre) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Du~y  payable on: 
a)  a duty on sugar-beet (1)  levied on beet supplied to sugar refineries or distilleries 
b)  duty on sugar used to sweeten wine 
c)  duty on sugar and glucose used in the preparation of aperitifs with a wine basis 
and  similar  products 
Rates: 
a)  8.50 o/ 0  of the basic production price for sugar-beet 
b)  FF 80  per 100  kg.  of sugar used 
c)  FF 140 per 100 kg. of sugar or glucose used in the manufacture of aperitifs with 
a  wine  basis  and  similar  products. 
Imports: 
a)  Duty  on  sugar-beet 
The importation of sugar-beet is  prohibited. 
b)  Sweetening of wine with sugar 
The duty is  levied on the sweetening process, whatever the origin of the sugar 
c)  Duty on sugar and glucose 
Duty is levied on sugar and glucose at the same rate as in France. 
Exports: 
a)  Duty on sugar-beet: sugar-beet exported directly is  duty-free, but beet exported 
in the form of sugar or alcohol is  liable to payment of duty. 
b)  No exemptions granted in the case of sugar used to sweeten wine. 
c)  Sugar and glucose used in the manufacture of aperitifs are duty-free. 
( 1)  This duty accrues  to the supplementary budget for agricultural social  benefits. FRANCE 
III 3M 
Duty on meat (Taxe sur la viande) 
Beneficiary: The State 
Duty payable on:  Horsemeat,  beef,  mutton, pork, goatsmeat. 
The duty is  payable on the meat itself;  excluding head,  part of the limbs,  and 
offals. 
Duty is non-recurring and payable by the owner of the slaughtered animal before 
the merchandise leaves  the slaughterhouse. 
Rate of  duty: FF 0.625 per kg. of meat only (19.85 % of which accrues to the supple-
mentary  budget for  agricultural  social  benefits). 
Imports: The duty is  payable when the goods enter metropolitan France at the same 
rate  as  that applying  in metropolitan  France. 
Exports:  Exports  are  duty-free. FRANCE 
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Duty  on  matches  (Imposition  des  allumettes) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
State  monopo!J:  operated  as  a  tobacco  monopoly by the SEITA, which  is  a  public 
undertaking. 
Rates: There are no rates as such.  The difference between the cost price and the sales 
price  accrues  to  the  State. 
The match monopoly is  being  studied by  the  EEC Commission (see  III 3  H). 
Imports: State monopoly 
Exports: State monopoly FRANCE 
III 3  U 
Dury on  mineral oils (including liquefied petroleum gases) (taxe sur les  huiles minerales) 
Beneftciar_y:  The  State 
Dury payable  on:  Domestic consumption  duty is  levied  on petroleum  products  and 
products treated as such when the products leave factories or a bonded warehouse, 
under customs supervision, for consumption in France. 
Rates: 
A)  Petroleum and shale oils, crude 
(In practice, this duty is never levied, the crude oils 
being  processed  in  the  refineries  with  duty 
suspended) 
B)  Petroleum  and  shale  oils,  other  than  crude 
1.  Light and medium oils 
a)  Petrols 
FF 7  per hl 
aviation spirit  FF 66.30 per hl 
"super"  FF 69.04  do 
other  FF 65.06  do 
b)  White spirit  FF 13.54  do 
c)  Paraffin oil (kerosene)  FF 24.83  do 
Fuels obtained by mixing petrol with other fuels  are treated for tax purposes 
as  " super "  petrol or other petrols according to their nature. 
2.  Heavy oils 
a)  Gas oil and fuel oil 
for specific uses : 
gas oil 
domestic fuel oil 
light fuel oil 
heavy fuel oil 
for miscellaneous uses : 
gas oil 
domestic fuel oil 
light fuel oil 
heavy fuel oil 
b)  Lubricating oils and greases 
white oils 
spindle oils 
lubricating fuel oil 
C)  Petroleum gases and other gaseotts  ~ydrocarbons 
1.  Liquefied gases 
a)  For certain uses 
b)  Other 




FF 38.94 per hl. 
FF 38.94  do 
FF 41.62 per 100 kg. net 








FF  4.08 per 100 kg. net 2.  Other gases 
a)  Compressed fuels 
b)  Other 
D)  Vaseline 
1.  Crude 
2.  Refined 
FRANCE 
III 3  U  (cont.) 
FF 95.93 per 1 000 cm2 
duty-free 
FF 36.97 per 100 kg. net 
FF 51.86  do 
E)  Paraffin waxes, micro-crystalline wax, slack wax and scale wax 
1.  Paraffin wax and micro-crystalline wax  duty-free 
2.  Slack wax and scale wax  FF  4.97 per 100 kg. net 
F)  Petroleum bitumen, petroleum coke and other petroleum 
and shale  oi I residues 
1.  Petroleum bitumen and petroleum coke 
2.  Extracts  derived  from  the  treatment  of 
lubricating  oils  with  certain  selective 
solvents 
a)  For certain uses 
b)  Other 
3.  Other residues 
G)  Cutbacks, emulsions of bitumen and the like 
H)  Acyclic  hydrocarbons  (coming  under  ex  No  29.01 
of the common customs tariff) 
1.  Their use as fuels is prohibited 
2.  When used for other purposes 
I)  Lubricating preparations  containing  at least  70  o/ 0  of 
petroleum or shale oil by weight 
Imports: Duty is levied at the above- mentioned rate. 
Exports: Exports are duty-free. 
duty-free 
duty-free 
FF 41.77 per 100 kg. net 
duty-free 
duty-free 
FF 21.31  per hl. 
FF 40.11  per 100 kg. net FRANCE 
III 4 A 
Differential tax on  motor vehicles (Taxe differentielle sur les  vehicules automobiles) 
Beneficiary:  The  State 
Tax payable  on:  Motor vehicles  with more than two wheels 
Exemptions: 
a)  vehicles  used  for  goods  transport  whose  total  authorized  loaded  weight 
exceeds  3  metric  tons 
b)  vehicles over 25  years  old 
c)  taxis and vehicles used to transport groups of persons 
d)  vehicles  liable  to special  tax (see  III 4  B  below) 
Collection:  The tax is  payable annually (windscreen  sticker). 
Rate of tax: The rate of tax depends on the vehicle's age and horse-power and ranges 
between FF 30 and 200 per year. FRANCE 
III 4  B 
Special  tax on  private  cars  with  horse-power for  tax  purposes  exceeding  16  HP (taxe 
speciale  sur les  voitures de tourisme d'une puissance fiscale  superieure a 16 CV) 
Beneficiary: The State 
Tax payable on: Private cars over 16 HP less than 6 years old 
Collection: The tax is payable annually (windscreen sticker) 
Rate of tax: The rate  ranges from FF 250  to 1 000,  depending on the vehicle's  age 
Special features:  Differential tax  exemption. FRANCE 
III 4  C 
Ann11al tax on  company  cars  (taxe annuelle sur les  voitures de tourisme de  societes) 
Beneficiary: The State 
Tax payable on: Company cars 
Exemptions: Cars over 10 years old. 
Collection: By means of assessment books 
Rates of tax: 
FF 500 for company cars of 7 HP or les ; 
FF 700 for company cars over 7 HP 
Special features: The amount of tax may not be deducted from profits liable to company 
tax; it is  payable in addition to the taxes  referred to under III 4 A  and III 4 B. ITALY ITALY 
I  1  A 
Tax on  income from movable  wealth (Imposta sui redditi di ricchezza mobile) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  by:  Individuals, legal persons and partnerships, whether Italian nationals 
or not 
Basis of  assessment: All income from movable wealth in Italy, divided into four categories, 
viz.  categories A, B, CJ1  and CJ2:  income from the use of capital, income from 
capital combined with labour, income from  self-employment,  and income from 
employment  . 
.  Exemptions: Certain types of income are tax-free (e.g.  payments made by the Church, 
pay for members of the armed forces, etc.); interest on loans to regions, provinces, 
and communes,  etc. ;  certain types  of income from the handling of agricultural 
produce, etc. 
Deductions:  Interest paid, general costs, costs  spread over several  years,  depreciation, 
losses,  etc., are deductible. 
Non-residents:  On the  territoriality principle,  the  tax  is  levied  on income arising in 
Italy, and non-resident persons and companies are treated as  resident persons and 
companies only when the income concerned has accrued in Italy. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books.  In the case  of certain types  of income, 
part of the tax is  withheld at source. 
Rates: 
Category A- 27%:  This  rate  applies  to  all  taxable  (5 o/ 0  of the  tax  rate)  income; 
surcharges  (10 o/ 0  of the tax  rate)  are  made  for  local  assistance 
boards and for public works in Calabria. 
The total rate is 31.05 o/ 0 ,  of which 27 % is paid to the Treasury, 
2. 7 %  set aside for local assistance boards, and 1.35 %  earmarked 
for public works in Calabria. 
Category B - 9 % :  This rate applies to the first slice of Lit. 720 000 of  taxable income 
(i.e.  after the personal allowance  of Lit. 240 000). 
18 o/ 0 :  For the next Lit. 3 280 000 (a slice between Lit. 720 000 and Lit) 
4 000 000). 
20 °/ 0  :  for the slice between 4 million and 10 million Lit. 
22%:  for the slice between 10 million and 50 million Lit. 
23 % :  for the slice between 50 million and 100 million Lit. and 
25 o/ 0  :  for amounts exceeding 100 million Lit. 
Additional taxes assessed to taxable income are: 
a)  ICAP communal tax and supplementary provincial charges; 
b)  Tax accruing to the Chamber of Commerce (at a  maximum 
rate fixed by Art. I of the Royal Decree of 31  October 1941, 
No.  1418). ITALY 
I  1  A  (cont.) 




and  15 °/o: 
Category C2 
a)  10  <y 0  for the local assistance boards (Art. 272 of the "Testo 
unico "); 
b)  5 <y 0  for Calabria (Art. 18 of the Law of 26  November 1955, 
No. 1777); 
c)  Collection  charges. 
for first  Lit.  720 000  of taxable  income (First  Lit.  240 000  is  a 
personal  allowance) 
for the next Lit. 3 280 000 (i.e. up to 4 million) 
for the slice from Lit.  4 million to 10 million 
for the slice from Lit. 10 million to 20 million 
for sums exceeding Lit. 20 million 
The same rates apply to Category C2 as to Category C1,  the only 
difference being that income from employment " in a subordinate 
capacity"  and  pensions  which,  either  alone  or in  combination 
with other income from  real  or personal  estate,  do not exceed 
the taxable minimum of Lit. 300 000,  is  tax-free. 
The following additional surcharges are  made for  categories  C1  and C2: 
for the income taxed at  4 % :  0.4 %  for local assistance boards 
0.2  ~lo  for Calabria 
for the income taxed at  8 % :  0.8 <y 0  for local assistance boards 
0.4 °/o  for Calabria 
for the income taxed at 10 % :  1 %  for local assistance boards 
0.50 °/ 0  for Calabria 
for the income taxed at 12 °/o:  1.2%  for local assistance boards 
0.6 %  for Calabria 
for the income taxed at 15 % :  1.5 °/o  for local assistance boards and 
0. 75 °/ 0  for Calabria ITALY 
I  1 B 
Complementary  tax  (Imposta  complementare  progressiva  sui  reddito  complessivo) 
Benejiciar_y:  The State 
Tax p~yable  ~'Y:  Individuals  of Italian  or foreign  nationality,  on their entire  income 
and on income under their control earned by other persons 
Basis of assessment:  Total income comprising: 
a)  income arising in Italy and belonging to individuals, regardless of their place 
of residence 
b)  income arising abroad and received in Italy by persons resident in Italy 
c)  revenue arising abroad to persons resident in Italy, where this income is not 
ta..~able  abroad,  by  virtue  of international  agreements. 
Exemptions: Certain types  of pension and family  allowances,  etc.  are tax-free. 
Deductions:  Deductions are granted on debit interest, tax on income which is  part of 
total  income;  expenses,  liabilities,  etc. ;  there  is  also  a  basic  allowance  of Lit. 
240 000 plus an allowance of Lit. 50 000 for each dependent person. 
Ma"ied couples: A wife's income is combined with her husband's for taxation purposes. 
Non-residents: On the territoriality principle, non-residents are taxed as  residents where 
the income concerned arises in Italy. 
Collection:  By means of assessment books, but for certain types of income, including 
dividents, tax is deducted at source. 
Rates: The rates of  tax range from 2 o/ 0  in the case of  income amounting to Lit. 240 000 
or less,  to 65  °/ 0  in the case of income amounting to Lit. 500 million and over. 
The  following  additional  surcharges  are  made: 
10  ~~ for local assistance boards 
5 °/ 0  for public works in Calabria 
plus collection fees ITALY 
I  1  C 
Fami!J  tax (Imposta  di  famiglia) 
Beneficiary:  The communes 
Tax payable by: Each family (even if  composed only of one person), the head of which 
is ordinarily resident in the commune 
Basis af assessment:  The family's  standard of living, assessed not only on the basis of 
income or earnings of all kinds, but also of external signs of wealth, such as  the 
rental value of the house, the standard of comfort offered by the house, and social 
standing 
Exemptions: That part of the family's income necessary to meet its basic requirements 
is  tax-free. 
Deductions:  Allowances  are  granted for  dependent  persons. 
Ma"ied couples: The tax is levied on the combined income of the tax-payer and depen-
dent  persons. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rates: The rates vary in direct ratio to the family's income and in inverse ratio to the 
population of  the commune, the highest rate of 12 o/ 0  being applicable  to persons 
with income of at least Lit. 12  million. ITALY 
I  2  A 
Compa'!Y  tax (Imposta  sulle  societa) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax  Pt!Jable by: Persons taxable on the basis of their balance-sheets, and foreign  compa-
nies and partnerships conducting a business in Italy from fixed business premises, 
even if these premises are not taxable on a balance-sheet basis 
Basis of assessment:  Capital  and income 
Tax  able  capital is  made  up  of: 
a)  subscribed  and  paid-up  capital 
b)  ordinary and extraordinary  reserves 
c)  profits  carried  forward  from  previous  financial  years 
Tax  able  income  is  made  up  of: 
a)  income  from  movable  wealth,  coming  under  category  B 
b)  income from undeveloped land (reddito dominicale), and income from farming 
c)  income from buildings 
d)  sums  received  as  distributed  profits. 
e)  interest on debts,  etc. 
Exemptions: In view of their co-operative structure and of the fact that they are mainly 
non-profit-making, the tax is not levied on certain types and groups of  companies; 
certain State-controlled undertakings, and the regions, the provinces, communes, 
local  assistance  boards,  etc. 
Deductions:  from  capital: 
deficits  carried forward 
proportions  of the value  of real  property  retransferable  free  of charge  to the 
grantor 
from  total income 
expenses,  liabilities  and losses 
taxes payable on the various types of income 
losses  during  the current financial  year 
Collection: The tax is payable directly to the department of the provincial tax authorities 
in the district in which the taxpayer's  residence is  situated.  Residual payments 
are  collected  by means  of special  assessment  books; in the case  of dividends, 
30 °/ 0  is  withheld at source, and this is  normally deductible from the tax. 
Rates: 0.75 % for issued capital plus reserves and 15  °/ 0  on that part of total income 
in ~xcess of 6 °/ 0  of issued capital and reserves.  Surcharges amounting to 10 °/ 0 
are  made for the benefit of local assistance  boards (E.C.A.) ITALY 
I  3  A  (1) 
Tax on  income from  buildings (Imposta sui reddito dei fabbricati) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax  payable by: Owners, usufructuaries or persons having a material interest in build-
ings or parts of buildings of any  kind "yielding  income of their own 
Basis of assessment:  Gross income from rents on buildings, as  indicated in the relevant 
agreements 
Exemptions:  No tax  is  levied  on buildings: 
a)  used for public worship 
b)  located in cemeteries 
c)  erected  on  undeveloped  public  land  and  other public  property 
d)  erected to supply drinking water 
e)  belonging to the Holy See, etc. 
Certain  types  of farm  buildings  and certain  business  premises  are also  exempt. 
Deductions:  Repairs,  maintenance,  etc.  are  deductible  from  gross  taxable  income. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rates: 4  <y 0  of the net income from buildings 
In addition, surcharges are payable to the provinces and communes and to cham-
bers of commerce, the maximum amount in the latter case being 0.055 %. 
Further surcharges are payable, amounting to 10% in the case of local assistance 
boards(E.C.A.) and 5% for public works in Calabria, together with collection fees. ITALY 
I 3  A  (2) 
Special tax on  incon1e from luxt1ry  buildings (Imposta sui  reddito dei  fabbricati di lusso) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable by: See under I  3 A (1)  " tax on income from buildings " 
Basis of assessment:  Income  from  urban  properties  used  as  dwellings  and  deemed 
" luxury "  buildings under current regulations, together with income from urban 
properties the building of which was commenced before 29 May 1946, and which 
have been, or will be, placed in categories A-1  and A-8 of the new cadastral survey 
of buildings. 
Collection: See under I 3 A (1) "tax on income from buildings" 
Rate: 20  % of taxable  income ITALY 
I 3  B  (1) 
Tax on  land01vners'  income  (Imposta sui  reddito dominicale dei terreni) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax pqyable  by:  Persons  owning,  holding  long-term building  leases  on,  holding  in 
usufruct  or having  some other material  interest in land  suitable  for  farming 
Basis of  assessment: The owners' share of the average ordinary steady income obtainable 
from the land 
Exemptions: Certain sites in mountainous areas and other land exempted temporarily 
for  improvement  purposes 
Deductions:  Tax relief is  granted for damage caused  by natural  disasters. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment books 
Rates: 10 o/ 0  of income from land and buildings 
A  number of surcharges are payable  by landowners: 
a)  surcharges  made  by  provinces  and  communes 
b)  surcharges made by chambers  of  commerce,  amounting  to  Lit.  0.02  per 
Lit. 100 of taxable income from land and buildings 
A number of further surcharges are payable, amounting to 5 % in the case of the 
additional surcharge for local assistance boards, 5 o/ 0  in the case of the surcharge 
for public works in Calabria,  together with collection fee. ITALY 
I  3  B (2) 
Tax on  incon1e from farnJing (Imposta sui  reddito agrario) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax pqyable by:  Farm owners; they are entitled to a refund from partners with whom 
they co-operate in running the enterprise of an amount proportional to the latters' 
share of income. 
Basis of assessment:  Income  from  farming  compnsmg income  from  working capital 
and management effort, within the limits of the yield capacity of the farm, for the 
cultivation of land, forestry, cattle raising and the processing or sale of agricultural 
produce provided the  latter  are  ordinarily  part of the  farmer's  work.  Income 
from farming is assessed by applying the rates laid down in the provisions of the 
cadastral survey to the various cadastral  units  making up the farm in question. 
Exemptions:  See  under I  3  B  (1 ),  "tax on land-owners' income". 
Deductions:  See  under I  3  B  (1 ),  "tax on land-owners' income". 
Tax relief is  granted in cases  where land is  rented out. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rate~ 10  <j' 0  of income from  land and buildings 
In addition,  surcharges  are  made  for  local  assistance  boards  and public works 
in Calabria,  amounting to 5 % in each  case. ITALY 
I  3  C 
Tax on rental val11e  of  property (Imposta sui valore locativo) 
Beneficiary:  The communes 
Tax payable  by: All Italian nationals and foreigners  who, although not having their 
usual place of residence in the commune, maintain a furnished house there. 
Basis of  assessment: The rental value of the premises assessed according to the actual rent 
laid down in a written and duly registered contract, or, in some cases, a notional 
rent  based  on  current  rental  values. 
Exemptions: The upper and lower limits of allowances are laid down by the provincial 
authorities for each category of commune, and the lower limit may be increased 
up to 50  <y 0  for persons with large families. 
DedNCtions: The tax may be reduced by 5 %  to 8 <y 0  depending on the number of  children 
supported by the taxpayer; however, the reduction may not exceed Lit. 100 of the 
tax per year for each child under 21 living with the head of  the family and dependent 
on him. 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rates: The rates are fixed by the commune, within the limits laid down by law, subject 
to the approval of the provincial authorities, depending on the type of commune. ITALY 
I  4  A 
Tax on  industrial, commercial,  artistic and professional activities;  business tax (Imposta sulle 
industrie, i commerci, le  arti e le  professioni; imposta di patente (ICAP) 
Beneficiary:  The communes 
Tax  payable by: All persons carrying on an industrial, commercial, artistic or professional 
activity, from which he or she acquires income liable to the tax on movable wealth 
(see  under I  1  A) 
Basis of  assessment: Net income arising in the commune, as assessed for the tax on movable 
wealth 
Collection:  By means  of assessment  books 
Rates: Up to a  maximum of 3 % in the case of income falling into category B, and 
up to 2.4 °/ 0  in the case  of income coming under category C/1. 
In the case  of income not liable to tax  on movable wealth,  the commune may, 
under special legislation, assess  the income directly and tax it at a  rate of up to 
4.5 °/ 0  in the case of income falling into category B and up to 3.6 <>j 0  in the case of 
income falling into category C/1. 
Business  tax:  Business  tax is  levied  on persons  acqmnng income  on which  tax  on 
movable wealth is not payable or which has not yet been assessed for the collection 
of this tax.  Taxpayers are divided into a number of different categories, and the 
tax ranges between Lit. 600 and Lit. 2 400  per year,  depending on the category 
to which the taxpayer belongs. ITALY 
lilA 
Estate duty  (Imposta normale di  successione) 
Beneftciar:_y:  The State 
Tax pt!Jable by: Jointly by the heirs on the entire sum involved, subject to their right 
of appeal against co-heirs and legatees.  Legatees pay estate duty only on their 
portion. 
Basis of assessment:  The various portions of inheritances and legacies 
Exemptions:  Exemptions  are  granted: 
a)  in the case  of inheritances in direct line or between husband and wife,  the 
various portions of which amount to Lit. 7  50 000 or less 
b)  for certain art collections 
c)  for gifts  to charitable,  welfare and religious  institutions 
d)  portions of inheritances left by members of the armed forces  killed on active 
service 
e)  inheritances in direct line and inheritances devolving upon husband or wife, 
of  land already cultivated by the deceased person; an allowance of  Lit. 6 000 000 
is granted on each portion; where the inheritance is not shared, the allowance 
is  Lit.  16 000 000. 
Deductions: Duty payable on the total value of estate inherited (see II 1 B) is deductible 
from taxable assets; in the case of both types of estate duty, debts, liabilities and 
the cost of medical treatment during the last six months of the deceased person's 
life are deductible from taxable assets. 
Collection:  The tax is  payable directly to the registry offices. 
Rates: Rates range from a minimum of 1 °/ 0  on transfers between ascendants and descen-
dants of sums of Lit. 1 000 000 or less  to a maximum rate of 80 % on transfers 
between relatives beyond uncle, aunt, niece or nephew, and between relations by 
marriage  or unrelated  persons,  of sums  exceeding  Lit.  500  million. ITALY 
111B 
Duty on  the  total value  of inherited estate  (Imposta sull'asse ereditario globale) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  lry:  Jointly by all  heirs.  Heirs paying the duty have a  right of appeal 
against other heirs.  Legatees are required to pay only the portion corresponding 
to the amount of the legacy. 
Basis of assessment: The total net amount of the inheritance 
Exemptions: Exemptions are granted on: 
a)  the total amount of the inheritance up to a maximum of Lit. 500 000 
b)  inheritances,  portions,  etc.  devolving  upon  ascendants  or  descendants  or 
upon spouses for inheritances left by members of the armed forces  killed on 
active service 
c)  inheritances left to charitable institutions 
d)  art collections,  etc. 
e)  national  debt bonds 
f)  inheritances in direct line or devolving upon the husband up to a maximum 
net amount of Lit. 3 000 000 
Reductions: A 50 °/ 0  reduction is granted in the case of inheritances between ascendants 
and descendants or between husband and wife provided the sum involved is less 
than Lit. 3 000 000. 
Deductions: For the purposes of assessing duty, previous gifts are added to the inheri-
tance and tax levied on them is subtracted from the duty. 
Collection: The duty is payable directly to the registry offices. 
Rates: In the case  of inheritances involving sums in excess  of Lit. 500 000, the rate 
ranges from 1 % in the case of inheritances of Lit. 1 000 000 or less to 35 °/ 0  for 
inheritances  exceeding  Lit.  500  million. ITALY 
112 
Tax on appreciation of building sites (Imposta sugli incrementi eli  valore delle aree fabbri-
cabili) 
Beneficiary:  The communes 
Tax payable  by:  Persons  disposing of building land  which  has  appreciated in value. 
The tax is  payable by the sellers  jointly. 
Basis of  assessment: In cases where the tax is levied for the first time, basis of assessment 
is the difference between the market value of the land when disposed of and the 
value of this land assessed according to special criteria laid down by law. 
W'here the tax is  levied at a later stage, the difference between the market value 
when the tax was last levied and the value of the land when disposed of at a later 
stage, for whatever purpose, provided it is  between living persons or when the 
land first  began to be used for  building purposes. 
Exemptions: 
a)  " Subjective":  the State,  regions,  provinces,  communes,  municipal  undertakings, 
communal welfare institutions, etc., independent housing institutions, municipal 
undertakings for the construction of  subsidized housing, etc., welfare and charitable 
institutions  recognized  as  legal  entities,  public  corporations  concerned  with 
nursing  and  education,  church  organizations  recognized  under  civil  law,  etc. 
b)  " Objective": land used as parks or gardens and land which - by ministerial decree -
may not be built on, sites situated in industrial zones, certain sites on which subsid-
ized housing is to be built, land for the use or extension of industrial  undertakings, 
etc., land to be used as  sports grounds, land used as parks or gardens belonging 
to private  houses  (in  certain  specific  circumstances),  land  set  aside  for  special 
uses, in accordance with improvement plans, certain sites set aside for public use 
Deductions:  The tax on industrial, commercial, artistic and professional  activities  and 
business tax (see  under I  4 A)  are deductible from this tax.  The value of land 
disposed of free of charge to the commune for the construction of roads, public 
squares,  etc.  is  also  deductible  on an "una tantum" basis. 
Collection:  Tax is  payable directly to the Treasury or by means of assessment books. 
Rates: Rates range between 15 % and 50 % according to extent site values appreciate 
beyond 30 % up to 500  <y~  of the basic value. ITALY 
113A 
Registration tax (Imposta di registro) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax  paid by: All persons who execute, or for whom there is executed, a deed establishing 
a specific economic relationship (exchange of goods or services). 
Basis of assessment:  Determined according to two basic criteria: 
a)  the market value of the goods transferred 
b)  the price agreed between the parties 
For free transfers, only the market value may apply. 
Collection:  The tax is payable, in principle, when the deed or declaration is  registered. 
Rates: The rates  may  be progressive, proportional, graduated or fixed. 
Tax is  levied on transfers of real estate for a financial consideration, for whatever 
purpose and under whatever name, at the following rates: 
regardless of value 
except:  transfers of cheap housing of recent construction 
renting of buildings : 
based on cadastral " rente " 
based on the rent (if there is no entry in the cadastral survey) 
debentures, etc. 
Where  a  transfer  takes  place  within  three  years  of another 
transfer of the same building for financial  consideration, the 
rate is reduced by one quarter. 
for buildings located abroad 
for transfers of movable property and goods, whether between 
dealers or not ITALY 
IIJB 
Mortgage  tax (Imposta ipotecaria) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax pqyable  lry:  Persons applying for the registration or transcription of mortgages, 
and jointly with them, any persons  on whose behalf such application is  made; 
debtors in cases  where their mortgages are registered or renewed. 
Basis of assessment:  For registration or renewals, the basis of assessment is  the capital 
and  incidental  expenses  covered  by  the  mortgage  registered  or  renewed;  for 
transcriptions,  the basis  of assessment is  the value  fixed  or to be fixed  for  the 
purposes of registration tax (see under II 3 A) 
In the case of " transfers mortis causa ", the basis of assessment is  the same as  in 
the  case  of estate  duty. 
Collection: Certain charges payable on the transcription of  deeds or of  decisions involving 
transfers of property are payable to the registry office within the period laid down 
for the payment of registration duty or estate duty; other types of duty (including 
surcharges and fines)  are payable to the real estate registry when one application 
for  entry,  registration  or renewal  is  made. 
Rates: Rates range from 1 % to 2.5  %,  depending on the amount of the mortgage. ITALY 
114 
Stamp  d11~y (lmposta di  bollo) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Basis of assessment:  The duty is  payable  on the documents on which administrative, 
judicial and extrajudicial instruments have been drawn up and on all  registered 
documents,  whether  printed  or in  writing,  and  drawings  listed  in  the  official 
tariff. 
Collection:  The duty is  collected  when the taxpayer purchases the paper bearing the 
stamp or the stamps themselves, when the seals are affixed, or by direct payment 
to the registry office  or other authorized offices. 
Rates: Rates may be fixed, graduated and proportional.  The fixed rates range between 
Lit. 10 and 10 000, the graduated rates between Lit. 4 and 1 200, and the proportion-
al  rates  between Lit. 0.5  and 12. ITALY 
liSA 
Tax  on  bonds  (Imposta  sulle  obbligazioni) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable I?J:  Persons issuing bonds, '\\-•.  0  may obtain a refund from the holders 
Basis of  assessment: The total value of the bonds entered in the taxpayer's balance-sheet, 
with a 50 o/ 0  reduction for bonds issued during the second half of the financial 
year. 
Exemptions: No tax is payable on bonds issued before 26  August 1954. 
Reductions:  The amount of tax is  reduced to 25  °/o  for regions, provinces, communes 
and certain  other authorities  liable  to payment of this  tax. 
Collection:  The tax is  payable directly by the taxpayer to the appropriate department 
of the provincial tax  office in the district in which he is  domiciled for taxation 
purposes. 
Rate: 5 °/o  of the taxable value of the bonds ITALY 
116 
Stock  exchange  turnover  tax (Tassa  sulle  operazioni di  borsa) 
Beneftciar:y:  The State 
Tax payable  lry:  Persons  effecting  stock exchange  transactions 
Basis of assessment:  The sum involved in the transaction 
Collection:  Payment is  made  directly 
Rates: 
1.  Transactions  involving  bonds,  stocks  and  shares:  the  basis  of assessment  is  the  sum 
involved in the transaction; the amount of tax varies,  according to the persons 
concerned in the transaction and the term of the contract, between Lit. 1 and 75 
for each slice of Lit. 100 000 involved.  The tax is reduced by half in the case of 
certain types of cash transaction involving state bonds or bonds guaranteed by the 
State. 
2.  Transactions  involving goods  or foodstuffs:  the basis of assessment is the sum involved 
in the transaction  and,  according  to  whether  cash  transactions  or transactions 
for the account are involved, the rate ranges from Lit. 20 to 900 for transactions 
concluded directly between persons authorized to negotiate on the official market 
(brokers),  from  Lit.  40  to  1 800  when  the  transactions  are  concluded  directly 
between parties authorized to negotiate by word of mouth, and from Lit. 60  to 
2 700  when the transactions are concluded by or through persons authorized to 
negotiate on the official  market or by word of mouth. ITALY 
III  1  A 
Turnover  tax (lmposta  generale  sull'entrata  - I.G.E.) 
Beneficiary :  The State 
Tax payable lry:  Physical or legal persons to whom receipts accrue, but they are free to 
claim the amount of tax from the persons making payment. 
Basis of assessment: The tax is assessed on the basis of  total gross receipts, which includes 
the price of  the goods and all incidental expenses debited to the purchaser (transport 
costs, packaging, tax, etc., other than turnover tax) 
Exemptions:  Exemptions  include: 
a)  gifts to religious  and similar institutions ; 
b)  such income from exports of materials, goods, and products, and from rents 
and  services  as  necessarily  arises  in international  commerce; 
c)  income from railway, tram services, etc., run by private companies; 




income received as  capital ; 
the sale  of monopoly goods and stamped paper; 
salaries,  wages,  pensions,  subsidies, etc. 
Deductions: No deductions are made for production costs, taxes, share holdings, etc. 
Collection: The tax is payable either by affixing stamps, or by paying the sum concerned 
into post office accounts; the position in detail is that payment is made exclusively 
by affixing stamps where the amount of tax does  not exceed Lit. 100; either by 
affixing stamps or by payment into post office accounts where sums between Lit. 
100 and 2 000 are involved, and only by payment into post office accounts in cases 
where the amount of tax exceeds Lit. 2 000. 
The tax may also be paid directly to the registration office where this method of 
payment is laid down by law (this method was  selected because the tax increase 
is  temporary). 
Rates: The standard rate is 3.3 %, provisionally increased to 4% bya surchargeintro-
duced by the law of 15 November 1964, No. 1162.  This law will remain in force 
for a period of  three years.  However, a series of special rates ranging from 0.6 % 
to 30 %  (temporarily from 0.8 %  to 35  %) are applicable in the case of certain 
products. ITALY 
III 1  B  (7) 
Compensation  tax  011  imports  of industrial prod11cts  (Imposta di  conguaglio  sui prodotti 
industriali  importati) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  by:  The importer 
Basis of assessment:  The customs value of the imports 
Exemptions:  The exemptions  include  goods  imported  directly  by  the  State,  foreign 
goods  imported  duty-free,  etc. 
Collection:  The tax is  payable  to the  customs  authorities. 
Rates: Since 18 November 1964, rates are between 0.4 °/ 0  and 7.8 % (payable in  addition 
to turnover tax  described  under III 1  A). ITALY 
III  1  C (1) 
lnSIIrance  tax  (Imposta  sulle  assicurazioni) 
Beneftciar:y:  The State 
Tax payable by: The tax is payable by the insurer, but he is entitled to obtain a refund 
from the subscriber.  The latter pays the tax on insurance policies taken out abroad. 
Tax payable  on: 
a)  insurance policies taken out on Italian territory by both Italian and foreign 
societies,  companies or enterprises, however constituted, or by private indi-
viduals 
b)  insurance policies taken out abroad in cases where they are to apply on Italian 
territory, or where they cover personal or real estate situated on Italian terri-
tory,  ships  or aircraft  of Italian  nationality;  goods transported  to or from 
Italy, provided the policy was taken out on behalf of persons or firms domi-
ciled or established in Italy~ and provjded that the insurance policy concerned 
was not taxed abroad; life, accident, sickness or civil liability insurance policies 
taken out on behalf of persons domiciled or resident in Italy; and civil liability 
involved in an economic activity carried on in Italy 
c)  life  annuities taken out in Italy and those taken out with foreign insurance 
companies  on behalf of persons  domiciled in Italy 
d)  the tax is  not payable on insurance policies  covering personal or real  estate 
situated abroad, or on ships or aircraft of foreign nationality, unless they are 
used  in Italy 
e)  the tax is  not payable on reinsurance policies when they cover insurance for 
which the tax has already been paid or which is tax-free. 
Basis of assessment:  the amount of the premium and any additional sum paid by the 
subscriber to the insurer. 
Collection:  direct payment by the insurer to the registration office  of the district in 
which the company, firm  or enterprise or any other insurer has  its  domicile or 
is represented: direct payment by the subscriber to the registration office in cases 
in which the subscriber is  responsible for the payment of the tax. 
Rates: Vary according to type of insurance or of annuity contract, between 1 °/ 0  and 
15 %· ITALY 
III 1 E 
Entertainments  tax  (Imposta  sugli  spettacoli) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  I?J:  Persons  holding a licence  to organize entertainments 
Basis of assessment:  The gross takings from each performance 
Exemptions: Certain kinds of free tickets 
Collection: The tax is levied directly before the end of each performance, by the repre-
sentatives of  the SIAE (the Italian author's and publishers' society), which has been 
officially  authorized  to  collect  this  tax. 
Rates: The rates range from 5  <;~ to 45  ~,~ depending on the nature of  the entertainment, 
and there are a  number of local  surcharges. ITALY 
III 2  A 
Stamp duty on land, sea, river, lake and air transport documents (Tassa di bollo sui documenti 
di trasporto terrestre, marittimo, fluviale,  lacuale  ed aereo) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable by:  Carriers 
Basis  of assessment:  Income  derived  from  the  above  mentioned  types  of  transport 
Collection: In general, the tax is paid to the Treasury, but payment is  also made to the 
registration offices  and stamps or seals  are  sometimes  affixed. 
Rates: The standard rates  range from Lit. 2 to 600  and the proportional rates  from 
1 % to 6 °/ 0 ,  depending on the nature of the goods transported. ITALY 
III 3 A 
Du!y  on  spirits  (Imposta  sugli  spiriti) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Duty payable  on: 
1.  Manrifacturing  tax 
Spirits are divided into two classes for the purposes of manufacturing tax.  The 
first class comprises spirits produced by distilling raw materials other than wine, 
residuary liquors, waste from wine production, and fruit.  Spirits obtained from 
these substances therefore fall  into the second class.  All spirits other than ethyl 
alcohol, and alcohol obtained by means of synthesis are treated as spirits belonging 
to the first  class. 
The tax  is  payable when the goods leave the distillery. 
2.  Standard duty 
a)  all spirits in the first class 
b)  spirits in the second class  obtained from dates,  dried grapes their juice and 
paste,  locust  beans,  and figs. 
The duty is  payable when the goods leave the distillery. 
3.  Special  duty 
Denatured spirits  belonging to the first  class  and similar spirits. 
Duty is  payable when the product is  denatured. 
Rates: (per  hl.  of pure alcohol) 
1.  Manufacturing tax 
a)  Standard rate:  Lit.  60 000  (15.56°  C) 
b)  Reduced rates: the reduced rates range from Lit. 19 500 (for the manufacture 
of vinegar)  to  Lit.  58 000  per  hl. 
2.  Standard  rates 
spirits belonging to the first class : 
spirit (standard rate) 
spirit obtained from molasses 
spirit obtained from sorghum and cultivated sugar cane (" canna 
gentile") 
spirit obtained from locust beans and figs 
spirit obtained from fruit other than dates,  dried grapes, locust 
beans, and figs 
Lit.  60 000 
Lit.  27 000 
Lit. 23 000 
Lit.  8 000 
Lit.  4 000 
spirits  belonging to the second class:  duty-free,  with the exceptions mentioned 
above 
3.  Special duty 
Normally Lit. 6 000;  Lit. 1 000  for  methyl alcohol ITALY 
III 3  A  (cont.) 
Exemptions:  Denatured  spirit  for  certain  industrial  uses  may  be  exempted  under a 
Ministry licence. 
Imports:  Normally the same amount of duty applies as  for alcohol produced in Italy. 
Exports: Duty-free.  Duty paid is refunded. ITALY 
III 3  C 
Duty on  beer (Imposta sulla birra) 
Beneftriary:  The State 
Basis of  assessment:  The wort, i.e. the intermediate product in the manufacture of beer. 
The duty is  payable by the brewer, prior to the manufacturing process,  on the 
basis of his statement of products used. 
Rate:  Lit.  400  per hl.  and per degree of sweetness of the wort as  measured by the 
official  "saccharometer"  at  17.50°  Celsius 
Imports: The same duty is levied on imported as on Italian beer. 
Exports:  Full  refunds  are  granted.  Applications  for  this  refund  must  be  received 
within 2 years. ITALY 
lll 3  E  (1) 
Duty on coffee (Imposta sui caffe) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Pt!Jable on: Natural coffee, beans and skins, whether ground or not, according to weight, 
when the goods are cleared  through customs. 
Rates: 
a)  Natural  coffee,  beans  and  skins 
b)  Roasted, whether ground or not 
Imports: The duty is levied on importation. 
Exports: Italy does not export coffee. 
Lit.  50 000/100  kg. 
Lit.  69 000/100  kg. ITALY 
III 3  E  (2) 
Du~y on  coffee  .rubstitutes (Imposta sui  surrogati del  caffe) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Pt!Jable  on:  Duty on coffee  substitutes is  levied on all  substances which can be used 
as  a  substitute  for  coffee. 
Rate: Lit. 4 000/100 kg. 
Imports:  Duty is levied on imports at the same rate as  on domestic products. 
Exports: Exempt from duty ITALY 
III 3  G 
Duty on  cocoa  (lmposta sui cacao) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Pqyable  on: Cocoa, cocoa butter, and cocoa skins and husks.  The duty is  payable on 
importation since no cocoa is produced in Italy itself. 
Rates: 
Cocoa beans, unroasted, cocoa skins and husks 
Cocoa beans, roasted, unshelled 
Cocoa roasted, shelled 
Imports: See above " Duty payable on " 
Exports: Italy does not export cocoa. 
Lit.  25 000/100  kg. 
Lit.  27 500/100  kg. 
Lit.  31  250/100  kg. ITALY 
III  3  H 
Duty on  tobacco  (Monopoly) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Definition:  State tobacco monopoly.  The monopoly covers manufacture, preparation 
and importation, and the sale of tobacco and tobacco products throughout Italy. 
Rates: The duty is  levied according to a scale in which retail sales  prices are broken 
down into  four  parts: 
a)  wholesale prices 
b)  retailer's profit margin 
c)  distribution costs 
d)  percentage of tax (approximately 80 % of the retail sales price in the case  of 
cigarettes) 
Imports:  Tobacco is  imported by the monopoly.  On importation, customs duty and 
a duty equal to the amount borne by products included in the sales tariff in Italy 
(the  monopoly's  tax  percentage)  are  levied. 
Cigarette paper 
Rates: (Monopoly with a  special  quota for  EEC  countries).  The  rates  range  from 
Lit.  880  to Lit. 2 130  per 4 000  sheets in the case of cigarette paper and from 
Lit. 240 to 810 per 1 000 in the case of cigarette tubes. ITALY 
III 3  I 
DtJ~Y on  st~{!,ar (Imposta sullo zucchero) 
Beneficiary:  The  State 
Payable  on: 
a)  First category sugar, with a refined sugar yield of over 94 % 







Lit.  1 585/100  kg. 
Reduced rates 
Lit.  3 300/100  kg. 
Lit.  3 168/100  kg. 
of sucrose  contained  in  molasses  for  human  consumption 
The duty is levied at reduced rates in the case of sugar used in the manufacture 
of certain  products (jams,  etc.). 
Imports:  Duty is  levied  at the same  rate as  on home-produced sugar. 
Exports: Exports are duty-free or a refund is granted. Duty on  s1veetmers (Imposta sulle materie zuccherine) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Rate.r: 
Glucose and maltose in solid form 
Glucose and maltose in liquid form 
Glucose in solid form to be used in the manufacture of 
crystallized fruit and chutney 
Glucose in liquid form to be used in the manufacture of 
crystallized fruit and chutney 
Invert sugar in liquid form obtained from any substance 
Invert sugar in liquid form obtained from grapejuice or 
locust  beans 
Invert sugar obtained from any solid substance 
ITALY 
III 3  K 
Lit.  1 650/100  kg. 
Lit.  825/100  kg. 
Lit.  1 045/100  kg. 
Lit.  525/100  kg. 
Lit.  2 475f100  kg. 
Lit.  2 062/100  kg. 
Lit.  2 887/100  kg. 
Imports:  The same amount of duty is  payable on imported sweeteners as  on home-
produced products. 
Exports: Exports are duty-free or a  refund is  granted. 
Special features:  Duty is  payable  on saccharine  used in the  pharmaceutical  industry 
(the only use allowed) at a rate of Lit. 18 000/kg. ITALY 
III 3  L 
Duty on salt (Monopoly) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Rate: Duty forms part of the retail sales  price and may be estimated at 70  °/ 0  of this 
price (see under "Duty on tobacco"). 
Imports:  As  part of the process of progressively reorganizing the monopoly, special 
annual  quotas  have  been opened for imports from  other EEC countries.  The 
same amount of duty is  levied on imported as  on home-produced salt. 
Exports: The monopoly does not cover the manufacture of salt for exportation, but 
a  charge is  made. 
A  refund is  made in the case of exports of salted products. I. Duty on  seed oils (Imposta sugli olii di semi) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Payable on: Seed oils, other than olive oil, which are liquid at 15° C. 
Rates: 
Crude  oils 
Refined  oils 
Lit.  6 000 /kg. 
Lit.  6 500 /kg. 
ITALY 
III 3  N 
Exemptions:  Seed  oiJs,  hydrogenated  seed  oils,  acid  seed  oils,  and light fatty  acids, 
for  use  in certain  industries 
Imports: Same rate of duty as on home-produced oils 
Exports: A  refund is  granted. 
II.  Duty on  animal oils  and fats,  thick  vegetable  oils  and fatty acids  (Imposta sugli  olii  e 
grassi animali, sugli olii vegetali e sugli acidi grassi) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Payable  on:  Animal oils and fats  whose solidification point is  30° C.  or less 
Liquid vegetable  oils  whose  solidification  point is  12°  C.  or less,  obtained  by 
refining  thick  vegetable  oils  and fats  Fatty acids  of animal  or vegetable origin 
whose solidification point is  48° C.  or less 
Rate: Lit. 25 000/100 kg. (in cases where the oils are to be used in certain industries) 
Imports:  Same  rate as  for home-produced oils 
Exports: Exports are  duty-free. ITALY 
III 3  0 
Dti~Y on  IJ/at;garine (lmposta sulla margarina) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
P~yable on:  Margarine when it leaves the factory.  Margarine to be used in the food 
industry is  exempt. 
Rate:  Lit.  12 000/100  kg. 
Imports: Duty is  levied on imported margarine at the same rate as  on home-produced 
margarine. 
Exports:  Margarine  exported  directly  is  duty-free. ITALY 
III 3  P 
Duty on yarn (lmposta sui filati) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Pr.ryable  on: Duty is  payable by the manufacturer on yarns of all kinds. 
Rates:  The scales  laid  down for the various  classes  of yarns  are extremely complex. 
Two collection systems are used inside Italy: 
1.  A tariff system based on the quality of the yarn 
2.  An inclusive system based on the annual production capacity resulting from the 
number of spindles, drawing-frames, etc. laid down annually by decree issued by 
the Finance  Ministry.  This  system  is  at  present  being  overhauled  (a  system 
whereby meters are attached to each loom to ensure the general  application of 
the tariff system is  being introduced). 
Imports:  Imports are also subject to the tariff system. 
Exports: A refund based on the tariff system. ITALY 
III 3  Q 
Duty on  matches (Imposta sui fiammiferi) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Payable  on: 
a)  Matches of wax  and wood (impregnated with paraffin  or sulphur) 
The duty is levied by affixing revenue bands to the boxes. 
b)  Lighters: the duty is collected in the same way as  for matches. 
Rates: 
a)  Matches: the rate ranges between Lit. 3.64 and Lit. 87  per box, wrapper or 
case 
b)  Lighters: the rate amounts to Lit. 300 annually; the rate for flints ranges from 
Lit. 25.30 to Lit. 230 per unit. 
Imports: Duty is levied on imported matches at the same rate as  on matches manufac-
tured in Italy. 
Exports: Exports are  duty-free. ITALY 
III 3  R 
Du!y on electric lamps (lmposta sulle lampadine elettriche) 
Be11ejiciary:  The State 
Payable on: 
1.  Incandescent  electric  lamps  with  metal  or carbon filaments 
2.  Gas or vapour neon-lamps 
3.  Arc-lamps  for  lighting  purposes 
4.  Pure carbon, metallized on othervise prepared, for use in arc lighting 
The duty is  payable to the provincial tax authorities before the goods leave the 
factory  for  distribution. 
Rates: 
1.  Duty on incandescent electric lamps with metal or carbon filaments  ranges from 
Lit. 2 to 170,  depending on wattage; 
2.  Duty on gas or vapour neon lamps ranges from Lit. 5 to 300, depending on wat-
tage; 
3.  Duty on arc-lamps is  Lit. 150 per unit; 
4.  The duty on pure carbon, metallized or otherwise prepared, for use in arc lighting 
amounts to Lit. 24  per kilogram 
Imports:  Same rate as  on apparatus manufactured in Italy 
Exports:  Exports  are  duty-free. ITALY 
III  3  S 
Duty on gas  and electric  energy (Imposta sui  gas  e l'energia elettrica) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Payable  on: The quantity of gas and electric energy consumed as  measured by meters 
Rates: 
Electric  energy:  Lit. 4/Kw used for lighting purposes 
Lit. 2.5/K  w for charging portable accumulators 
Between Lit. 0.5 and 0.3/K  w (depending on the energy  consumed) 
for energy used as  motive power 
These rates are reduced by 50 o/ 0  until31 December 1965 in southern Italy and the 
islands. 
Gas: Duty is  at a  rate of Lit. 0.20fm3 • 
Imports and exports: The law makes no specific provision for these. ITALY 
III 3 T 
Duty on  methane gas (Imposta sui metano) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Definition: Two types of tax exist: consumption tax and State duty. 
Rates: 
Consumption  tax: the tax is  levied at a rate of Lit. 1fm3  of compressed methane, 
at 15 ° C.  and at a  normal pressure 
State duty:  Lit. Sfm3  for methane in bottles 
The rate of duty levied on methane gas  in  bottles  for  use  as  motor  fuel  is 
Lit. 3/m3• 
Imports:  Same rate as  for methane produced in Italy. 
Exports: There are no specific provision for exports. ITALY 
lll 3 u 
Duty on  mineral oils (Imposta sugli olii rninerali) 










Crude natural mineral oils 
Light oils and preparations: 
a)  White spirit (acqua ragia rninerale) 
b)  Special oils other than white spirit 
c)  Petrol 
Medium oils and preparations: 
a)  Paraffin 
b)  Petroleum other than paraffin 
Heavy oils and preparations: 
a)  Gas oils (  olii da gas) 
b)  Special fuel oils 
c)  Fuel oils 
d)  White lubricating oils 
e)  Other lubricating oils 
Crude vaseline 
Vaseline other than crude 
Crude mineral wax (crude ozokerite) 
Refined mineral wax (except that made with ozokerite on 
which duty has already been paid) 
Lit.  6 000/100 kg. net 














9.  Paraffin wax, micro-crystalline wax, shale wax  680 
10.  Aromatic extracts and similar products  12 400 
Reduced rates and exemptions may be granted, depending on use. 
Imports:  Same  rates  as  on mineral  oils  manufactured in Italy 
Exports: Exports are duty-free or a  refund is  granted. ITALY 
III 3  V 
Duty on petroleum gas (lmposta sui gas di petrolio) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Rates: 
a)  Compressed in bottles (liquid  petroleum gases):  Lit.  20 /kg.  (fuels) 
b)  Introduced directly  into  urban  distribution  systems:  Lit.  36fm3 
c)  Liquid petroleum gases  used  as  fuels  for  motor propulsion:  Lit.  43.50/kg. 
I mpf'rts: Duty at the same rate as  on petroleum gases produced in Italy 
Exports: A  refund is  granted. ITALY 
III 3  W 
Duty on pltrying cards (Imposta sulle carte da giuoco) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Ptryable  on:  Playing cards if they are larger than 32  X  45  mm.  Duty is collected by 
affixing a  stamp to a  playing card. 
Rate : (per packet) 
1.  Playing cards made of paper 
a)  Lit. 300 for ordinary playing cards 
b)  Lit. 500 in the case of de luxe cards 
2.  Playing cards made with materials other than paper 
a)  Lit. 600 for ordinary playing cards 
b)  Lit. 1 000 for de luxe cards 
Imports: Duty is at the same rate on imported playing cards as  on those manufactured 
in Italy. 
Exports:  Exports are  duty-free. ITALY 
III 4  A 
Tax on  motor  vehicles (Tassa sulla circolazione degli autoveicoli) 
Beneficiary:  The State (by  decree  issued  by the  Treasury and the Finance  Ministry, 
one third of the tax  is  allocated to the Provinces) 
Payable  fry:  Owners  of motor  vehicles 
Basis of  assessment: The basis of  assessment depends on type of  vehicle, cylinder capacity, 
horsepower, number of seats, total authorized loaded weight, number of persons 
the vehicle can carry. 
Exemptions: 
a)  Certain  types  of motor  vehicles  used  for  public  services  are  permanently 
tax-free 
b)  Vehicles  imported temporarily are  tax-free  for  a  limited period. 
Reductions:  Reductions are made in the case of certain motor vehicles used for special 
kinds  of transport or having certain  specific  characteristics. 
Collection: The tax is payable to the registration offices.  By agreement with the Italian 
Government, the Automobile Club  of Italy at present collects the tax. 
Rates: 
a)  Motor cycles  and cycle-cars:  between Lit.  4 800  and 10 000,  depending on 
horsepower 
b)  Bicycles with auxiliary motor: the annual amount of tax is Lit. 1 500 
c)  Light  motor  cycles  and  cycle-cars:  below  a  certain  cylinder  capacity,  the 
annual  tax  is  Lit.  4 200 
d)  Motor-cars used for passenger transport and for mixed passenger and goods 
transport: the annual tax is  between Lit.  5 000  and 237 000,  depending on 
horsepower; in the case of vehicles of over 45 horsepower, it is  Lit. 8 500 for 
each HP in excess  of 45 
e)  Motor coaches: the annual tax ranges from Lit. 9 000 to 124 000, depending 
on horsepower; over 45  HP, the tax is  Lit. 3 000 for each HP in excess of 45 
f)  Motor launches  for private use (passenger transport): the annual tax ranges 
from  Lit. 3 350 to 90 000,  depending on horsepower; in the case  of motor 
launches over 45 HP, the tax is Lit. 6 000 for each HP in excess of 45 
g)  Motor lorries,  motor vans, trailers and light motor vans: depending on the 
total authorized loaded weight, annual tax ranges from Lit. 7 500 to 157 500, 
and from  Lit. 8 250 to 171 000  in the case of trailers 
h)  Trailers used for passenger transport: the annual tax ranges from Lit. 37 500 
to  140 400  (for  private  use)  and  Lit.  24 600  to 93 000  (for  public  service) 
Other  rates  are  applied  for  certain  specific  types  of motor  vehicles. LUXEMBOURG LUXEMBOURG 
I  1  A 
Personal  income  tax (Impot sur le  revenu des  personnes physiques) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable by: All physical persons domiciled or resident in Luxembourg or enjoying 
income  there. 
Basis of assessment:  All income (profits i.e.  excess  of receipts from 7 types of income 
over costs of acquisition), after deduction of special expenses. 
Exemptions: Income from legal insurance against sickness, accidents and unemployment; 
certain forms of aid,  allowances,  and war pensions; interest on certain types of 
State loans,  etc. 
Ded11ctions:  Special  expenses  (in  particular,  insurance  premiums,  interest  on  debts; 
automatic personal allowance of Lfrs.  4 000  is  granted; tax-payer must produce 
for  any  additional  allowance) 
Exceptional  expenses; 
Exempted amount:  Lfrs.  30 000  in the case of income from farming,  provided 
the latter does  not exceed  Lfrs.  80 000. 
Married  couples:  Incomes  of married  couples  are  treated as  a  single  income for  tax 
purposes. 
Non-residents:  Only income accruing in Luxembourg is taxable  ; deductions at source 
(see below) extinguish the tax debt and are also made in the case of incomes from 
literary  and artistic  activities,  income  derived  from  the  leasing  of licences  and 
patents (12  o/ 0 )  and remuneration received  by  boards of directors (10  %,  after 
deduction  of tax  on  company  directors). 
Collection:  Annual income tax returns; tax withheld at source in the case of employed 
persons (wages  tax),  and in the case  of investment income (the tax  on income 
from capital is normally 15 °/ 0), and in the case of old-age pension~ and retirement 
annuities (tax on old-age pensions).  Tax withheld at source is deductible against 
final  personal income tax liability. 
Rates of tax: A  graduated rate of tax  is  applicable,  tax-payers  being divided into 4 
classes  according  to  family  responsibilities.  Tax  in  each  class  is  progressive. 
Bachelors, for example (Class I) pay between 20 °/ 0  and 54  ~/ 0 •  A personal allow-
ance is granted in all cases, and for bachelors this is Lfrs. 37 200. 
Income from farming below Lfrs. 120 000 is taxed at average rates. 
Carry-over of losses: Losses suffered by farmers or foresters and by business firms may be 
carried over for a period of 2 years, provided the person running the enterprise 
keeps  regular accounts. LUXEMBOURG 
I  1  B 
Tax on  compaf!y  directors'  fees  (Impot special  sur les  tantiemes) 
Beneficiary:  The  State 
Tax payable  lry:  Members  of boards of directors  receiving fees  and allowances. 
Basis of assessment:  All  fees  and allowances. 
Non-residents: The same tax system is  applicable as in the case of resident persons and 
companies. 
Collection:  The tax is  withheld at source by the company concerned. 
Rate of tax: 20 % (or 25  % in cases where the company pays the tax). 
Special features:  This tax cannot be deducted from personal income tax itself, but may 
be deducted from  the basis  of assessment  for  this  tax. LUXEMBOURG 
I  2 A 
Company  tax (Impot sur le  revenu des  collectivites) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable by: Joint-stock companies, co-operative societies, friendly societies, indus-
trial and commercial  undertakings incorporated under public law. 
Basis of assessment: Profits (profits are assessed on the basis of the regulations governing 
personal income tax). 
Exemptions: 
"Personal" exemptions: Post office authorities, national lottery, State banks where 
they  are  carrying  out public  duties,  State-controlled  savings  banks,  corporate 
bodies  of an  exclusively  religious,  charitable  or public  nature,  certain  pension 
or assistance funds; holding companies (holding companies' privileges). 
"Real" exemptions in real terms: dividends which a joint-stock company receives 
from another in which it has  a holding of at least 25  o/ 0  are exempt from both 
company tax and tax on capital yields (privilege of parent companies and subsi-
diaries - Schachtelprivileg). 
Deductions: In addition to the deductions as for personal income tax, the main expenses 
which may be deducted are the cost of  issuing shares, and, in the case of insurance 
companies,  funds  earmarked for  reserves. 
Non-residents:  Only income accruing in Luxembourg is taxable; there are no personal 
exemptions; tax may be withheld at source (in principle, no privileges are granted 
for holding shares in another company, unless otherwise stipulated in an interna-
tional convention) -and this extinguishes the tax debt. 
Collection:  By means of annual returns. 
Rates of tax: 
20 o/ 0  in cases where profits do not exceed Lfrs. 400 000.  Lfrs. 80 000 + 50 o/ 0 
of  the profits in excess of Lfrs. 400.000, in the case of  profits between Lfrs. 400 000 
and Lfrs. 600 000.  30 % if  the profits are between Lfrs. 600 000 and Lfrs. 1 000 000 
Lfrs. 300 000 + 72% of the profits in excess of Lfrs. 1 000 000, if  the profits are 
between  Lfrs.  1 000 000  and  1 312 400. 
40  ~~ in the case of profits in excess of Lfrs.  1 312 400. 
Carry-over of losses:  Losses may be carried over for a period of 2 years. LUXEMBOURG 
I  3  A/B 
Tax on  land and h11ildings (lmpot foncicr) 
Beneficiary:  The communes 
Tax ptqable lry:  Owners of real estate located in the communes 
Basis of assessment:  Capital value of all  real estate,  whether buildings or land without 
buildings,  assessed  on the basis  of the valuation law 
Exemptions: Real estate belonging to public corporations and used for public purposes; 
real estate used for charitable, sporting, religious or scientific purposes; land and 
buildings  belonging  to  hospitals,  public  roads  and  waterways  and  cemeteries 
Non-residents: The same system is applied as in the case of resident persons and compa-
nies, since the tax, as  a tax on material values, is  payable on all real estate located 
on Luxembourg territory. 
Collection:  The amount of tax is  fixed  annually without tax returns. 
Rates of tax: A basic taxable amount is first of all fixed, varying between 7-10 °  f  0 0  of 
the capital value.  This basic taxable amount is  then multiplied by a  municipal 
factor of between 0.3 and 5.00, depending on the commune concerned. 
In the case of farms,  the municipal factor is  generally 3 %· 
Special features:  The tax may be deducted from the taxable income or profits. LUXEMBOURG 
I  4 
Trade  tax (lmpot commercial) 
Beneficiary:  The  communes 
Tax pqyable by: Business, industrial or handicrafts undertakings located in Luxembourg. 
Basis  of assessment:  (a)  Trading profits,  with certain additions (in  particular,  interest 
on long-term debts  and other permanent costs,  half the rent paid for  movable 
assets) and certain deductions (3  % of the unit value of buildings, the percentage 
of profits received by a"  societe de personnes" which is itself liable to trade tax); 
b)  Operating  capital  with  certain  additions,  (in  particular,  long-term  debts) 
and certain deductions (unit value of buildings, value of holdings in a "  societe 
de personnes "  which is itself liable to trade tax). 
c)  In some cases, total wages (special payroll tax). 
Exemptions: Normally the same  as  for company tax. 
Deductions:  An allowance of Lfrs.  200 000 is  granted on profits  made by individuals 
and " societes  de  personnes "  and of Lfrs.  80 000  on profits  made  by " societes 
de  capitaux ". 
An allowance of Lfrs. 500 000 is  granted on operating capital of individuals and 
" societes de personnes ".  In cases  where the payroll is  less  than Lfrs.  500 000, 
a sum of Lfrs. 200 000 is deducted. 
Non-residents:  The  same as for residents: the businesses in Luxembourg are liable who-
ever or wherever the owner may be. 
Collection:  Annual tax  returns. 
Rates of tax: Basic rate: 4 o/ 0  of profits - 2 °  I  00  of operating capital 
A municipal factor varying between 1.4 and 2.1 (the average is 2.0) is then applied. 
Large communes also  levy  a  payroll  tax,  the rate  being 2 °  I  00  of the payroll, 
multiplied by a  municipal factor (usually 6). 
Special features:  This tax may be deducted from taxable income of profits. 
Ca"y-over of  losses:  Losses may be carried over for a period of 2 years. LUXEMBOURG 
I  5  A 
lVealth tax (Imp<lt  sur Ia  fortune) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable fry: Individuals and legal persons except "societes de personnes ", members 
of which are taxed individually on the value of their participation. 
Basis of assessment:  Net assets  =  total property, gross (farms  and  forestry  holdings, 
all  other movable and immovable, tangible and intangible property), less  debts. 
Exemptions: Savings banks properly so-called, pension funds  etc., non-profit associa-
tions of a religious andfor charitable nature, or such associations serving the public 
interest, non-profit housing enterprises, holding companies, State and communal 
enterprises 
Deductions:  For individuals, an allowance of Lfrs.  100 000 is  granted from the basis 
of assessment for the tax-payer himself (plus Lfrs. 100 000 for the spouse and for 
each  child). 
Married couples:  Tax is  aggregated. 
Non-residents:  Only assets  located in Luxembourg are taxed. 
Collection:  Tax  returns 
Rate of tax: 0.5  o/ 0 
Special features:  The minimum taxable net wealth of companies is  Lfrs. 500 000 (Lfrs. 
200 000  for a  private limited company). LUXEMBOURG 
lit A 
Estate  duty  (Droits  de  succession) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable by: Heirs and legatees of persons domiciled in Luxembourg 
Basis of  assessment: Market value at the time of decease of the entire net estate inherited 
f~·om a  person domiciled in Luxembourg except for real  estate located abroad. 
Exemptions: The " legal portion "  going to direct descendants is  not taxed, nor is  any 
estate  going to a  spouse  with common descendants. 
Estate duty is  payable only if the net value of the estate inherited exceeds  Lfrs. 
20 000. 
Collection:  Tax  returns 
Rate  of duty: 
a)  In direct line: Apart from the " legal portion": 2.5 o/ 0  in the case of the " pre-
ciput" (privileged share) and 5 °/ 0  for the "quotite disponible" (i.e.  the re-
mainder); 
b)  To spouse without children or common descendants:  6 %  ; 
c)  Between collateral relatives, according to the degree of relationship, 6 to 15 o/ 0 
of the " legal portion "  and 15  o/ 0  of the remainder. 
If  the net sum accruing to an individual exceeds  Lfrs.  100 000,  the portion 
payable on the basis of the above rates is increased progressively by 10 °/o  -
220  o/ 0  (portion in excess  of Lfrs.  17.5  million). 
d)  Legacies  left to communes, public undertakings  or undertakings for  public 
purposes,  charitable  institutions  and  relief committees,  church  funds,  con-
sistories  and  synagogues:  6  % whatever  the  sum 
Special features: Where the deceased person was not domiciled in Luxembourg, "droit 
de mutation par deces" (and not estate duty) is levied on real estate in Luxembourg. 
Basis of  assessment: Market value of real estate located in the Grand Duchy, at the time 
of decease.  There are no allowances, and debts are not deductible. 
Rates of duty: 
a)  In direct line: 2 % of the " legal portion"; 
b)  To spouse with children or common descendants: 5 °/o ; 
c)  Other rates are the same as  in the case of estate duty; 
d)  As in the case of estate duty, the rate is  increased progressively by 10 % -
220  o/ 0  (see  above). LUXEMBOURG 
IIJA 
Registration  taxes (Droits d'enregistrement) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Basis of assessment:  Market value of property transferred or sums  and securities  for 
which legal  acts  are  executed 
Exemptions: Certain types of  legal acts are exempt from registration taxes because of  the 
nature or purpose of the legal procedure in question or of status of the parties. 
Collection: As a general rule, the taxes are collected when civil, judicial or extra-judicial 
acts are registered. 
Rates of tax: Fixed rates ranging from Lfrs. 20 (the standard rate) to Lfrs. 50 000 are 
applicable in the case  of acts which do not involve any obligation, court order, 
priority classification in bankruptcy proceedings, or payment in respect of sums 
and valuables,  or the transfer  of ownership,  usufruct or enjoyment of real  or 
personal property; this is a duty levied for the preparation of the legal acts, which 
is  payable when the acts  are registered. 
A proportional duty, ranging from 0.24 °/ 0  to 14.4% according to the nature and 
purpose of the legal procedure involved, is levied in respect of legal acts involving 
obligations,  court  orders,  priority  classification  in bankruptcy proceedings,  or 
payments of sums and valuables, and for any transfers between living persons of 
the ownership,  usufruct or enjoyment of real  or personal  property. 
Legal acts  on which proportional duty is  payable are  not liable  to payment of 
fixed  duty. 
Duty levied on sales of real property: 
Standard duty:  6  o/ 0 
Reduced rate applicable to sales of real estat~ in cases of bankruptcy and, in certain 
circumstances,  to rural  properties  and cheap  housing:  1.2  o/ 0 
Duty levied on  companies: 
a)  Real  or personal estate brought in: 0.6  o/ 0 
b)  New capital brought in: 0.6 % 
c)  Capitalisation of reserves :  standard rate :  Lfrs.  20 
d)  :Mergers: 
in the case of capital brought into a new company: 0.6 °/ 0 
in the case of assets transferred to a company for a valuable consideration: 
0.24 o/ 0  to 6 %  depending on the nature of the gross assets brought into 
the  new  company 
e)  in the case  of holding companies,  the transfer  duty is  reduced to 0.32  o/ 0 
(minimum Lfrs. 3 000)  and in the case of"  societes familiales" to 0.3 %· 
f)  transfer of shares in " societes  en nom collectif ", " societes  en commandite 
simple "  and civil companies: 1.2 % LUXEMBOURG 
II 3  A  (cont.) 
" Droits d  'abonnement"  on  shares  and bonds: 
A  compulsory  annual  "droit d'abonnement"  is  payable  on  shares  and  bonds 
issued by " societes anonymes "  and " societes en commandite par actions "  and 
on participations in limited liability companies, the minimum being Lfrs.  500  a 
year and the rate 0.36  o/ 0  in the case of " societes anonymes "  and " societes en 
commandite par actions "  and 0.18  o/ 0  in the case of limited liability companies. 
"Droit d'abonnement" is  payable on the bonds of holding companies at a  rate 
of 0.16  o/ 0  (minimum Lfrs.  1 500  a  year). LUXEMBOURG 
113B 
Mortgage  tax (registration of mortgage,  renewal of registration, and  transfer)  (droits 
d'inscription,  de renouvellement d'inscription et de transcription). 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Basis of  assessment: In the case of registration and renewal of registration: the principal 
amount  of the  debt  registered  ; 
In the case of transfer: the price or market value of the real  property concerned 
Exemptions: The following are exempt from registration tax: legal mortgages on pro-
perty  belonging  to  minors,  persons  under  judicial  disability,  married  women, 
and the State, and mortgages guaranteeing communal loans, loans made by the 
State Savings  Bank, the Credit Fonder, the subsidized housing department and 
social insurance institutions, etc. 
The following  are  exempt from transfer tax:  as  a  general  rule,  all  transfers  of 
personal  property  on which  proportional  registration  tax  is  not  payable,  gifts 
shared between relatives  in direct ascending line and, in certain  circumstances, 
exchanges  of rural property. 
Collection:  Mortgage tax  is  collected  when the relevant  legal  documents concerning 
the mortgage are  presented. 
Rate of tax: Registration and renewal of registration (in principle,  every 10  years): 
1f2  °/oo; 
Transfer: as a general rule 1 %; this rate is reduced to 1/2 % in the case of some 
personal property (rural property, cheap housing) and in the case of certain legal 
acts (exchanges,  sales  of personal property following  bankruptcy). 
Special features: A special duty (registrar's fee)  ranging from Lfrs. 10 to 200, depending 
on the value of  the personal property transferred or on the amount of  the mortgage 
debt to be registered or cancelled, is  levied by the State; 1 f  5 of this sum is  paid 
to the mortgage registrars by way of compensation for their responsibility. LUXEMBOURG 
114 
Stamp duty  (droit de timbre) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Basis of  assessment and rates of duty: 
Stamp duty ranging from Lfrs. 5 to 60, depending on the size of the documents, is payable 
on all public and private documents intended to have probatory force between the 
parties  concerned. 
Fixed stamp duty:  ranging from Lfrs. 10 to 1 700 is payable on certain documents 
(passports, permits, certificates, legalizations,  authorizations, etc.)  issued to indi-
viduals by government departments. 
Proportional stamp duty,  at a rate of Lfr.  1 per Lfrs. 1 000 of the sum mentioned 
or of the nominal value is payable on bills of exchange, promissory notes or bills 
payable to the bearer,  drafts,  abstracts,  all  other negotiable and non-negotiable 
bills and bonds, as well as on share certificates and company bonds. 
Stamp duty is  payable on securities issued by holding companies at a rate of 10 
centimes per Lfrs.  100 (minimum,  Lfrs.  1 000). 
Exemptions: Certain types of documents are exempt from stamp duty, because of their 
nature or their purpose, or because of the status of the parties concerned. 
Collection:  By affixing of stamps or by payment of the duty when it becomes due. LUXEMBOURG 
III  1  A 
Turnover  tax  (taxe  sur  le  chiffr~  d'affaires) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  lry:  Any physical or legal person engaged in a commercial, industrial or 
profit-making activity of any kind, on his own account. 
Tax  payable on: Transfers of  merchandise and supply of  services for gain in Luxembourg; 
Drawings made by a tax-payer for purposes unconnected with the running of his 
business; 
Imports. 
Basis of  assessment: For transfers of  merchandise and supply of  services, the remuneration 
actually received; 
In the case of private drawings, the purchasing price payable by the enterprise; 
In the case of imports, the purchasing price or the value of the articles and goods 
plus transport costs to the frontier, customs duty and any duty or tax levied with 
customs  duties. 
Exemptions: Exports, certain foodstuffs  and essential goods; deliveries by farmers of 
agricultural produce from farms in Luxembourg and consumption by the farmers 
of their own produce, wholesale  deliveries of cereals,  seed,  plants and fertilizers, 
deliveries of  feeding-stuffs for cattle and farmyard stock; numerous other exemp-
tions. 
Collection: Both returns and payment are made on a quarterly basis, while assessment 
is  annual. 
Rates of  tax: The general rate is 3 %; this rate is reduced to 1.5 % in the case of  certain 
foodstuffs and to 0.75% in the case of wholesale trade (in certain circumstances); 
the rate is increased to 3. 75  o/ 0  in the case of tax-payers whose total turnover for 
the previous year exceeded Lfrs. 40 million, either for retail sales only (in certain 
circumstances)  or for  total taxable  turnover. 
Lump-sum rates: For motor vehicles, pleasure boats and motor launches,  aircraft 
and helicopters, with certain exceptions: 10 o/ 0  for the first delivery to the consumer 
and 3 %  for any subsequent deliveries; 1 %  for manufactured tobacco; 3.75  % 
for solid  mineral fuels;  0.5  o/ 0  for fuel  oils. 
Imports: The rate is generally 3 o/ 0 • 
Exports: Export drawback is  granted to compensate for the cumulative amount of 
turnover tax levied earlier. LUXEMBOURG 
III 1  C (1) 
Insurance  tax (taxe  sur les  assurances) 
Beneficiary : The State 
Tax payable lry:  Insured persons, guaranteed by the underwriter 
Tax payable on: Payment of premiums for certain types of insurance contract (e.g. hail, 
theft, plate-glass, civil liability, accident, fire,  building, transport, marine, aircraft, 
motor,  life,  sickness,  old-age,  disability,  dowry,  capitalization  contracts,  etc.) 
Basis  of assessment:  Generally,  the premium,  including incidental  expenses;  for  hail, 
the sum insured 
Exemptions:  Certain types  of insurance  contract,  notably  compulsory  contracts  with 
social  insurance institutions 
Collection:  Returns and payment are  made on a  quarterly  basis  by  the underwriter. 
Rates: 0.2 °  f  0 0  of  the insured sum in the case of  hail insurance; in other cases: 2 °/ 0-10 °/o 
of the premium, according to the contingency insured against LUXEMBOURG 
III 1  C  (2) 
Fire  service  tax (Contribution dans l'impot du service d'incendie) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable lry: Fire insurance underwriters 
Basis  of assessment:  Insurance premiums  plus incidental expenses 
Collection:  Returns and payment are made on a quarterly basis. 
Rate:  4  °/ 0 LUXEMBOURG 
III 1  D 
Betting tax (Regime des paris sportifs) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable lry:  Bookmakers 
Basis of  assessment: An initial standard duty is payable when the office is  opened, and a 
proportional tax on bets and winnings. 
Collection: The graduated tax is payable within a fortnight of the time when the bets are 
settled. 
Rate: 
in  the  case  of  the standard duty, the maximum amount payable is  Lfrs.  10 000 
in  the  case  of the  proportional tax, the rates are 8 % of bets and 10 °/ 0  of win-
nings. LUXEMBOURG 
III  1 E 
Entertainments tax (Taxe  sur les  amusements  publics) 
Beneficiary: The communes 
Tax payable by:  Organizers of public entertainments 
Tax payable  on:  Cinema  shows, fairs,  lotteries,  fancy-dress  balls,  skittles,  juke-boxes, 
etc. 
Collection:  By means of tax returns 
Rate of tax: The standard rate varies from Lfrs.  200 to 300 annually in the case of 
skittles and from Lfrs. 200 to 600 in the case of juke-boxes, while the  proportional 
tax ranges from 5 to 15  o/ 0  of the entrance charge. LUXEMBOURG 
III 1  F 
Liquor  licence  (Taxe  des  cabarets) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax Pt!Jable  by:  Holders of licences to sell  alcoholic beverages 
Tax pt!Jable  on:  The issue  of the licence 
Collection: 
1)  a  once-and-for-all tax  payable when a  bar or cafe  is  opened or transferred; 
2)  an annual tax is payable thereafter. 
Rates of tax: 
a)  The tax payable on the opening of a bar or cafe is  between Lfrs.  1 000  and 
3 500; 
It is  between Lfrs. 2 000  and 7 000  where there is  not less  than one bar or 
cafe to each 200  inhabitants. 
The tax is between Lfrs. 6 000 and 21  000 in the case of bars or cafes  which 
were already in existence before 31  December 1910. 
b)  The annual  tax  ranges  from  Lfrs.  200  to 800. 
Both the tax on the opening of bars and cafes and the annual tax vary according 
to the population of the district where the bar or cafe  is  located and according 
to the type of licence. LUXEMBOURG 
III 2  A 
Tramport  tax (impot sur les  transports) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax pcryable  lry:  Persons liable to pay fares  or transport rates.  The tax is  guaranteed 
by the carrier. 
Tax payable on:  Passenger and goods transport by rail and passenger transport by road 
by motor vehicle, in the Grand Duchy (turnover tax is  payable on road haulage) 
Basis  of assessment:  Transport  rates  and fares  (in  general) 
Exemptions: Transport at reduced rates by motor vehicle of workers, schoolchildren 
and  servicemen 
Collection:  Returns and payment are made on a  quarterly basis  by the carrier. 
Rate of  tax: The rate of  tax is 4 °/ 0  of receipts in the case of rail transport, and, for road 
passenger transport 12 °/ 0  of the fare in the case of bus services between different 
localities, 2 o/ 0  of the fare in the case of urban bus services and taxi services and the 
ordinary hire of cars having a maximum of 8  seats.  The  rate is  Lfr.  0.03  per 
person and per kilometer in the case  of hired coaches  and buses. 
In cases  where the tax is  included in the fare  or transport charge, the standard 
12 °/ 0  rate is  reduced to 10.714 % and the 2 % rate to 1.961  %· LUXEMBOURG 
III 4  A 
Tax  on  motor  vehicles  (Taxe  de  circulation  sur les  vehicules  automobiles) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Tax payable  on:  Motor vehicles using public roads, other than those running on rails 
Tax payable  by:  The person in whose  name  the vehicle  is  registered. 
Basis of assessment:  The amount of tax is  calculated according to the cubic  cylinder 
capacity  of the engine or the weight of the vehicle,  depending on the class  of 
vehicle. 
Exemptions: Vehicles used by the State, communes, or public enterprises or for public 
use; ambulances, and tractors used exclusively for agricultural purposes; in certain 
circumstances, vehicles used by private fire services, taxis and vehicles used by the 
diplomatic  corps,  and  invalid  vehicles. 
Collection:  Returns and payment are  made  annually  or by instalments. 
Rates of tax: 
and 
and 
Lfrs.  84  per 100 cm3  of cylinder capacity in the case of motorcycles and 
three-wheel  vehicles; 
Lfrs.  126  per 100  cm3  of cylinder  capacity in the case  of private  cars; 
a reduction of  1 /3 is made in the case of  vehicles having a cylinder 
capacity of over 2 400 cm3,  but the minimum amount of reduced 
Lfrs.  315 
Lfrs.  105 
Lfrs.  210 
Lfrs.  105 
tax  payable  is  Lfrs.  3 030. 
per 200 kg. of weight up to a maximum of 2 400 kg. 
per 200 kg. of additional weight in the case of buses and lorries; 
per 200 kg. of weight up to a maximum of 2 400 kg. 
Lfrs.  2 500 
per 200 kg. of additional  weight  in  the  case  of tractors; 
per red plate for vehicles under trial NETHERLAND NETHERLANDS 
I  1  A 
Personal  income  tax  (inkomstenbelasting) 
Beneficiary:  The State e) 
Tax payable by: All individuals resident in the Netherlands, and non-residents deriving 
income  from  Dutch  sources 
Basis  of assessment: 
a)  For residents: total income from all sources (business profits plus net income 
from  work and capital,  plus  certain periodical  payments,  plus  capital  gains 
on the  sale  of securities  forming  part of a  large  holding (2),  less  the  total 
amount  of personal  liabilities,  extraordinary  expenses  and  deductible  gifts 
b)  For non-residents:  total income from Dutch sources  (business  profits  made 
in the Netherlands plus net income from paid work which is subject to personal 
income tax (2),  from  buildings  located in the Netherlands, from mortgages 
secured by such buildings,  and from securities issued  by companies located 
in  the  Netherlands  and  possessing  share  capital,  in  cases  where  the  non-
resident concerned has a large holding of the company's capital, plus capital 
gains on the sale of securities forming part of a large holding of such a com-
pany's capital), less  certain personal liabilities 
Carry-over  of losses:  In the case  of both residents  and non-residents,  a  debit  balance 
on net total income  resulting  from  trading  during the first  six  years  of a  new 
business, during the past six years, and during the coming year may be deducted 
from  the net total income. 
Exemptions: Income from the following sources is  not deemed to form part of gross 
total  income: 
a)  appreciation of farming land 
b)  profits from forestry undertakings 
c)  reorganization profits resulting from creditors' abandoning unsatisfied claims 
d)  an allowance of Fl.  10 000 in cases  where businesses are  sold or wound up 
e)  lottery winnings not forming part of a  business' profits 
( 1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0.791 % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive  13.44 % of it. 
(2)  Persons liable to pay tax on wages are: workers resident in the Netherlands and receiving wages 
from employers resident in the Netherlands; workers resident abroad, who are receiving wages from 
employers resident in the Netherlands for work which they are carrying out or have carried out in the 
Netherlands; persons not resident in the Netherlands who are members of the management or board 
of directors of companies estabilished in the Netherlands; workers resident abroad and receiving wages 
from a  Dutch organization incorporated  under public  law. 
Dividend tax is payable by holders of shares in Dutch joint stock companies on income from shares and 
debentures entitling them to a  share in profits, on bonus shares resulting from the capitalization of 
reserves, and on liquidation payments in excess of paid up capital. NETHERLANDS 
I  1  A  (cont.) 
Ma"ied  couples:  Married  couples  are  assessed  jointly.  For  assessment  purposes, 
taxable income is reduced by one third (maximum Fl. 2 000) of  the income resulting 
from the wife's paid work or running of a  business. 
Children:  The net income derived from the capital, and the personal liabilities,  of a 
child for which the parents are entitled to a reduction are added to the parents' 
income and liabilities. 
Collection: 
1.  Personal income tax is assessed annually by the authorities by means of assessment 
books. 
2.  The following taxes  count towards it: 
a)  tax  on wages  (deducted  at  source  by  employer) 
b)  dividend tax (deducted at source by paying company) 
c)  tax  on lottery winnings,  where such winnings  form part of total income 
d)  provisional  assessments 
Rates: 
A)  The graduated scale  covers three groups of taxpayers: 
group I  bachelors  below  the age  of 65,  and persons  not belonging to the 
other groups 
group II  married taxpayers without dependent children 
group III:  taxpayers with dependent children 
The scale begins at Fl. 2 610 for group I, Fl. 3 6000 for group II, and Fl. 5 130 
for group III (two children).  The maximum marginal rate is  70.5  o/ 0 • 
B)  Proportional rates 
a)  20 to 40 o/ 0  in the case of certain types of profits and income (e.g. profits made 
when a business is  sold or wound up) 
b)  20  °/ 0  in the case of profits deemed to be made on an entrepreneur's death, 
capital  gains  on sales  of securities  forming  part of a  large  holding,  bonus 
shares  obtained  when a  company issues  new capital. NETHERLANDS 
I  1  B 
Directors' tax (commissarissenbelasting) 
Beneficiary:  The State (1) 
Payable  by:  Directors (individuals  and  legal  persons)  of companies  and other legal 
persons liable to payment of company tax, established in the Netherlands 
Basis  of assessment:  Any  remuneration  paid  to  directors  for  administrative  services 
(supervision  of company) 
Collection:  Deducted at source by the company 
Rates: The first Fl. 1 000 are tax-free, the next Fl. 4 000 are taxed at 30 °/ 0 ,  and the tax 
on Fl. 5 000 or more amounts to Fl. 1 200 plus 50 °/ 0  on the slice over Fl. 5 000. 
Special features:  This tax is  not deductible from personal income tax; for purposes of 
determining total income, only the balance of income and directors' tax are taken 
into account. 
(1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0.791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive 13.44 % of it. NETHERLANDS 
I  1  C 
Tax on  lottery winnings (loterijbelasting) 
Beneficiary :  The  State  (I) 
Payable  by:  Beneficiaries  of lotteries  organized in the Netherlands,  and beneficiaries 
of foreign  lotteries  resident  in  the  Netherlands. 
Basis of assessment:  All winnings distributed to participants (either in kind or in cash) 
Exemptions: Winnings amounting to less than Fl. 1 000 and winnings not exceeding the 
participants'  outlay are  tax-free. 
Collection: The tax is deducted at source in the case of  lotteries organized in the Nether-
lands; a  special  tax  return must be made for winnings from foreign lotteries. 
Rate: 15  % 
Special features: Lottery winnings are not taxable under personal income tax, provided 
they do not form part of a business' profits; when they don't the tax on lottery 
winnings  is  not deductible  from  personal  income tax. 
(1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0.791 % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive 13.44 % of it. NETHERLANDS 
I  2  A 
Colllpa'!)  tax (vennootschapsbelasting) 
Beneficiary:  The  State  (I) 
Payable  by:  Joint stock companies, co-operative societies,  mutal insurance and credit 
companies, foundations and other legal persons incorporated under private law, 
when  they  administer  an  enterprise,  and  most  publicly-controlled  industrial 
and  commercial  undertakings  having  their  headquarters  in  the  Netherlands; 
foreign  legal  persons  maintaining  fixed  establishments  in  the  Netherlands  or 
having  a  regular  source  of income  there 
Basis of  assesslllent: Profits in the widest sense, with a number of  additions or deductions 
The taxable  profits  are  practically identical  with income taxable  under personal 
income tax. 
Exelllptions: 
1.  legal persons whose activities are of a social or charitable nature or otherwise in 
the public interest; 
2.  dividends on a holding by a company of  at least 25 °/ 0  in a subsidiary (tax concession 
for parent companies); this concession is  sometimes also applicable in the case of 
holdings  in  foreign  companies. 
Non-residents:  See under " Payable by" above. 
Collection:  Each accounting year,  by means of assessment books, on the basis of tax-
payers'  returns 
Rates: 
42 %  where  profits  do  not exceed  Fl.  40 000 
45 o/ 0  where profits exceed Fl.  50 000 
57%  + Fl. 16 800 for the slice between Fl. 40 000 and Fl.  50 000,  where profits 
are between Fl.  40 000 and Fl. 50 000. 
Ca"y-over of losses:  As for personal income tax (see I  1 A) 
e)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0. 791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive  13.44 % of it. NETHERLANDS 
I  3  A/B 
Land tax (grondbelasting) 
Beneficiary:  The municipalities 
Payable  by: Persons owning or holding in  usufruct land with or without buildings, 
located in the Netherlands, on 1 January of the year in question 
Basis  of assessment:  Average  income  from  land  and  buildings  over a  given  period, 
determined  by surveys  carried out towards  the  end of the  nineteenth  century. 
Income  from  new  properties  is  valued  by  comparison  with  similar  property. 
Exemptions:  Buildings  and  land  used  for  religious  purposes,  cemeteries,  in  many 
cases  schools  and  universities,  hospitals,  charitable  institutions,  or institutions 
(scientific,  cultural,  etc.)  of public  interest. 
Deductions:  Tax relief is  granted in cases  where unforeseen damage occurs. 
Non-residents:  Same system as  for residents 
Collection:  The tax  is  assessed  and collected  by  the  central  government authorities. 
Rates: 
6 % for land without buildings 
4.86 % for buildings 
The following surcharges are added to these rates: 
a maximum of 60 °/ 0  by the provinces 
a maximum of 60 % by the municipalities (buildings) 
a maximum of 30 % by the municipalities (land without buildings) 
130 % by the State on buildings constructed before 1 January 1960 NETHERLANDS 
I  3  C 
Inhabited  home  tax (personele  belasting) 
Beneficiary:  The provinces and municipalities 
Payable  by: Persons using a building in the Netherlands for accommodation, pleasure 
or recreation 
Basis  of assessment:  Rental  value of the property and sales  value of the furniture it 
contains. 
Exemptions:  This tax is  not payable on property used for industrial and commercial 
purposes. 
Deductions:  Deductions  are  allowed  for  dependents. 
Non-residents:  The tax is  not payable by persons resident abroad for use of premises 
for less than three months. 
Collection:  The tax is assessed and collected by the central government. 
Rates  Depending on the class  of municipalities involved, certain minima and abate-
ments are applied; tax is then levied on rental value at a rate of 3.6 °/o  and on the 
value of the furniture  at a  rate  of 1.5  <>Jo.  Both provinces  and municipalities 
can levy  surcharges. NETHERLANDS 
I  5  A 
Wealth  tax (vermogensbelasting) 
Beneficiary:  The State (1) 
Payable  by:  Individuals  resident in the Netherlands and possessing assets  there,  and 
individuals resident abroad possessing certain types of assets in the Netherlands 
Basis of  assessment: Net wealth at the beginning of the year ( =  difference  between assets 
and liabilities) 
Exemptions: Non-taxable items include furniture,  works of art, pension rights,  legal 
usufruct  rights,  life  insurance policies,  life  annuities,  etc. 
Deductions: 
bachelors 
married couples, widowers, widows 
for each dependent child 
an additional  allowance  of Fl.  35 000  is  granted  to  persons  over 
65  years  of age  and to invalids. 
Fl.  40 000 
Fl.  55 000 
Fl.  "3 500 
Ma"ied couples:  Tax is levied on the combined wealth of married couples, unless they 
are  living apart. 
Non-residents: Persons resident abroad are liable to taxation if they possess, on Dutch 
territory, real  estate, claims  covered by some form of real  security, or property 
forming part of an enterprise carrying on business on Dutch territory. 
Collection: Annually, on the basis of the taxpayers' returns 
Rate: 5 °/00 
(1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0.791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive 13.44 % of it. NETHERLANDS 
lilA 
Gift and  Succession  duties  (rechten van successie,  van schenking en van overgang bij 
overlijden) 
Beneficiary:  The State (  1) 
Payable by: Persons receiving inheritances, legacies and gifts 
Basis of assessment:  Value of all property received by the beneficiary:  . 
1.  as  an inheritance from a person residing in the Netherlands at the time of his or 
her  decease ; 
2.  as  a gift from a person residing in the Netherlands at the time the gift was made 
Exemptions: 
1.  The following are exempt from payment of succession  duty: 
the State, provinces and municipalities in the case of property serving the public 
interest;  Dutch legal  persons  carrying  on activities  serving  the public  interest 
are exempt up to a maximum of Fl.  5 000; certain allowances, which vary accord-
ing to the specific circumstances, are granted in the case  of widows,  widowers, 
children under 21,  children over 21, parents, etc. 
2.  The following are exempt from payment of gift duty: 
the State, provinces, municipalities and legal persons in the circumstances described 
under 1 above; persons receiving state gifts; public corporations; members of the 
Royal family;  and varying allowances are granted in the case of children. 
Deductions: Abatements for dependants are granted to taxpayers with wives and children 
to support. 
Non-residents:  " overgang "  duty of 6  °/o  is  payable on gifts,  inheritance and legacies 
received  from persons  not resident  in the  Netherlands.  This  duty is  assessed 
on the value of real estate and mortgages in the Netherlands or of  property forming 
part of a business carried on in the Netherlands by the donor or deceased person. 
Collection:  On the basis of returns by the taxpayers 
Rates: These vary according to the degree of relationship between the donor and the 
beneficiary and the size of the gif or inheritance. 
The maximum rate payable is 17 'Yo  by children or spouse, and 54 'J' 0  by unrelated 
persons. 
(1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0.791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive 13.44 % of it. NETHERLANDS 
113A 
Registration duties (  rechten van registratie) 
Beneficiary:  The State (1) 
Payable  on:  Mainly legal  documents, notably those covering transfers  of real  estate, 
formation and increases of capital in joint stock companies, and public auctions 
of movable goods. 
Exemptions: 
a)  sales of movables goods to municipalities and to companies for building low-cost 
housing,  together with certain sales  for purposes  of economic  development 
b)  assets  brought  into  joint  stock  companies  serving  the  public  interest,  whose 
shares are held exclusively by legal persons incorporated under public law 
c)  certain documents on which a  standard rate of duty is  levied 
Collection: On the basis of the document or a tax return 
Rates: 
Proportional  rates: 
transfers of real estate (5  %) 
assets brought into companies (formation or increase of capital) (2  1/2 °/o) 
auctions of movable goods (1  %) 
Standard rates: 
(Fl. 3 or 0.50): in the case of  legal documents other than those on which proportional 
duty is payable 
(I) Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0. 791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive  13.44 % of it. NETHERLANDS 
114 
Stamp  duty  (zegelrecht) 
Beneficiary: The State (1) 
Basis of assessment  and rates: 
Standard duties: 
1.  a  duty assessed on the size  of the document is  levied on legal deeds  which 
are  not subject to the fixed  duties referred to below or to varying duties 
2.  fixed  duties are levied on certain documents, such as  receipts, bills of lading, 
warehouse warrants,  acknowledgments  of debt,  personal insurance policies, 
etc. 
Varying duties: 
These are levied on insurance policies covering damage, the leasing and renting 
of furniture or buildings located in the Netherlands, negotiable securities, certain 
long-term  loans,  stock  exchange  transactions,  etc. NETHERLANDS 
III 1 A 
Turnover  tax (  omzetbelasting) 
Beneftciary:  The State (1) 
Pt!Jable  by:  Entrepreneurs (producers,  merchants, and suppliers of services)  and im-
porters. 
Pt!Jable  on: 
1.  deliveries in the Netherlands, in the course of trade or business, of movable goods 
not under customs  bond 
2.  services  rendered in the Netherlands  by an entrepreneur 
3.  imports 
Exemptions: 
Real exemptions: 
deliveries by traders  to  private  individuals,  fruit,  vegetables,  butter,  milk, 
bread,  meat,  tea,  coffee,  soap,  footwear,  textiles,  books,  newspapers,  etc. 
certain banking operations, insurance, international goods transport, the post 
office,  advertising,  medical  services 
Personal  exemptions 
notably the activities  of hospitals,  youth organizations,  sports  clubs,  non-
profit-making institutions of a social nature, and artists' activities producing 
only a small turnover 
Collection: On the basis of taxpayers' returns 
Rates: 
deliveries by manufactures to private individuals  4 % 
deliveries by manufactures to parties other than private individuals  5 <y 0 
deliveries by traders to private individuals  nil 
deliveries by traders to parties other than individuals  3{4 <y 0 
imports (2)  5% 
imports by private individuals (2)  4 % 
services in general  4 <y 0 
transport and building services  3 <y 0 
Special  rates  are  applicable  to  deliveries  by  manufacture  of certain  products, 
for instance, spirituous beverages (8  <y 0 )  ;  chocolate, wine, beer and non-alcoholic 
beverages,  and wireless  sets  (10  %) ; jewellery,  motor vehicles,  two- or three-
wheeled  motorized vehicles,  raw silk,  furs,  perfumes,  etc.,  cigarette paper and 
television  sets  (18  <y 0). 
Exports: Goods for export are tax-free; tax paid on them at earlier stages is  refunded. 
(1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0.791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
of the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive 13.44 % of it. 
(2)  In  order to equalize the tax burden on imports and on home-produced goods, the rate may  be increas-
ed  by a  maximum of 7  %. NETHERLANDS 
III 3  A 
Duty on  spirits (alcoholaccijns) 
Beneficiary:  The  State  (  1) 
Payable  on: 
1.  ethyl alcohol and products containing ethyl alcohol (2),  except: 
a)  beer 
b)  ordinary wines  and other non-sparkling fermented  beverages  obtained from 
fruit,  of a  strength of not more than 15°  Gay-Lussac (but imported wines 
and vermouths may have a strength of up to 22° Gay-Lussac) 
c)  sparkling wines  and other sparkling fermented  beverages 
d)  products  (other  than  beverages)  containing  ethyl  alcohol,  provided  their 
alcohol content does  not exceed  5 litres  of pure ethyl alcohol per hectolitre 
2.  types of spirits arising as  by-products in the manufacture of ethyl alcohol, which 
are  classed  as  ethyl alcohol for the purposes of this  duty 
Rates: 
per hectolitre of pure alcohol at 15° C 
alcohol for industrial and pharmaceutical uses, fuel alcohol 
and,  in  general,  all  types  of alcohol  not  intended  for 
drinking 
alcohol for use in the manufacture of perfumes and toilet 
waters 
Imports: The same amounts of duty are levied on imports of alcohol. 
Rates: (per hectolitre of alcohol) 
a)  liquids  containing  only  alcohol  and  water,  and  alcoholic 
beverages not coming under (b) and (c)  below: 
1.  in containers holding not more than 2 litres on impor-
tation and of a strength not exceeding 65 ° 
2.  Others, per degree of strength 
b)  liqueurs and other sweetened alcoholic beverages, whether 
aromatized or not: 
1.  of a strength not exceeding 15 ° 
Fl. 1 193 
exempt 
duty is  levied 
at a  reduced 
rate (50 °/ 0  of the 
normal  rate) 
Fl.  774.45 
Fl.  11.93 
Fl.  178.95 
(1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0. 791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands;  through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive 13.44  % of it. 
( 2)  By Royal  Decree, methyl alcohol,  propyl alcohol and iso-propyl alcohol, together with products 
containing them, are taxed  under III 3 B. NETHERLANDS 
III  3  A  (cont.) 
2.  of a strength of more than 15 ° but not more than 65 ° 
3.  others, per degree of strength 
c)  fermented beverages, coming under customs tariff heading 
22.04,  of a  strength of more than 22°, or coming under 
headings 22.05 B V, 22.06 C, 22.07 A II a 2, 22.07 A II b 2, 
22.07 B II a 2 and 22.07 B II b 2, and other beverages coming 
under headings  22.04,  22.05,  22.06  and 22.07,  which,  by 
reason of their colourlessness, give the impression of being 
regenerated  alcohol,  or are  entirely  deacidified: 
1.  of a strength of not more than 65° 
2.  others, per degree of strength 
d)  other products containing ethyl alcohol, of a strength of: 
Fl.  774.45 
Fl.  11.93 
Fl.  775.45 
Fl.  11.93 
more than  5° but not more than 10°  Fl.  119.30 
more than 10° but not more than 20°  Fl.  238.60 
more than 20° but not more than 35°  Fl.  417.55 
more than 35° but not more than 50°  Fl.  596.50 
more than 50° but not more than 75°  Fl.  894.75 
more than 75°  Fl. 1 193 
The strength designates the percentage - rounded upwards to the next 0.1  °/ 0  -
of pure alcohol by volume in samples  at a  temperature of 15° C.  Strength  as 
expressed in degrees  is  therefore equivalent to percentage  by volume. 
Exports: Alcohol exported by distilleries  and merchants possessing a  warehouse for 
goods on which customs duties have been remitted is  duty-free. NETHERLANDS 
III 3  B 
Duty  on  wine  and  other  fermented  beverages  (wijnaccijns) 
Beneficiary:  The State (  1) 
Payable  on: 
1.  Excise duty is levied on non-sparkling beverages manufactured in the Netherlands 
by fermenting fruit  juice  or fruit  must with or without added water or sugar, 
of an alcohol  content not exceeding  15 °. 
This duty is  not levied at the moment, owing to a general exemption. 
2.  A duty is also levied on fermented beverages rendered sparkling in the Netherlands 
or naturally sparkling.  The duty is payable when goods leave the manufacturer's 
- where appropriate, in addition to the duty levied on non-sparkling fermented 
beverages. 
Rates: 
Re item 2:  duty levied  on sparkling  fermented  beverages  per hectolitre 
ciders,  perry,  Fl.  10.86 
beverages other than ciders and perry, manufactured from 
fruit other than fresh or dried grapes,  Fl.  54.30 
other sparkling fermented beverages,  Fl. 108.60 
Imports: 
1.  Non-sparkling  fermented  beverages  made  from  fruit, 
imported from  countries  outside  the  Belgo-Luxembourg 
Economic  Union,  are  subject  to  excise  duty. 
A.  Wine  of fresh  grapes,  grape  musts  in  fermentation 
or with fermentation arrested by the addition of  alcohol, 
non-sparkling (per hectolitre) : 
in containers holding more than 2 litres: 
a)  with a strength of more than 12° but not more than 
15°, for each 0.1  o/ 0  over 12°  Fl.  0.78 
b)  with a  strength of more  than  15 ° but not more 
than 22°, for each 0.1  o/ 0  over 15°  Fl.  1.14 
in containers holding 2 litres or less : 
a)  with a strength not exceeding 14°  Fl.  58.88 
b)  with a strength between 14° and 22°  Fl. 145.57 
B.  Vermouths and other wines of fresh grapes flavoured 
with aromatic extracts (per hectolitre) : 
in containers holding more than 2 litres: 
(1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0. 791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive 13.44 % of it. NETHERLANDS 
III 3  B  (cont.) 
a)  with a strength exceeding 18 ° 
b)  with a strength between 18° and 22° 
in containers holding 2 litres or less : 
C.  Other non-sparkling fermented  beverages  made from 
fruit: 
2.  Sparkling  fermented  beverages  imported  from  countries 
outside the B.L.E.  U. are liable to duty at another rate (per 
hectolitre) : 
A.  Wine  of fresh  grapes  and  beverages  manufactured 
from dried grapes and currants 
B.  Cider and perry 
C.  Mead 






Fl.  10.86 
Fl. 108.60 
Fl.  54.30 
Exports: Re item 2: duty on sparkling fermented  beverages: for taxation purposes, 
beverages leaving the manufacturer's for export to other countries of  the B.L.E.U. 
are  classed  as  beverages  intended  for  consumption  in  the  Netherlands. 
Exports  to  other countries  are  duty-free. NETHERLANDS 
III  3  C 
Duty  on  beer  (bieraccijns) 
Beneficiary:  The State (1) 
Payable  on:  Number of hectolitreldegrees of wort produced by the brewery  during 
the calendar year; number of hectolitreldegrees  =  volume of wort in full hecto-
litres at 17.5 °  C multiplied by the difference between the density of wort and the 
density of pure water.  The density is expressed in degrees and tenths of degrees. 
Each degree corresponds to one hundredth of the d~nsity of pure water at 17.5 °  C. 
Rates: per hectolitre I  degree: 
a)  for the first 50 000 hectolitre I  degrees 
b)  for quantities between 50 000 and 1 250 000 hectolitre f  degrees 




Imports:  Duty is  levied on imported beer at a  standard rate of Fl.  20  per hectolitre. 
Exports: For beers exported by a brewery there is a refund of excise duty based on the 
number ofhectolitrefdegrees of wort used in the manufacture of  the exported beers. 
(1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0.791 % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund,  the municipalities receive 13.44 % of it. NETHERLANDS 
III 3  H 
Duty on  tobacco  (tabaksaccijns) 
Beneficiary:  The  State  (  1) 
Payable  on:  Cigars,  cigarettes,  smoking  tobacco,  dry  chewing  tobacco,  and  snuff, 
regardless of the proportion of tobacco-like products or substitutes used in their 
manufacture. 
The duty becomes due when the goods leave the manufacturer. 
The duty is settled by affixing tax bands supplied by the State against payment of 
the appropriate amount of duty.  No duty is  levied  on cigarette paper in the 
Netherlands 
Rates: In the case of cigars, the duty is  a percentage of the retail price. 
In the case of other taxable manufactured tobaccos, the duty is  a  percentage of 
the retail  price,  plus a  certain sum of money: 
1.  Cigars weighing 3 kg. or more per 1 000 units 
2.  Other cigars (cigarillos) 
3.  Smoking tobacco, chewing tobacco, snuff 
4.  Cigarettes 
% of retail price 
12 o/ 0 
18 o/ 0 
21.67 %  to 39.55 % (2) 
53  o/ 0  to 61.92% (2) 
Imports:  The same  rate of duty, assessed  on the same  basis,  is  levied on imported 
tobacco as  on home-grown tobacco.  It is  payable by the importer, and settled 
by affixing  tax  bands on the imported goods. 
Exports:  Exports are  duty-free  or duty is  refunded. 
(I) Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0.791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive  13.44 % of it. 
(2)  The lowest rates  are  applicable to products in particularly low price-classes. NETHERLANDS 
III 3  I 
Duty on  sugar  (suikeraccijns) 
Beneficiary:  The  State  (  1) 
Definition:  The products deemed  to be sugar are  sucrose and invert sugar in solid, 
liquid or paste form. 
Products  coming  under  heading  04.06  (natural  honey),  section  II  (vegetable 
products) or chapter 20 (preparations of vegetables, fruit or other parts of plants) 
of the customs  tariff are  not deemed to be sugar. 
The duty is  payable at the  manufacturer's under supervision of the authorities. 
Rates: 
Raw and brown sugar in solid form, other than " white 
sugar"  Fl. 18.25/100 kg. 
sugar in paste  or liquid  form  lighter in colour than 
"colour 6 of the Union scale" or whose purity factor 
is higher than 90 per unit of content  Fl. 0.19/100 kg. 
other sugars not in paste or liquid form  Fl. 19/100 kg. 
Imports: The same duty is payable on imported sugars and products containing sugar. 
Definition:  Products during whose manufacture sugar has  been  used or added shall 
be deemed to be products containing sugar. 
Products containing not more than 5 <>j 0  of sugar, or coming under tariff heading 
22.03 - 22.07 and 22.09 (viz.  alcoholic liquids) of the customs tariff,  are deemed 
to be products not containing sugar. 
Rates: Sugars - see above 
Products  containing  sugar  are  liable to duty  as  follows,  according  to  their 
content  of sugar: 
more than  5 °/ 0  but not more than 15 °/ 0  of sugar 
more than 15  <>j 0  but not more than 25 °/ 0  of sugar 
more than 25 °/ 0  but not more than 40 °/ 0  of sugar 
more than 40 °/ 0  but not more than 60 °/ 0  of sugar 
more than 60 °/ 0  but not more than 75 °/ 0  of sugar 
more than 7  5 <>j 0  but not more than 90 °/ 0  of sugar 
more than 90 °/ 0 
Fl.  1.90/100 kg. 
Fl.  3.80/100 kg. 
Fl.  6.20/100 kg. 
Fl.  9.20/100 kg. 
Fl. 12.85/100 kg. 
Fl. 15.70/100 kg. 
Fl. 18.05/100 kg. 
Exports: Exported sugars are duty-free; duty is refunded on sugar contained in certain 
exported products and beverages. 
(1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0. 791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in  the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the municipalities receive 13.44 % of it. NETHERLANDS 
III 3  U 
Duty on  mineral oils (accijns van minerale olien) 
Beneficiary: The State (1) 
Payable  on:  petrol, paraffin,  gas  oil  and other mineral  oils,  on importation or when 
they leave  the factory  (bonded warehouse)  for  distribution 
The products deemed to be other mineral oils are: 
a)  fuel  oil  and other products  derived from  crude  petroleum and  lignite  tars 
which are not petrol, paraffin or has oil and are liquid at 30° C; 
b)  substances other than the products referred to under (a)  but having the same 
characteristics  as  these  products. 
Exemptions: 
a)  exports 
b)  mineral oils used as  raw materials 
c)  mineral  oils,  other than  petrol,  used  by private  individuals  for  heating  or 
lighting  purposes 
Rates: 
a)  petrol (at 15° C) 
b)  paraffin (at 15° C) 
c)  gas oil (at 15° C) 
d)  other mineral oils 
Fl. 28/hl. 
Fl. 1.40 fhl. 
Fl. 1.10  /hl. 
Fl. 0.70/100 kg. 
Reduced rates: The rate of duty levied on paraffin, viz. Fl. 1.40 per hl., is also levied on 
petrol used in industry, agriculture, horticulture or cattle-raising otherwise than 
as  raw materials (see "Exemptions" b)  ) or as  motor fuel. 
(1)  Through the Provincial Fund, the provinces receive 0,  791  % of the revenue from almost all taxes 
in the Netherlands; through the Municipal Fund, the Municipalities receive  13,44 % of it. NETHERLANDS 
III 4  A 
Tax on  motor  vehicles  (motorrijtuigenbelasting) 
Beneficiary:  The State 
Payable by: The owner of the vehicle 
Payable on:  Use of motor vehicles (except motor-assisted bicycles and vehicles running 
on rails) on the public roads 
Basis  of assessment:  The dead-weight of the vehicle (including the weight of trailers 
attached to tractors), the number of  wheels (in order to make a distinction between 
motor cycles and other vehicles), and the type of vehicle (motor cars, buses and 
coaches,  lorries,  etc.) 
Collection:  Annually or quarterly, on the basis of the taxpayers' returns 
Rates: 
Motor  cars: 
Fl. 8 per 100 kg., the minimum charge being Fl.  48 
Buses  and  coaches: 
Fl.  70,  plus  Fl.  12  per 100  kg.  over the first  1 000  kg. 
Lorries,  etc. : 
scale ranging from Fl. 9 to Fl. 15 per 100 kg., the minimum charge being Fl. 72 
most  important 
Higher  rate:  The rate is  increased by 255  Oj 0  for road vehicles  using fuels  other than 
petrol. 
Reductions:  Reduction of Fl. 6 per 100 kg. is  made for ambulances and taxis, the mini-
mum charge being Fl.  36 
Exemptions: Vehicles used by certain public services; farm tractors; motor and steam 
rollers  used,  for example,  in roadmaking; vehicles  used by invalids,  car dealers 
and repair shops for specific routes, and vehicles used by non-residents on a reci-
procal  basis 
Non-residents:  Persons  resident  abroad  are  liable  to  taxation  for  the  period  during 
which they use their vehicle in the Netherlands, presuming they are not otherwise 
exempt. III  Taxes on expenditure 
III1  Turnover taxes 
IH1A  General turnover tax 
III1 B  Taxes shown separately and 
additional taxes: 
m 1 :a (5)  Service tax 
m 1 B(6)  Local tax 
III 1 B(7)  Compensatory tax on imported 
products 
m 1 c (1)  Insurance tax 
m 1 c (2)  Fire insurance tax 
m 1 D  Betting and gaming tax 
m 1 E  Entertainments tax 
HI 1 F  Liquor licence 
Duty on beverages 
Dog licences 
Miscellaneous 
HI2  Transport taxes 
HI2A  Transport tax 
IH2B  Tax on haulage vehicles 
mzc  Tax on river and canal craft 
Road tax 
HI3  Special consumption taxes 
HI3A  Duty on 
HI3B  Duty on wines and other 
fermented beverages . 
HI3C  Duty on beer 
HI 3D  Duty on mineral water 
IH3E  D?ty.on coffee and coffee 
IH3F  Duty on tea 
HI3G  Duty on cocca 
IU3H  Duty on tobacco and 
cigarette paper 
HI3 I/K  Duty on sugar and sweeteners 
Hl3L  Duty on salt 
HI 3M  Duty on meat 
HI3N  on  ~o  and 
oils 
m:;o  Duty on margarine 
IU3P  Duty on yam 
Hl3Q  Duty on matches and tapers 
IH3R  Duty on electric 
IH3S  Duty on gas and~''"'""'~"' 
HI 3 T  Duty on methane gas 
UI3U  Duty on mineral oils 
3W  Duty on  cards 
Miscellaneous 
m  Afoltw taxes 
lH4A  Tax on motor vehicles 
IU4C  Annual tax on company c.ars 
(1)  Total of taxea listed 
(2)  Total  tax  "  ·"· 
G .....  ~~  ..  ·'· not indud 
lng .customs duties =  for  column (H) 
(3)  Gross national  at market 
=  basis for column (III) 
Tax yield in 1961 in the Member States of the European Economic Community, 
(I) in millio11s of nalirmal mrrenry (II) expressed as a percentage of  total tax  yield, (Ill) expressed as a percentage of 
gross national product. 
Bci~ium  Germany  France  Italy 
Financial  year  Calendar year  Financial  year  Calendar year 
I  II  m  I  II  Ill  I  II  m  I  II  m 
57 762  50·9  9·<>  31  484  41.6  9·6  39 697  s6.z  IZ·4  z 390 776  57·8  10.9 
;?812.  3H  6. 3  J8  783  2.4.8  5·8  z6 492  37-J  S.;  931 6;8  H.j  4·3 
37  264 (4)  ;z.8  6.J  17 866  z;.6  5.4  19 70!  z8.o  6.2.  8p 277  2C.I  ;.8 
in  IlltA 
2.  252  ;.2  0.7 
;  58,z  ).0  l.l 
6! 071  l. 5  o.; 
647  2.jl  o.;  0.1  0.9  0.2. 
l  41  o.o  o.o 
264  0.2  o.t  Z8j  0.4  0.1  9 557  0.2.  o.o 
149  0.2  o.o  !19  0.2  o.o  29 733  0.7  0.2 
75  o.t  o.o  !8  0·0  o.o  23  0•0  o.o 
xz8  0,2  o.o 
45  Ool  o.o  l 
209  0·2  0.1  !68  o.z  0.1 
804  !.!  o.;  254  0.4  O.J  7 994  o.z  o.o 
in  Ill  1  A  804  1.1  o.;  7 994  0•2.  0·0 
248  0.4  o.x 
6  o.o  0·0 
17 013  !j.O  z.S  10 2H)  I;.j  ;.x  12 442  17·6  3.9  I  ;89 180  33·0  6.; 
I  454  1.3  o.z  1 097  l.j  o.;  715  1,0  o.z  Z2 921  0·5  0·1 
537  O.j  0,1  74  0.!  0·0  I  207  !.7  0.4 
1 ;6z  1.2  0,2  763  1.0  0.2  lj 71 I  0,4  o.x 
;z.6  o.;  C. I  l  0.0  o.o 
l  l  I 
49 941  745  !.0  0.2  !.2  0.2 
239  0.3  o.x 
27  o.o  o.o 
3 943  =>·l  o.o 
4 412  3.9  0.7  3 892  j.!  !.!  2 355  (')  ;.;  0.7  4372jZ  10.6  2.0 
186  o.z  0.0  178  o.z  0.1  114  0.2.  0.1  64 499  !.6  0·3 
17  708  0.4  0.1 
I  242  1.8  0.4 
I  387  0·0  0·0 
2  467  0.1  o.o 
32 ;n  o.s  o.z 
23  o.o  o.o  in  Ui3H  IZ 709  o.;  0·0 ... 
46  C. I  o.o  Z4:P  0.1  o.o 
43  !82  1.0  o.z 
j  522  o.!  o.o 
8 736  7·6  l.j  3 325  4.4  !.0  6  l!lj  8.8  1,9  457 575  II.  I  2.! 
i  l  j 8  o.o  o.o 
49  o.t  o.o  376  O.j  0·1  2.!8 417  l.\  !.0 
2 9P  z.6  O.j  I  678  2.,2.  O.j  )09  0.7  0.1  6! 964  I,  5  o.; 
z 9P  z.6  O.j  I  678  z.z  O.j  474  0,7  0,1  6! 964  I,  5  v.; 
H  o.o  o.o 
110 706  97·6  !8.4  75  5  ll(,  100  2). I  69 z;8 ,  97.9  21.7  3 882 484  93.9  17.7 
ll) 48!  100  !8·9  75  599  !00  2j.2.  70724  100  22.1  133  125  !00  d!.ll 
l .uxembourg 
Financial year. 
I  II 
J 666  29·9 
898  t6.t 
86r  15.4 
2.3  I 
0.4 
2  o.o 
8  0.2 
4  )  o• 
57  x.o 
57  x.o 
6x8  11.1 
67  1.2. 
2j  0,4 
lh  1.6 
zo;  ;.6 
241  4.3 
93  !.7 
93  I, 7 
l  jll2  100 
5 5  !iz  100 
6ol 2.00  100.0  p6 400  100·3  ;  !') 670  100·0  2.2 022 000  100.0  25  ;40 
Netherlands 
Calendar year 
m  I  II  Ill 
6.6  3 4<>5  35·0  1·7 
;.6  I  93 I  19·5  4.3 
H  l  890  '9·1  4·2 
)  0' 
4  o.o  o.o 
o.o 
29  o.;  O.I 
0·0  ;  o.o  o.o 
) 
o.o  j  o.x  o.o 
o.z  68  0.7  o.x 
o.z 
68  0.7  0.! 
2.4  I  293  x;.x  2.9 
o.;  168  1.7  0·4 
0.1  lj  o.z  o.o 
0·3  p  O.j  o.t 
o.S  519  j.Z  l.Z 
90  0·9  o.z 
0.9  450 (")  4.6  J.o 
0.4  173  1.7  0·4 
0.4  173  1.7  0·4 
zz.o  9 818  99.3  21.') 
22.0  9 8')0  tOO  22.1 
100.0  44 lloo  100.0 
Sratisdsches  jahrbuch 1963; France, St:l<tistiqlues 
Scaiistical Office of the European '-"'""""''"""'"' 
1963; Italy, Annuario statistko, 1963; Luxembourg, Ministcre du Trcsor; Netherlnnds, Statis.tisch Zakboek, 1964 
No. 12,1963. 
Notes: ( •) Including H 5 A. (2) Including I I C (l) Including H 5 A. ('') including II 4,  H 6, III 1 B, HI 2 A. (5)  Including HI 3 Q. (
6
)  Source: Ncdedandse Staatscourant, No.30,196l. Tax 
(I) in millions 
Belgium 
in 1962 in the Member States of  tbe EuttOli'e2tn 
currenq (II) 
-
Germany  France  Luxemburg  Netherlands 
·-~"'~ 
Financial year  Calendar year  Financial year  Calendar year  Financial reat  Calend.tr \"car 
~ 
!  ll  Ill  I  ll  Ill  1  ll  Ill  I  II  III  I  H  m  I  I!  Ill 
,. 
33  978  4°-9  ':).1  44  190  m  Taxu r.m  6z 8o8  49·5  9.9  .T  )6·7  IZ.j  2  771  1)8  j6.2:  II.!  I  717  33·~  6.6  ;  714  31·1  7-8 
.........  ~--
HI1  Turnover taxet  .p 004  33·1  6.7  !  zo 140  24-2  \ ·7  29 770  ;8.2  3.4  1 119 723  22.7  4-l  911  17.6  ;.  j  I  2.  028  '9·3 
Ill1A  General turnover taJt  41427(')  32·7  6.j  19  z 10  2 >  .1  \.4  zzzn  z8.6  6.;  I  000 687  20.2  4·0  871  r6.8  3.3  987  19.0 
Ill!  B  Taxes shown separately and 
additional taxes:  in  !!It A 
m 1 B(5)  Service tax  2  jOS  ;.z  o.8 
m 1 B (6)  Local tax  3 998  i·l  I.  I 
m 1 B(7)  r.  • y tax on imported  7 
77 649  !.6  o.; 
m 1 c (1)  Insurance tax  277  o.;  716  0·9  o.z 
)  l  0' 
2j  0.1 
4 (')  o.:>  o.o  HI 1 C (2)  Fire insurance tax  44  0.1 
HI1D  and gaming tax  ; 14  0-4  7 67;  0.2  o.o  1  o.o  0.0  272  0.2  0.1 
o.; 
0.7  0.2  29 (')  0.)  0.1  III1E  Entertainments tax  I 2  3  0.\  130  o.z  o.o  3). 714 
m 1 F  Liquor licence  72  0.0  o.o  20  o.o  28  o.o  o.:>  9  0.2  0.1  )(')  o.o  o.o 
Duty on'-'"'  107  O.J  I  I  l  00 
'"!S"" 
0.1  IH  0.2  0·0  5  0.1 
j  (')  o.:::>  o.o  licences, miscellaneous  23)  0.2  o.t  45 
lll2  Ia  xu  8z6  !.0  o.z  zllo  O • .f  0.!  8 997  0.2  o.:>  j6  1.1  0.2  68  0.7  0 
IH2A  Transport tax  in  Ill I  A  8z6  1.0  o.z  8 997  0.2  o.o  )6  I  I  0.2 
IH2B  Tax on haulage vehicles  273  0·-!  o.t 
III2C  Tax on river and canal craft  7  o.o  o.o 
Road tax  68  (')  0.7  0-1 
IH3  Special con;umptionlaxu  2.7  II 124  13-:1  )•I  I) 161  17·4  3.8  I  166 485  31·8  6.,  650  12.6  2.j  I  428  1).7  17  597  13·9 
IU3A  Duty on  I  6jJ  1.3  o.z  I  222  !.j  0.4  790  1.0  0.2  26  524  O.j  0.1  6j  !.2  0.2  "H  1.8  0-4 
III3B  Duty on wines and other 
86  0.1  o.o  24  O.j  0.1  16  0.1.  o.o  fermented beverages  523  0,4  Od 
UI3C  Duty on beer  I  358  1.1  o.z  S20  1.0  o.z  I  178  l.j  0·4  17  j 20  0-4  0.!  g4  J.6  0·3  14  O.j  I 
In  3D  Duty on mineral water  323  o.;  ).l  6  o.o  o.o 
III3E  D';lty on coffee and coffee  766  0.9  0.2  }  } o.,  l 
j8 IJ9  1.2  o.z 
249  0.1 
III3F  Duty on tea  29  00  o.o 
III3G  on cocca 
3 729  0.!  o.o 
IH3H  Duty on tobacco and 
4 467  z 641  { (,  )  3.-1  0.7  484 ;84  9·9  '·9  216  4·2.  o.8  517  4·9  Ll  cigarette paper  ;.  5  0.7  4 201  j,l  t.z 
HI3I/K  Duty on sugar and sweeteners  198  o.z  o.o  174  0.2  0.1  76  0.1  0.0  71  314  1.4  o. 3  92  0·9  0.2 
IH3L  Duty on salt 
lj 976  0·3  o.o 
III 3M  Duty on meat 
I  3)2  1.7  0.4 
IU3N  Duty on vegetable and 
}  0.1 
animal oils 
I  391 
J  0·0  III30  Duty on margarine 
I  597 
III3P  Duty on yam 
33  559  0.7  0.2 
HI3Q  Duty on matches and tapers  24  0.0  o.o  in  II! 3 II  I) 859  o.;  o.o 
IH3R  on electric lamps  50  0.!  o.o  2 5 j8  O.I  0·0 
HI3S  on gas and <acdricity 
46 644 (')  0.9  0.2 
III3T  Duty on methane gas 
5 729  O.l  0·0 
III3U  on mineral oils  9.075  7·1  1.4  3 699  4.4  !.0  6 SjO  8.8  1.9  5 j8 097  I l.)  z.;  z61  j.l  l.l  j )6 ( " )  5,4  1,2 
III3W  Duty on  cards 
I  292.  o.o  o.o 
Miscellaneous  49  0.1  o.o  443  o.6  O.J  2.24  173  (")  4.5  1.0 
IU4  Mot()r taxes  3 207  2.)  O.j  I  88l!  2  ·3  O.j  575  0·7  0.2  76 0)3  1.5  0.3  !00  1.9  0.4  190  1.8  0.-! 
IH4A  Tax on motor vehicles  3 207  2..j  O.j  I  sxx  2 ·3  O.j  ns  0·7  o.z  76  Oj 3  l.j  0·3  100  1.9  0.4  190  1.8  0.4 
III4C  Annual tax on company cars  37  0.0  o.o 
(1)  Total of taxes listed  IZ} 190  97·1  19·3  8; 112  100  2).)  76 276  9lLo  2.1.)  4 6)8 404  94·1  18.6  5 166  100  20.!  !0 ;88  99·3  21.8 
(2)  Total  tax  yield  (including  equalization 
of burdens levies in Germany)  not includ-
ing customs. duties =  basis for  column (H)  n6 8 37  10o.o  19·9  83  1  z6  100  2 3·3  77  872  top.o  22.0  4 931  4F ('')  too.o  2.0.0  5 t66  100  zo.1  10 460 (")  100.0  22.0 
(3)  Gross national product at market 
= basis for column (HI) 
6)7 2.00  100.0  3  j  j  100  lOP·O  3l3  j60  100·0  24 09l 000  100.0  25  7<)6  100.:>  47  jjO  100.0 
Sources:  Belgium, Annuairc statistique, 1962; Germany, Statistisches Jahrbuch 1963,; France, Statistiques et etudes financicres,  No. 177, Sept.  1963; lmly,  t\nnuario smtistico,  1963;  Luxembourg, Ministi:re du Tresor; Netherlands, Statistisch Zakboek,  1964; Nedcrlandsc Staatscourant, No.25, 1963. 
Gross national  product: Statistical office of the  European Communities, General  Statistical  Bulletin,  No.12, 1963. 
Notes: ( 
1
)  Including II 5 A. (
2
)  Figures for 1961. (l) Including 1 1 C.  (
4
)  of which Lit. 900 for 1961. (
5
)  Including ll! 1 B, H 4, ll 6, Ill 2 A, (6 )  Including Ill 3 Q. {') Of which 900 for 1961. (8)  Source: Ncderhmdsc Staatscourant, No.25, 1963 (9 )  Of which 
211'300 for 1961.('
0
)  Of which 649 500 for 1961. ( 11)  Of which 180 for 1961. l  Income ami wealth laxu 
I 1  Income taxes 
11  Income tax 
C'.  taxes: 
" 
I 1 B  Personal  tax 
I1B  Progressive~"'"~"'~"'~"'«'' tax 
l  1 B  Tax on company directors'fees 
11C  tax 
I 2  Corpora/ion taxes 
I 3  T axu on land and buildings 
I 3 A/B  Tax on real estate 
13 A  Tax on land built upon 
I 3 B  Tax on undeveloped land 
I3C  Tax on rental value of property 
I 4  Busineu taxes 
14 A  Business tax 
I 4 B  Payroll tax 
I 4 C  Apprenticeship tax 
l5  Wealth taxes 
I 5 A  Wealth tax 
I 5 B  p,.,,.  of burdens levies 
Berlin Emergency Tax 
Miscellaneous wealth taxes 
u  l7apual[nr>na~nntaxe:and 
dttttes 
H1  Inheritance and gift duties 
U1A  Inheritance and  duty 
ll1B  Tax on the total value of 
inherited estate 
Donations 
H3  Registration taxes I  transfer taxes 
H3A  Registration tax 
II3 B  Mortgage tax 
H3C  Real property transfer tax 
H3D  Tax on the acquisition of 
corporate rights 
H4  Stamp dtttiu  in 
ns  Taxu on  securities 
USA  Tax on securities (bonds) 
USB  Bill-of-exchange tax 
ll6  Stock exchange turnover tax  in 
Tax 
(l) in tilillions 
in 1961 in the Member States ofthe  ~utrOJ;)ea.n 
national mrrenry 
gross 
Belgium  c;crmanr  France  Italy 
Financial year  Calendar  yt..·;u  Financial  year  Calendar year 
I  ll  lll  I  II  Ill  l  ll  lll  I  II 
46 027  40.6  7·6  43  071  17.0  1).2.  z6 177  37·0  8.2  !  !j6 ll7  z8.o 
l2 2j0  29·4  6.9 
. 
8 670  12.)  2.7  574 417  13.9 
22 210  29.4  6.9  7 625  ro.S  2-4  491  91 I  12-0 
l  045  l.j  o.; 
78  )02  !.9 
in  I  3  C 
7 473  9·9  z.;  6 426  9-1  z.o  q6;84(')  3.3 
I 719  z.;  O,j  2  444  3·4  o.S  214034  5·2 
I  719  z.;  0·)  ll  5 )00  2.8 
8j6  1.2  o.;  10 084  0.2 
670  0.9  o.z  7 2j0  0-2 
918  1.)  o.;  8! 400 (Z)  2..0 
8  147  10.8  2.j  7 242  IO.z  2.)·  94 8oo  2.) 
8  147  Jo.8  2.j  ,! 022.  2.9  o.6  94 Soo  2 ·3 
j  1)7  7-2  1.6 
8;  O.J  o.I 
3 443  4.6  1.0  !6 000  0·4 
I  419  1.9  0.4  !6 000  0.4 
2.  024  2.7  o.6 
41  o.o  o.o 
44'  0.4  0.1  2  0·0  0·0  I  395  2.0  0-4  120 922  2.9 
6917  6.1  l,J  I  027  1.4  o.;  3 ;64  4-7  1.1  335  ljl  8.! 
2  430  2.1  0.4  243  o.;  o.o  6z6  0,9  0.2  44 725  1.1 
2  430  2.1  0-4  243  o.;  o.o  6o8  0·9  o.z 
44 72i  1.1 
18  o.o  o.o 
4 487  4-0  0.7  659  0.9  0·2  I  861  z.6  o.6  J6j 6; i  4·0 
4 420  3.9  0.7  I 743  2.4  O.j  134 211  ;.z 
67  0•1  0·0  118  0·2  0.1  31  424  o.8 
4i8  o.6  0.1 
201e)  o.;  o.o 
Ill1  :\  66;  0.9  o.;  124 791  ;.o 
l2j  o.z  o.o 
in  ll3D  in  I  2 A 
I Z j  o.z  o.o 
llll A  Z14  0·3  o.o 
Luxembourg  Nethcrbnds 
Financial year  Calendar year 
Ill  l  !I  Ill  l  I[  Ill 
\. 3  3 76!  67.;  14-8  j  961  6o.3  I 
z.6  1 6oo  28.6  6.;  4 099  41.4  9·' 
2 ·3  1 j83  z8.;  6-z  4 074  4I·2  9 .l 
o.; 
l7  O.J  0.1  Zj  0.2  o.o 
o.6  1 299  2 3· z  j.l  I 490  lj.l  3 
1·0  IF  2.4  O.j  196  z.o  0,'-: 
0·5  1)2  2.4  o.j  119  1.2  C.) 
o.o 
0·0 
O.j  77  o.S  c. 2 
.. 
0·5  548  9·8  2.2 
O.j  476  S.j  1.9 
72  I • 3  o.; 
0.1  !82  ;.;  0.7  q6  !.8  0-4 
O.J  !82  ). ;  0.7  176  J.8  0·4 
Q.j 
l.j  l j 5  2.8  o.6  392  4-0  0-9 
o.z  29  O.j  0.1  172  1.8  0.4 
29  O.j  0.1  qz  1.8  0.4 
0,2 
o.8  106  !.9  0,4  141  1.4  0.3 
o.6  89  1.6  o.;  141  1,4  o.; 
C.2  17  o.;  0.1 
O.j  20  0.4  0.1  79  o.8  o.z Tax yield in 1962 in the Member States of the Eutopean E(:on:onlic Community, 
(I) in miilions  of national currenry (II) expressed as a percentage of total tax yield,  expressed as a percentage of 
grou national product. 
Bcigium  Germany  France  Italr  Luxembourg  ~ctherlands 
Financial  year  Calendar year  Financial year  Calendar year  Financial  year  Calendar year 
I  li  III  l  ll  III  I  II  III  I  n  m  I  II  III  l  n  III 
1  Income and wealth taxes  j 3 775  42·4  8.4  48 Oil  p.S  l)  .)  z8 243  ,il.;  s.o  I  425  (liO  z8.9  5  ·7  ;  z81  6;.5  !2,.8  6 275  6o.o  1}·2 
I 1  Income taxes  25  66;  )0,9  7,2  9 655  12·4  2.7  724 6;8  14·7  2..9  I  695  ;z.8  6.6  44l7  42..6  9·4 
I 1 A  Income tax  2) 66;  3°·9  7·2  8 731  I 1.2.  z.j  619 982  12..6  2.)  I  674  32·4  6.)  4 429  42·3  9·3 
Supplementary taxes: 
I 1 B  Personal complementary tax  924  LZ  o.z 
I 1 B  Progressive complementary tax  104 6s6  2.1  0-4 
I 1 B  Tax on company directors'fees  2:!  0.4  o.J  25 
I 1 C  Family tax 
}  OJ  } 
O·l 
in  I  3  C 
I 1 C  Tax on lottery winnings  3 
l 2  Corporation taxes  7 790  9·4  2.2  6466  8.;  r.8  I6! 6!4(')  ;.;  0.7  814  15 .s  ;.z  I  450  13·9  ;.o 
13  Taxes on land and buildin/l.s  I  86z  2.2  0.)  278r  ;.6  o.S  2:18  I07  4·4  0.9  t;8  2.7  O.j  !89  !·8  0-4 
!3 A/B  Tax on real estate  l  862  z.z  O.j  115  ;oo (')  .z.;  0-j  q8  1--7  O.j  ll6  !.!  0·3 
I 3 A  Tax on land built upon  974  1.3  o,;  ll  976  o.;  0.! 
I 3 B  Tax on undeveloped land  735  0.9  0.2.  8431  0.2.  0.0 
I 3 C  Tax on rental value of property:  I  072  1.4  o.;  8! 400 (') (l)  1.7  o.;  73  o.t 
l  4  Business taxes  8 770  !0,6  2. j  s 203  !O.j  z.;  94 8oo  1.9  0.4  483  9·4  1.9 
I 4 t\  Business tax  8 770  10.6  z. j  2  339  ;.o  0.7  94 8oo (')  l-9  0.4  407  7.9  !.6 
14 B  Payroll tax  j  776  7·4  I.6  76  l.j  o.; 
I 4 C  Apprenticeship tax  88  0.1  0.0 
I 5  Wealth  taxes  3 891  4·7  l.!  16ooo  o.;  o.o  I)!  2.9  o.6  179  !.7  0.4 
I 5 A  Wealth tax  l  79ll  2..2  0-1  !6 000 (')  o.;  0.0  !p  2.9  o.6  179  1,7  0.4 
I 5 B  Equalization of burdens levies  2  093  Z,j  o.6 
Berlin Emergency Tax  35  o.o  o.o 
Miscellaneous wealth taxes  482  0.4  0,!  1  r;S  !,j  0.4  2!0451(4)  4-3  o.S 
II  formation  taxes and 
duties  h  6o-r  j.Z  r.o  l  I 23  l.j  0.)  3 ll4;  j.O  l.O  441  5;6  .9·0  !.8  x68  u  0.7  399  ;.8  0.8 
Hl  Inheritance and gift duties  z z8 3  !.8  0.4  z88  o.;  o.I  677  O.jl  0,2  55  770  !.I  0.2.  40  0.8  0.2  177  !.7  0.4 
lilA  Inheritance and  duty  z  z8 3  !.8  0-4  z88  o.;  0.1  6s8  40  o.S  o.z  177  1.7  0.4 
H1B  Tax on the total value of 
inherited estate  0.9  o.z  55  770  1.1  o.z 
Donations  19 
H3  Registration taxes I transfer taxes  4 324  3·4  o.6  703  o.8  0,2  2 224  2.9  o.6  2.26  169  4.6  1.0  IP9  2.,1  0.4  lj2  1.4  0,3 
H3A  Registration tax  4 2)1  3.4  o.6  2  085  2..7  0,6  !8) 046  3·7  o.8  92.  !.8  0.3  ljl  !.4  o.; 
U3B  1\ff.  •  .,-,. tax  73  o.o  o.o  1)9  0.2.  o.o  43  I.i!J  (
4
)  0,9  0.2.  17  o.;  0.! 
H3C  Real property transfer tax  j08  o.6  o.r 
II 3D  Tax on the  •r·  ,;.;,;,  of  195  (I) 
corporate rights 
0.2  O.l 
II4  Stamp iibtties  in  l!l  1  A  726  0.9  0.2  159  l97  o.6  3-2  19  0.4  o.J  70  0.7  o.J 
ns  Taxe.r ou securities  132  0,2  o.o 
HSA  Tax on securities (bonds) 
H5B  ,c:  tax  in  II  3  D  in  I  2 A 
<>  rp  0,2  o.o 
II6  Stock  lurn()1Jer tax 
in  Ill  l  A  2!6  o.,  o.o PUBLICATIONS  SERVICES  OF  THE  EUROPEAN  COMMUNITIES 
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